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ABSTRACT 

 

FORCE FIELD MODELS IN HALOGEN BONDING 

 

 Halogen bonding schemes have been proposed to replace those of hydrogen bonding in 

biomolecules, such as proteins and DNA, because halogens can counter-intuitively attract a Lewis 

base. Unlike hydrogen bonding, halogen bonding strength is dependent on a number of factors, 

such as electrostatics, exchange repulsion, dispersion, and charge transfer. Understanding the 

underlying energetic components of halogen bonding at a fundamental level, defined herein to 

mean the subatomic level, is necessary to utilize halogen bonding in a biomolecular context. Our 

aspiration throughout this research has not been to quantify the strength of the underlying 

interactions. Instead, it has been to identify and explain the interactions as dependent on the uneven 

distribution of valence electrons inherent to the halogens, and apply our findings to developing 

force field models. 

  

Chapter 2: The Cambridge Structural Database was used to show that crystals of halogen bonding 

structures exhibit a distance-angle correlation. The correlation is similar to that present in 

crystals of hydrogen bonding structures, though with a diminished angular dependence beyond 

the sum of the van der Waals radii. Halogen bonding strength, approximated by bonding 

frequency, was found to be inversely proportional to non-bonding distance. The shape of the 

distance-angle correlation would continue to be studied in Chapters 3–4.  

Chapter 3: An angular dependence was illustrated in Chapter 2 at short non-bonding distances; the 

interaction energy must have been dependent on anisotropic, short-range components such as 

electrostatics and exchange repulsion. The electronic structure of halogen-containing 
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compounds was studied independently as a function of distance and then as a function of angle. 

Electron-withdrawing and -donating moieties were used to observe the dependence of 

electrostatics, exchange repulsion, and dispersion on the polarizability of the halogen. Both 

substituent and periodic trends were observed, where halogen bonding strength increased with 

s-hole and aspherical shape of the halogen atom. 

Chapter 4: Atomic halogens were used to study the anisotropic electrostatic potential and exchange 

repulsion directly, without influence of the substituent groups present in Chapter 3. Our 

hypothesis was that theoretical models of the electrostatic potential and exchange repulsion 

would display an angular dependence because of the inherent s2px
2py

2pz
1 valence electron 

configuration. The halogen atoms were defined as a linear combination of core and valence s 

and p wavefunctions, fitted simultaneously to Hartree-Fock calculations of the orbital shapes, 

electrostatic potential, and exchange repulsion. The shape of the exchange repulsion model as 

a function of distance and angle, in conjunction with dispersion, could explain the distance-

angle correlation of experimental and theoretical halogen bonding. The electrostatic potential, 

associated with the s-hole model of halogen bonding, did not vanish at long distance. Instead, 

it was found that the presence of a dipole-dipole interaction was necessary to recreate 

experimental results.  

Chapter 5: The purpose of this study was to begin development on a multimolecular system to 

model solvent interactions with halogen bonding structures. We found that halogen bonding 

trimer systems have a cooperative non-bonding energy due to the electrostatics, dispersion, 

and partial charge transfer from Lewis base to halogen. The polarization of the model 

hydrogen-bond enhanced halogen bonds increased the electrostatic attraction within the trimer 

systems. The charge transfer stabilized the structure and lead to decrease in bond distances 

relative to the corresponding dimers. Because attractive dispersion interactions are inversely 
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dependent on interaction distance, the overall dispersive attraction increased in the trimer 

system as well.  

Chapter 6: A novel model was created to examine the process of charge transfer as a function of 

distance in halogen bonding dimers. Two molecular models of borane with ammonia and 

diatomic bromine with ammonia were developed and fitted to computational calculations. The 

results of the models showed that the cross-term of the charge transfer interaction between 

reactant and product components contributes to the attraction between Lewis acids and bases. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

Halogen bonding has been incorporated into supramolecular and biomolecular chemistry, 

specifically photovoltaics, organic magnets, anion transport, protein and ligand modification, and 

drug design, since the turn of the 21st century.1–4 Halogen bonding can be concisely described as a 

counterintuitive attraction between a halogen and Lewis base, such as oxygen or nitrogen.3,5–13 The 

phenomenon is similar to hydrogen bonding geometrically and energetically, except that the 

strength of a halogen bond is reported to increase with the polarizability of the atom from chlorine 

to iodine.1,14–17 The interaction distance (d) is shorter than the sum of the species’ van der Waals 

radii (ΣrvdW), and the bond angle (θ) is approximately 180° (Table 1.1).13,17–23 The binding affinity 

and selectivity of halogen bonding can be more finely tuned than hydrogen bonding due to these 

geometric factors,3,5–13,24–30 whereas the strength of hydrogen bonding increases with charge 

separation.31,32  

 
Table 1.1. The geometric definitions of halogen and hydrogen bonding.14,32 The bond distance 
between atoms X and Y is less than the sum of the van der Waals radii, and the bond angle is 
approximately 180°. The Lewis acid (X or H) is covalently bound to some group (R), and the 

Lewis base (Y) is covalently bound to some group (R’). 
Structural Geometry d (Å) θ (°) 

 

Shorter than the sum of the X—Y 
van der Waals radii 155-180 

 

Generally shorter than the sum of 
the H—Y van der Waals radii 

110-180 

 

R X Y R'

θ

d

R H Y R'

θ

d
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The History of Halogen Bonding 

The earliest known report of what would come to be known as a halogen bond was 

published by J. Colin in 1814,2 but the initial discovery is often credited to F. Guthrie for his work 

in 1863.2,33,34 Guthrie reported that colorless solutions of iodine and ammonia in a 1:1 mixture 

changed to dark brown, signifying a chemical change,33–35 and reasoned that I2 and NH3 combined 

as a charge transfer complex35–37 in a geometry close to that of halogen bonding structures known 

today. Similar results were reported by I. Remsen and J. F. Norris in 189634,38 upon mixing bromine 

and trimethylamine, except that the solution did not just change color; a product crystalized as 

well. Crystallized complexes comprised of hypothesized charge transfer complexes were further 

studied in the 20th century using spectroscopic techniques such as X-ray or electron diffraction.35 

For example, X-ray diffraction was used on a crystal structure of bromine and dioxane by Hassel 

et al. in 195439 to determine the molecular arrangement of halogen bonding (Fig. 1.1).  

 

 
Figure 1.1. A crystallized chain of bromine and dioxane. The Br—O bond distance was 2.71 Å, 
whereas the sum of the van der Waals radii is 3.35 Å. The apparent Br-Br—O bond angle was 

180° (adapted from Q. Rev. Chem. Soc. 1962, 16, 1). 
 

Diatomic bromine was found to interact with the oxygen of dioxane at a distance of only 

2.71 Å.34,39,40 Hassel et al. commented, “This is the most striking feature of the whole structure as 

it indicates a very strong interaction between the bromine and oxygen atoms.”39 The remaining 

halogens were then incorporated and yielded similar results. It was concluded that the unexpected 

attraction between bromine and oxygen was an example of a “charge transfer bond.”34,40–42 The 

term was coined in reference to the research of R. S. Mulliken published not long before,35,41 

wherein Mulliken stated that a previously forbidden absorption was allowed, “...due to an 

intermolecular charge transfer process during the light absorption;”43 italics added for emphasis. 

O

O
Br

Br
O

O

Br
Br

O

O

Br
Br
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In more recent research, the charge transfer interaction is said to be caused by electron donation 

from a Lewis base in close proximity to the s*-orbital of the R–X bond.7,44,45  

Modern understanding of halogen bonding has moved beyond a pure charge transfer model 

with the discovery of halogen bonds in supramolecular complexes and biosystems.1,7,25,35 The 

interactions have been attributed primarily to electrostatics as opposed to charge transfer due to 

the reported structural similarities to hydrogen bonding complexes,37,46 which can at times be 

solely attributed to electrostatic effects.31 For example, a screening of biological halogen bonding 

crystal structures was performed by Auffinger et al. in 2004.1 The search was narrowed to 

halogenated complexes containing C–Cl, C–Br, and C–I bonds arranged in a halogen bonding 

configuration near oxygen (Ref. 1; Fig. 1). The average non-bonding distances were found to be 

less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the interacting atoms. The shortest interactions were 

found to occur at C–X—O angles between 160° and 180°, though another group of structures were 

found at smaller angles between 145° and 150°. The latter group was attributed to additional 

polarization effects induced by the Lewis base, the researchers arguing that when working with 

“complex environments, like those encountered in biomolecular systems… some deviation from 

linearity for halogen bonds can be expected.” 

Electrostatic potential maps were created by Auffinger et al. to gauge the polarizability of 

model halogenated compounds at the 3-21G(*) level. A partially positive electrostatic potential 

was found on the halogen atoms, increasing with atomic polarizability from Cl to I. In addition, 

the presence of an electron withdrawing substituent group, such as an aromatic moiety, resulted in 

an increased positive potential on the halogen. The partially positive electrostatic potential on each 

halogen was observed extending from the C–X covalent bond, which would cause an interaction 

angle of 180° via electrostatic attraction in the vicinity of a Lewis base. It was therefore concluded 

that the halogen bonding interactions observed were primarily driven by electrostatics, and, to a 
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lesser extent, charge transfer. The research group has since worked to perform statistical analyses 

on the geometry and energy of biological halogen bonds, such as those found in Holliday junctions 

and enzymes.1,4,26,37,47–52  

 

The σ-Hole Model 

The discovery of biological halogen bonding structures shifted the focus of research from 

a model solely dependent on charge transfer to one that incorporated electrostatics, due to the 

structural similarities shared with hydrogen bonding.26,31,35,37,53 With that shift came the proposal 

of an electrostatic halogen bonding model: the s-hole model. Researchers Politzer et al. wrote in 

a 2008 paper, “We wish... to draw attention to a common fallacy related to atomic charges; they 

are typically viewed as global. The entire atom is assigned a single numerical positive or negative 

charge; in effect, it is being treated as a point charge,”54 disregarding non-uniform electron density 

across atoms in molecules. The partially positive electrostatic potential exposed on halogen atoms, 

like those demonstrated by Auffinger et al.1 using molecular electrostatic potential maps, result 

from the half-filled valence p-orbital participating in a covalent bond. The electron deficiency 

extending from the R–X bond allows positive charge from the nucleus to attract excess electron 

density (negative) regions on nearby Lewis bases, where R is an organic functional group attached 

to the halogen, X. This area of partially positive charge on the halogen is called the s-hole (Fig. 

1.2).53,55 The partially negative excess electron density on a halogen is distributed around an, 

“equatorial belt… coaxial with the [R]–X bond.”9 
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CH3F 

 
CH3Cl 

 
CH3Br 

 
CH3I 

Figure 1.2. The σ-hole is seen to increase in size from F to I when looking down the C–X bond 
of CH3X. Red represents a negative electrostatic potential (-15.7 kcal/mol) and blue represents a 

positive electrostatic potential (15.7 kcal/mol) between a negative point charge probe and the 
molecule evaluated at grid point points on the 0.0004 electron density isosurface (adapted from 

PNAS, 2004, 101, 16789).  
 

Currently, the σ-hole model is the most prominent theoretical model in the literature used 

to explain the behavior of halogen bonds.54,56–59 It was developed by Politzer et al.,56 who reported 

in 2007 that the magnitude of positive electrostatic potential on a halogen is proportional to the 

strength of a non-bonding interaction with a Lewis base.54,56–58 The focus of the study was the 

source of attraction between electrostatically driven non-bonding interactions between molecules 

that would be expected to repel one another. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps were 

also utilized, wherein the electrostatic potential, Vesp (Eqn. 1.1), is calculated over a set of points, 

d, to display the interaction between a negative point charge probe and the nuclear point charge 

and electron density of a molecule.54,58,60  

 

𝑉"#$ =& 𝑍(|𝑑( − 𝑑| − , 𝜌	d𝑑′|𝑑1 − 𝑑|(  (1.1) 

 

Vesp is generated using a point charge as a probe at a set of positions, d. A negative point charge 

probe is attracted to the nuclear charges (ZX) on atoms (X) at a positions (dX) and repelled by the 

electron density (ρ) distributed over the system. The interaction with electron density is integrated 

over all space. Both terms in Vesp increase with decreasing distance between the nucleus and the 

probe as well as the electron density and the probe (dx-d and d’-d, respectively).54,56–58  
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The effectiveness of the MEP model was demonstrated by Politzer et al. in their early work 

by mapping both the BrOH and SCl2 electrostatic potential surfaces.54 The electrostatic potential 

surfaces illustrated a region of positive potential on bromine extending from the O–Br covalent 

bond, and two regions of positive potential on sulfur extending from the Cl–S covalent bonds. The 

electrostatic potential on the surface of a halogen in a molecule was not “global” but rather non-

uniform, with a positive polar crown extending from each R–X covalent bond.15,54,56–58  Once the 

electrostatic potential surfaces (Ref. 54; Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) were analyzed,  two pairwise complexes, 

HOBr–BrOH and Cl2S–SCl2, were optimized by Politzer et al. The HOBr dimer oriented in a 

conformation that optimizes halogen bonding with a Br–Br distance of 3.21 Å, such that the 

partially positive region on one Br aligned with the partially negative region on the other. The Cl2S 

dimer adopted a conformation that maximizes chalcogen bonding with an S–S distance of 3.17 Å, 

such that the partially positive and negative regions on adjacent sulfurs aligned. The interaction 

energies were calculated to be -3.5 kcal/mol and -5.5 kcal/mol in the complexes, respectively.  

 The necessity of a covalent bond in the formation of a σ-hole has been a point of contention 

in the halogen bonding literature; the σ-hole is said to result from the positive nucleus of the 

halogen becoming more exposed as electron density shifts away from the atom and toward the 

covalent bond.15,16,57,61 However, two articles were published by Politzer et al. in 2013 and 2014 

that illustrated the presence of a σ-hole on free fluorine and chlorine atoms, respectively.57,58 The 

singly-occupied pz-orbital of a halogen that is directly involved in a covalent bond remains singly-

occupied in the absence of a covalent bond. This results in two partially positive σ-holes on the 

surface of a halogen atom, corresponding to the –z and +z directions as the positive charge of the 

protons in the nucleus become more prominent on an electron density isosurface. As is true for the 

halogens when covalently bound, the intrinsic σ-holes increase in size with the polarizability of 

the atom.  
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 The electrostatic description of halogen bonding was so widely accepted that in 2013, the 

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry defined a halogen bond as, “a net attractive 

interaction between an electrophilic region associated with a halogen atom in a molecular entity 

and a nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecular entity.”59 This is not to say that 

additional energetic components, such as charge transfer, are not present, although electrostatics 

is often reported to be the primary component.31,62–64 In fact, at times the electrostatic component 

is reported to be the sole contributing factor toward a stable halogen bond.57,59 In response to this, 

Wang et al. stated in a 2014 publication On the Nature of Halogen Bonds, “The current discussions 

of experimental and theoretical studies of [halogen] bonds are virtually dominated by the ‘σ-hole’ 

notion and its electrostatic effects, sometimes to the exclusion of other effects.”35 To this end, 

researchers employ energy decomposition analysis methods to observe the relative contributions 

of halogen bonding energetic components, including but not limited to electrostatics, exchange 

repulsion, dispersion, and charge transfer.15,19,45 

For instance, Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) was used by K. E. Riley and 

P. Hobza19 to observe the underlying electrostatic contributions as well as exchange in halogen 

bonding dimers. SAPT65 assesses the magnitudes of the various intermolecular interactions, such 

as electrostatics (elec), induction (ind), dispersion (disp), and exchange (exch). Hartree-Fock and 

MP2 methods were also used to compare the total SAPT energy calculated (Table 1.2). As reported 

by Riley and Hobza,19 the differences between the Hartree-Fock (HF) and Møller-Plesset 2nd Order 

Perturbation (MP2) results signified a considerable electron correlation component to the halogen 

bonding interactions, increasing from chloromethane to iodomethane. The SAPT energies were of 

the same magnitude as those found at the MP2 level, although the deviation increases from 

chloromethane to iodomethane. The electrostatic component was found to contribute toward the 

interaction energy increasingly as a periodic trend from chloromethane to iodomethane. The 
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dispersive component (disp) also increased as a periodic trend, and can be seen to contribute to the 

interaction energy more than electrostatics in the chloro- and bromomethane dimers. Charge 

transfer contributes little to the interaction energy in these dimer models, whereas exchange 

repulsion is of a greater magnitude than the total energy, balanced by the attractive components. 

These trends are consistent with other literature reports.31,45,62,66,67  

 
Table 1.2. The interaction energies and underlying electrostatic (elec), inductive (ind), dispersive 
(disp), and exchange repulsion (exch) components of the halomethanes with formaldehyde using 

SAPT method, reported by Riley and Hobza.19  

ΔEMETHOD 
CH3Cl—OCH2 

(kcal/mol) 
CH3Br—OCH2 

(kcal/mol) 
CH3I—OCH2 

(kcal/mol) 
HF 0.66 0.36 0.27 

MP2 -1.11 -1.61 -1.68 
CCSD(T) -1.05 -1.49 -1.57 

SAPT -0.98 -1.70 -2.67 
elec -0.96 -1.47 -2.61 
ind -0.23 -0.37 -0.78 
disp -1.81 -1.98 -2.31 
exch 2.02 2.12 3.01 

 

A recent publication by Thirman et al. observed halogen bonding between methylhalides 

and fluoride ion using an energy decomposition analysis.45 Similarly to Riley and Hobza, the 

research group found a large electrostatic contribution as a function of distance. However, the 

charge transfer component was near-equal to the electrostatic component (Ref. 45; Fig. 7). The 

researchers concluded that “All of [the energetic components] are important for determining the 

overall interaction, so each needs to be considered separately.” 

 

Force Field Models of Non-Bonding Interactions 

Understanding the underlying energetic components of halogen bonding as dependent on 

d and q is necessary to accurately predict the energy of a biomolecular system.1,23 For example, 

the binding interaction of ligands within the active site of proteins is dependent on intermolecular 
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attractions between molecules, including biological halogen bonds (BXBs).47,68 Due to the 

geometric and energetic specificity of halogen bonding as introduced above, BXBs can be used to 

design novel drugs in medicinal chemistry.1,10,12,13,26,69 A new drug is estimated to take over a 

decade and nearly $2 billion to develop and launch, so the methodology throughout the process 

should be as cost efficient as possible.12,23,70 The primary method for calculating the theoretical 

energy of biomolecular systems, like proteins or DNA, is to use a force field to approximate the 

interaction energy using simple potential expressions within molecular mechanics/dynamics 

suites.68,71–79  

 

I.  The AMBER Force Field and PEP Model 

Force fields approximate the energy of large and complex biomolecular systems using 

simple potential expressions.68,71–80 One such force field is called Assisted Model Building with 

Energy Refinement (AMBER), and was developed by Kollman et al.72 The goal when developing 

AMBER was to create a molecular mechanics program that could calculate the optimized structure 

and interaction energy of small molecules as well as larger polymers. In AMBER, the interaction 

energy, DEAMBER (Eqn. 1.2), is calculated via interatomic bonding and non-bonding terms that are 

dependent on the distances, angles, and dihedrals (torsions) between atoms.  

 ∆𝐸45678 = & K:(𝑟 − 𝑟"=)?@ABC# + & KE(𝜃 − 𝜃"=)?GBHI"#+ & 12VB(1 + cos(𝑛𝜙 − 𝛾))SA:#TAB#+ & U𝐴TW𝑅TWY? − 𝐵TW𝑅TW[ + 𝑞T𝑞W𝜀𝑅TW^ + & U 𝐶TW𝑅TWY? − 𝐷TW𝑅TWYa^bc@ABC#BAB@ABC#,TeW
 

(1.2) 
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The bonding distance (bonds) and angle terms are approximated by harmonic equations, and the 

dihedral (torsion) term by a cosine expansion, where a force constant (Kr, Kθ, and Vn, respectively) 

is multiplied by the variance of the terms from their equilibrium values (r-req, θ-θeq, and nϕ-γ, 

respectively) within each term.75 The equilibrium terms (req, θeq, and γ) were parameterized relative 

to experimental structural data. The non-bonding terms are described by Lennard-Jones and 

Coulombic potentials, where Aij and Bij derive from the well depths and van der Waals interaction 

distances. Hydrogen bonding term is approximated by a 12-10 potential, where Cij and Dij also 

derive from well depths and interaction distances; Rij is equal to the interaction distance in both 

the non-bonding and hydrogen bonding terms. The atomic charges (qi and qj) are calculated from 

small molecular models using restrained electrostatic potentials (RESPs) at the HF/6-31G* 

level.72,75,81 A non-additive approximation to the polarizability has been subsequently added to 

ΔEAMBER to improve computational results.72,75  

AMBER yields halogen-bonding interaction energies comparable to experimental and 

quantum mechanical results for moderately sized molecular systems.71,72 For example, in a study 

completed by M. A. A. Ibrahim,71 the halogen-bond bond distances and interaction energies 

between the halobenzenes and biologically applicable Lewis bases resulted in rms differences of 

0.18 Å and 0.49 kcal/mol relative to MP2 results, respectively (Table 1.3). The AMBER non-

bonding distances were consistently longer than MP2, and the interaction energies were weaker 

than the MP2 results.71,82 The longer distances predicted by AMBER suggest that the force field 

underestimated the dispersive component of the halogen bonding strength, or overestimated the 

exchange repulsion.72,82  
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Table 1.3. Distances and interaction energies presented by M. M. A. Ibrahim,71 demonstrating 
that AMBER overestimates the non-bonding distances and underestimates the halogen bonding 
attraction for chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, and iodobenzene interacting with furan, pyridine, 

and ammonia when compared to the results at the MP2 level. 
Lewis Acid Lewis Base dAMBER (Å) dMP2 (Å) ΔEAMBER (kcal/mol) ΔEMP2 (kcal/mol) 

chlorobenzene 
furan 3.30 3.15 -0.77 -1.15 

pyridine 3.26 3.17 -0.90 -1.42 
ammonia 3.34 3.33 -0.44 -0.71 

bromobenzene 
furan 3.43 3.14 -1.38 -1.72 

pyridine 3.29 3.07 -2.59 -2.80 
ammonia 3.31 3.21 -1.82 -1.83 

iodobenzene 
furan 3.53 3.23 -1.65 -2.21 

pyridine 3.36 3.07 -3.29 -4.36 

ammonia 3.38 3.22 -2.37 -3.03 
 

Force field electrostatic approximations are currently being developed based on the σ-hole 

model to improve the structural and energetic halogen bonding calculations in large molecules. 

One such approach was developed by Ibrahim,82 where a positive extra point (PEP) was added to 

the halogen corresponding to the location of its σ-hole.71,76 The PEP is meant to replicate the 

partially positive electrostatic potential of the σ-hole and establish an electrostatic potential 

gradient from polar cap to negative perpendicular axes.23,76 Ibrahim calculated the partial charge 

of the PEP using RESPs at the HF/6-31G* level, which is the same method used in AMBER to 

approximate partial charges. The PEP was placed within the valence electron density of the 

halogen (Fig. 1.3), at a selected distance of √2g 𝑟hij from the nucleus.  

 

 
Figure 1.3. The location of the positive extra point (PEP) within the electron density (dotted 

line) of a halogen (X), where the PEP is positively charged and the halogen negatively charged. 
This is meant to model the charge of the s-hole (adapted from J. Mol. Model 2012, 18, 4625). 

 

Bond distances and interaction energies between the halobenzenes and model Lewis bases, 

including formaldehyde and ammonia, using the AMBER-PEP method yielded rms differences of 

X
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0.09 Å and 0.37 kcal/mol relative to the MP2 method, respectively (Table 1.4). These results are 

an improvement over AMBER without the PEP. Lastly, the interaction energy via AMBER-PEP 

was consistently underestimated when ammonia was the Lewis base. Charge transfer has been 

reported to be a significant contribution for halogen bonding involving ammonia,36,83,84 an 

underlying attraction not addressed by the PEP model.  

 
Table 1.4. Distances and interaction energies presented by M. M. A. Ibrahim82 for 

chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, and iodobenzene interacting with formaldehyde and ammonia at 
the AMBER-PEP and MP2 level. The non-bonding distances calculated by AMBER-PEP were 
consistently overestimated when compared to the MP2 results, though the estimated interaction 

energies showed a decreased root mean square difference compared to the previous AMBER 
results in Table 1.3. 

Lewis Acid Lewis Base 
dAMBER-PEP 

(Å) 
dMP2 
(Å) 

ΔEAMBER-PEP 
(kcal/mol) 

ΔEMP2 
(kcal/mol) 

chlorobenzene 
formaldehyde 3.26 3.21 -0.27 -0.53 

ammonia 3.34 3.33 -0.44 -0.71 

bromobenzene 
formaldehyde 3.28 3.18 -1.51 -1.14 

ammonia 3.31 3.21 -1.82 -1.83 

iodobenzene 
formaldehyde 3.35 3.27 -2.05 -1.72 

ammonia 3.38 3.22 -2.37 -3.03 
 

II.  The Force Field for Biological Halogen Bonds 

The development of a comprehensive halogen bond force field term, one that incorporates 

exchange repulsion and dispersive interactions as well as electrostatics would assist researchers in 

predicting the binding interaction of ligands within the active site of proteins that incorporate 

BXBs. A force field was published by Carter et al. in 2012, which they refer to as a force field for 

biological halogen bonds (ffBXB).68 Focus was on the interaction potential of bromine because 

experimental and theoretical halogen bonding interactions have been published in the literature for 

bromine-containing BXBs. The potential terms within the ffBXB were developed from trends in 

experimental structural and energetic data as well as select electronic structure computations.  

The ffBXB potential term consisted of a sum of modified Lennard-Jones, VLJ (Eqn. 1.3), 

and electrostatic, Velect (Eqn. 1.4), contributions.  
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𝑉kl = m𝜀4𝜀6: nU𝑟oCp(4) + 〈𝑟oCp(6:)〉 − Δ𝑟6:cos	(𝜈𝛼)𝑑 ^Y?
− 2U𝑟oCp(4) + 〈𝑟oCp(6:)〉𝑑 ^[v (1.3) 

 

𝑉"I"wS = (𝐴cos(𝜈α) + 𝐵)𝑍4e?D𝑑{  (1.4) 

 

The repulsive term in VLJ is calculated by summing the van der Waals radii of the 

interacting atom (rvdW(A)) and bromine (〈𝑟hij(|})〉–DrBrcos(na)), divided by the interaction 

distance (d) raised to the power of 12. The anisotropic van der Waals radius of bromine is equal to 

the difference of the average radius (〈𝑟hij(|})〉) and the angularly dependent polar flattening 

(DrBrcos(na)). The cosine function provides a dependence on period (n) and angle (a). The 

dispersive term in VLJ is calculated by summing the van der Waals radii of the interacting atom 

and bromine, divided by d raised to the power of 6. There is no angular dependence in the 

dispersive term because Carter et al. showed, using a combination of MP2 and HF methods, that 

the angular dependence resides within the exchange repulsion. The repulsive and attractive terms 

are scaled by the root of the multiple of the well depths (e). 

 Velect is a Coulombic potential term. The research team used the same cosine function to 

model the angular dependence of the charge distribution of bromine as they did when modeling 

the aspherical exchange repulsion shape. Carter et al. explain, “... although the σ-hole model for 

[halogen] bonds does not explicitly consider the steric and dispersion terms, we show that the size 

and shape of the halogen is aspherical, which we [attribute] to the depopulation of the atomic pz-

orbital, a hallmark of the σ-hole model.” In other words, the same singly-occupied pz-orbital that 

results in the atom’s aspherical shape also gives rise to its s-hole. The amplitude (A) of the cosine 

function and its baseline (B) were scaled to fit the maximum and minimum potential values 
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calculated using the MP2 method. The remaining parameters include the partial charge (ZA) on the 

interacting atom (A), the charge of a proton (e), the dielectric constant of the medium (D), and the 

interaction distance (d). The 7 parameters, between VLJ and Velect (see Table 1.5), were 

parameterized from a model bromouracil-phosphate interaction. 

 
Table 1.5. The 7 unique parameters of the ffBXB, presented by Carter et al,68 which were 

parametrized from a model bromouracil-phosphate interaction. 〈𝑟hij(|})〉 
(Å) 

Dr (Å) 
eBr 

(kcal/mol) 
A B n n 

2.04 
0.060 

± 0.022 
0.019 

± 0.002 
2.84 

± 0.82 
1.53 

± 0.45 
2.29 

± 0.29 
2.31 

± 0.02 
 

 The energies and structures obtained using the parameterized ffBXB for the DNA junction 

configurations Br1J and Br2J, examples of experimental biological halogen bond structures, were 

then compared to experimental results from the literature and QM methods (Table 1.6). 

Bromouracil and either hypophosphite (H2PO2
-) or dimethylphosphate (DMP-) were used to model 

Br1J and Br2J in the QM calculations because the DNA junctions would be too large for the MP2 

method directly. It was reported by Carter et al. that both the QM and ffBXB calculations resulted 

in interaction energies within the errors of the experimentally determined energies, so the 

bromouracil pairwise interaction effectively modeled Br1J and Br2J. The ffBXB energies 

correlated with the MP2 results “very well” with an R value of 0.96. In conclusion, the ffBXB 

replicated both the experimental and theoretical model results.  

 
Table 1.6. Experimental energies of Br1J and Br2J in comparison to theoretical interaction 

energies of bromine-containing model BXBs, presented by Carter et al.68  
 Experimental (kcal/mol) Theoretical (kcal/mol) 

Geometry Crystal Assay Calorimetric QM (H2PO2
-/DMP-) ffBXB (H2PO2

-/DMP-) 
Br1J -2.0 ± 0.5  -1.44/-1.53 -1.97/-2.47 
Br2J  -3.5 ± 1.3 -3.02/-3.06 -2.86/-4.63 
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The ffBXB was not developed like AMBER-PEP, in which a positive extra point was 

added to a halogen in the AMBER force field.82 Instead, a new force field term was designed by 

modeling anisotropic shapes and electrostatic potentials.68 Both force fields yielded comparative 

results to QM calculation, as is evident by the rms differences between AMBER-PEP and MP2 

(0.09 Å, 0.37 kcal/mol), and the R value of 0.96 between ffBXB and MP2. As such, two PEP 

models were constructed by Carter et al. to directly compare the predictive capabilities of 

AMBER-PEP and ffBXB. The first was referred to as PEP-a and the second PEP-f. PEP-a was 

constructed using parameters from the AMBER ff99 force field, and PEP-f was constructed using 

parameters from the ffBXB (Ref. 68; Table 3).  

The ffBXB, PEP-a, and PEP-f all predicted similar potential wells between bromine and 

anionic oxygen (Ref. 68; Fig. 8c, Fig. 10a, Fig. 10d, respectively), although the PEP-a well was 

narrower and the PEP-f well broader than what was predicted by the ffBXB. PEP-a was then tested 

using model Br1J and Br2J junctions and found that the BXB interactions were all positive, i.e. 

repulsive (Table 1.7). It was concluded by Carter et al. that the standard AMBER parameters did 

not model the van der Waals interactions of more complex systems, leading to incorrect theoretical 

predictions. The same experiments were conducted using PEP-f, and the attractive results were 

interpreted to mean, “... that the size of the halogen and energy terms for the van der Waals 

interaction need to be reduced relative to the standard AMBER definitions in order to properly 

describe the interactions in the experimental X-bonded DNA junction system.”  

 
Table 1.7. PEP-a and PEP-f interaction energies (kcal/mol) for bromine-containing model BXBs 

of Br1J and Br2J, presented by Carter et al.68  
Geometry PEP-a (H2PO2

-/DMP-) PEP-f (H2PO2
-/DMP-) 

Br1J 1.57/3.88 -3.40/-4.96 
Br2J 5.66/6.12 -4.15/-5.99 
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As of 2012, ffBXB was only parameterized for BXBs that contained bromine. In 2015, 

another article was published by the Ho group, titled Force Field Model of Periodic Trends in 

Biomolecular Halogen Bonds,80 which outlined the parameterization of the force field for chlorine 

and iodine, as well as improving that of bromine. My contribution to this work can be found in 

Appendix 1; in summary, a combination of anisotropic exchange repulsion and isotropic dispersion 

was found to model the van der Waals component of chlorine-, bromine-, and iodine-containing 

BXBs.  

 

Thesis Overview 

 The application and history of halogen bonding has been introduced herein along with the 

geometric and energetic components of halogen bonding. Throughout this thesis, structural data 

from crystal structures were extracted containing halogen bonds reported in the Cambridge 

Structural Database. The data was used to determined correlations in crystal frequency based on 

the halogen present, interaction distance, and interaction angle (Chapter 2). The strength of the 

attractive components of halogen bonding was identified to increase with the depth of the s-hole, 

dependent on the polarizability of the halogen as well as the electron-withdrawing capabilities of 

the substituent group, while exchange repulsion decreased (Chapter 3). Exchange repulsion and 

electrostatic potential models were developed, which show both the van der Waals and 

electrostatic components have an angular dependence of cos2(θ) (Chapter 4). Halogen bonding 

trimer systems were found to have a cooperative non-bonding energy due to underlying energetic 

components of the interaction energy, resulting in more contracted bond distances (Chapter 5). 

Lastly, novel charge transfer models were developed, which examined the process of charge 

transfer as a function of distance in halogen bonding dimers. The cross-term between reactant and 
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product components was primarily found to contribute to the attraction between Lewis acid and 

base (Chapter 6). A summary of findings and future works will conclude this thesis (Chapter 7). 
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CHAPTER 2:  HALOGEN BONDING IN CRYSTAL STRUCTURES 

 

A delicate balance of intermolecular non-bonding interactions, such as hydrogen and 

halogen bonding, contributes to the binding of a ligand within the active site of a protein.1–3 The 

nature and magnitude of these interactions can be studied using computational approaches, 

including molecular dynamics and quantum mechanical calculations. Direct electronic structure 

calculations on biomolecular systems is not routinely feasible, but small molecular models that 

retain important characteristics of the biological systems can be used in place of the larger 

structures,4 as demonstrated by Carter et al.5 If crystal structures of larger molecules are found to 

have a consistent intermolecular contact geometry, then it logically follows that studies on small 

molecular dimers in similar geometric orientations should be able to examine the electronic basis 

of the effect found in the larger molecules. Our results on geometric trends in hydrogen and 

halogen bonding crystal structures are presented throughout this Chapter. 

The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)6 was used to obtain a visual representation of 

the distance-angle correlations in hydrogen and halogen bonding crystal structure data. Version 

5.38 of the CSD was scanned for structures with a hydroxyl hydrogen in close contact with a 

carbonyl oxygen (Fig. 2.1) using selected general geometric parameters within crystal structures, 

including the elements present, non-bonding distance, d, and angle, θ. The non-bonding H—O 

distance and two angles were collected: the first (q1) around the hydrogen, O-H—O (Lewis acid), 

and the second (q2) around the carbonyl oxygen, H—O=C (Lewis base). The CSD was then 

scanned for structures with a halogen in close contact with a carbonyl oxygen, discussed in the 

following section. 
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Figure 2.1. The general geometric parameters used to search the Cambridge Structural Database 

for model hydrogen bonding crystal structures containing an alcohol and a carbonyl oxygen, 
where non-bonding distance (d) and angles (q1, q2) were allowed to vary. 

 

 The collected distances were normalized by ΣrvdW, which allows hydrogen bonding results 

to be compared to other non-bonding interactions, such as halogen bonding.4 It is a long-

recognized issue that surface area contracts near the polar axis (θ of 180º) of an sphere, providing 

distorted statistics of the number of interactions at a given angle. In other words, the decreasing 

surface area near a linear bonding configuration causes a falsely perceived decrease in interaction 

frequency (Ref. 7; Fig. 1). The use of 1-cos(θ) reweights the frequency distribution to one evenly 

spaced in surface area.7,8 As stated by Kanters et al., “This factor, [the redistribution], does not 

affect the observed bond angle in any single case, but only affects the frequency distribution of the 

whole set of bond angles,”7 which then causes angularly dependent results to be more consistent 

with intrinsic property.7–10 

A program was written to count the number of interactions found by the CSD search as a 

function of normalized distance and 1-cos(θ). The data was then organized in a 2-dimensional 

histogram with boxes equal-sized in distance and cos(θ), accounting for the decreased surface area 

near the polar axis. The results were graphed in 3-dimensions (Fig. 2.2), where the x-axis 

corresponds to bond angle, the y-axis to normalized bond length, and the z-axis to number of 

interactions found with a given distance/angle combination. As would be expected, a pronounced 

distance-angle dependence of the hydrogen bond can be seen around the hydrogen, with the surface 

maximum correlating to a d of 1.64 Å (0.6 in fractional space) and a q1 of 180°. The sharp peak of 

the distribution suggests a significant attractive interaction between the hydrogen and oxygen that 

O H O C

θ1 θ2

d
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pulls molecular fragments together, dependent on the electrostatic component of the 

interaction.4,11,12   

 

 

  

  
Figure 2.2. A 3-D histogram plot of hydrogen bonding crystal structures found in the CSD, 

displaying a correlation between normalized non-bonding distance and angle around the 
hydrogen, q1 (top) and lone pair of the carbonyl oxygen, q2 (bottom). 

 

Two maxima were found around the carbonyl oxygen correlating to a normalized d of 1.64 

Å and q2 values of 124° and 236°. These correlate to locations in space where the carbonyl oxygen 

acts as a Lewis base;13,14 the maxima illustrate the lone pairs on carbonyl oxygen. The angles were 

found to deviate from previous studies that focused on the lone pair interactions surrounding 
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oxygen of specific carbonyls, such as esters, amides, or ketones.10,13 For example, it was reported 

by Vedani and Dunitz that hydrogen bonds incorporating a ketone as the Lewis base are the most 

stable with an H—O=C bond angle of 135°.13 The CSD results presented in Fig. 2.2 instead 

demonstrates that carbonyls have different angular characteristics due to auxiliary interactions, and 

the aggregate H—O=C hydrogen bonding angles are 124° and 236° (Fig. 2.3). That is not to say 

that the angular dependence of specific carbonyls is not important, but rather that it was not the 

focus of this study. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. A 1-D histogram plot of hydrogen bonding crystal structures found in the CSD, 

displaying the stable lone pair interactions surrounding carbonyls acting as Lewis bases. 
 

Experimental Evidence for the Geometry of Halogen Bonding 

The CSD was scanned for structures with short R-X—O=C contacts to observe the 

distance-angle correlation of halogen bonding crystal structures (Fig. 2.4).6 A generic carbonyl 

group was chosen as the Lewis base to model biological halogen bonds,4,15 as well as parallel the 

hydrogen bonding results presented above. The distance was allowed to range from 0.0 Å to the 

sum of the van der Waals radii plus 10% (ΣrvdW x 1.1), and the R–X—O angle from 50° to 180°. 
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Of the near 800,000 crystal structures in the database,6,7,9,10,16,17 approximately 12,000 structures 

were found to have short X—O non-bonding distances. A number of these structures contained 

multiple short X—O non-bonding distances, bringing the total number of interactions found to 

approximately 18,000. The aggregate X—O=C data is presented in Appendix 2, Figures A2.1a–b. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. The general geometric parameters used to search the Cambridge Structural Database 

for known model halogen bonding crystal structures containing a carbonyl oxygen. 
 

The aggregate R–X—O data was mirrored across the 180° plane to obtain a symmetric plot from 

50° to 310° around X. The collected distances were normalized by ΣrvdW, and the distance-angle 

pairs were plotted (Fig. 2.5, top). The bond angles were then redistributed over 1-cos(θ), as was 

done for the alcohol-carbonyl hydrogen bonding interaction above, to show the impact of variable 

polar surface area (Fig. 2.5, bottom). The scatterplots corresponding to each halogen bonding case, 

X = F, Cl, Br, or I, can be found in Appendix 2, Figures A2.2a–d. 

 

R X O C

θ

d
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Figure 2.5. Scatterplots of the halogenated crystal structures displaying the correlation between 

normalized non-bonding distance versus angle (top) and redistributed angle by 1-cos(θ) 
(bottom); 1-cos(θ) evenly spaces the data around the surface of the halogen. 

 

The distance versus angle dot density illustrates the high number of interactions within the 

region characteristic of halogen bonding. The program was again used to count the number of 

interactions as a function of distance and angle, using equal-sized surface area boxes to account 

for the decreased surface area near the polar axis (Fig. 2.6). The histogram-derived surfaces 

demonstrate that the highest concentration of halogen bonding geometries does in fact reside 

within the sum of the van der Waals radii for Cl, Br, and I. This is evidenced by the peak location 

at less than a normalized distance of 1. The total frequency of the interactions in the crystal 
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structures was also broken down by halogen (X = F, Cl, Br, I) to illustrate the contribution of each 

halogen to the maximum. The maximum for I occurs at a normalized distance of 0.88, Br resides 

at 0.91, Cl resides at 0.93, and F resides at 1.01, each at an angle of 180°. Halogen bonding strength 

is inversely proportional to non-bonding distance;18–21 therefore, the maxima of frequencies 

suggest that non-bonding interaction energy increases as a function of atomic size, which is 

directly proportional to polarizability and in agreement with the literature.21–24 

 

  
 

  
Figure 2.6. A 3-D histogram plot of the halogenated crystal structures of fluorine (top left), 

chlorine (top right), bromine (bottom left), and iodine (bottom right) found in the CSD 
displaying the correlation between normalized non-bonding distance and angle. 

 

The aggregate distance-angle data was plotted in 3-D (Fig. 2.7), similarly to the hydrogen 

bonding 3-D plots in Fig. 2.2. The halogen bonding peak corresponds to the high frequency of 

model halogen bonding interactions with a d < ΣrvdW and θ = 180°. The two smaller clusters in the 
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Cl and Br plots of Fig. 2.6 as well as Fig. 2.7, which appear as high-density regions in Fig. 2.5, 

seen at d greater than ΣrvdW and θ approximately equal to 90° and 270° are the result of stable non-

bonding interactions, though they are not geometrically defined as halogen bonding interactions. 

The maximum of the major peak aligns with the location of the σ-hole at short distance and its 

wider distribution can be attributed to environmentally induced distortions.4 The fact that there is 

a peak suggests that a significant attraction exists between halogen and oxygen.  

 

  
Figure 2.7. An aggregate 3-D histogram plot of the halogenated crystal structures found in the 

CSD displaying the correlation between normalized non-bonding distance and angle. 
 

The angular dependence of halogen bonding is reported to be dependent on electrostatics, 

much like hydrogen bonding.1–3,15,20,25–35 The long-range interaction demonstrated in Fig. 2.7 does 

not have a significant angular dependence, signifying that the halogen bond does not project 

significant angular preference beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii, relative to the surface 

maximum. This is in contrast to the electrostatic potential contour plots of the halogens (Fig. 2.8), 

which illustrate an angular dependence that does not die off at the van der Waals radii of the atom.  
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Figure 2.8. The electrostatic potential contours of chlorine atom mapped with its electron 
density surface, located at an isovalue of 0.0004. The orange contours represent negative 

electrostatic potentials, and the yellow contours the positive electrostatic potential, where the 
contours occur at isovalues of 0.002, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 2, 4, 8, and 20. 

Chlorine was selected for clarity; the remaining halogens exhibit similar trends. 
 

Analysis of the Experimental Angular Dependence of Halogen Bonding 

 A random statistical analysis was performed on the histogram data used to generate Figure 

2.6 in order to draw quantitative conclusions on the nature of the trends observed (adapted from a 

private communication with Dr. P. S. Ho). The number of interactions that fit the geometric criteria 

of a halogen bond (NX-Bond) in Fig. 2.7 were summed: d/SrvdW < 1.0 and 155° < q  < 180°. The total 

number of interactions (NTOT) in Fig. 2.7 were also summed (Table 2.1).  

 
Table 2.1. The number of crystal structures found within our CSD results that demonstrate a 

halogen bonding geometry (NX-Bond) in comparison to the total number found (NTOT) per halogen, 
X. Those found with a halogen bonding geometry exhibited a normalized bond distance equal to 

or less than unity, and a bond angle between 155° and 180°. 
X NX-Bond NTOT 
F 102 4524 

Cl 1396 8047 
Br 1224 3850 

I 585 1204 

 

The percentage, PX-Bond (Eqn. 2.1), of NX-Bond in NTOT was calculated and normalized by the 

expected values, Nexp (Eqn. 2.2). Nexp corrects PX-Bond by scaling it to the contracted surface area 
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experienced near q = 180°, and was found to equal 0.159 for each halogen. The van der Waals 

radii were reported by Bondi (F = 2.99 Å, Cl = 3.25 Å, Br = 3.35 Å, I = 3.48 Å).37  

 

𝑃�c|�{i = U 𝑁�c|�{i𝑁���𝑁���^ x100 (2.1) 

 

𝑁��� = 2π𝑟oCp(cos(180°) − cos(155°))4π?�𝑟oCp(cos(180°) − cos(155°))�(cos(180°) − cos(90°)) (2.2) 

 

The results of the analysis (Table 2.2) show that carbonyl oxygen is biased away from a 

halogen bonding configuration when in contact with fluorine (14.1%). It has an approximately 

random bias toward a halogen bonding configuration when in contact with chlorine (109%), and 

an increasing bias when in contact with bromine (200%) and then iodine (305%). The data also 

provide quantitative support for the frequency-distance correlation illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and 

suggest that the electronic structure of iodine leads to more stable halogen bonding than smaller 

elements like fluorine. The increase in number of model halogen bonds from fluorine to iodine 

correlates with non-bonding strength as reported in the literature.10,18,38–41 

 
Table 2.2. The results of the random statistical analysis (Dr. P. S. Ho), showing the bias away 
from the formation of a halogen bond (PX-Bond < 100%) or toward the formation of a halogen 

bond (PX-Bond > 100%). Percentages near 100% represent a random bias. 
X PX-Bond (%) 
F 14.1 

Cl 109 
Br 200 

I 305 

 

Two additional percentages were calculated in order to understand halogen bonding trends 

at distances shorter than SrvdW and distances longer than SrvdW. PX-Bond
In was calculated by taking 

the number of interactions found between 155° < q  < 180° at d/SrvdW < 1.0 (NX-Bond
In) over the 
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total number found at d/SrvdW < 1.0 (NTOT
In), normalized by Nexp (Table 2.3). PX-Bond

Out was 

calculated by taking the number of interactions found between 155° < q  < 180° at d/SrvdW > 1.0 

(NX-Bond
Out) over the total number found at d/SrvdW > 1.0 (NTOT

Out), normalized by Nexp.  

 
Table 2.3. The number of crystal structures found within the sum of the van der Waals radii (In) 
in comparison to beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii (Out) per halogen, X. Those found 

with a halogen bonding geometry exhibited a bond angle between 155° and 180°. 
X NX-Bond

In NTOT
In NX-Bond

Out NTOT
Out 

F 102 640 375 3884 
Cl 1396 2074 914 5973 
Br 1224 1568 357 2282 
I 585 738 48 466 

 
 

The percentages, PX-Bond
In and PX-Bond

Out (Table 2.4), were determined using equations 

analogous to Eqn. 2.1 and 2.2. The results show that carbonyl oxygen interacts with fluorine at 

distances less the sum of the van der Waals radii randomly (99.9%), and then has an increasing 

bias toward halogen bonding as a periodic trend to iodine (498%). This signifies the increase in 

angular dependence of halogen bonding at a non-bonding distance shorter than the sum of the van 

der Waal’s radii. The trend illustrated by PX-Bond
In also matches that of PX-Bond, where the number 

of stable halogen bonding structures increases from X = F to I. 

 
Table 2.4. The results of the random statistical analysis (Dr. P. S. Ho), showing the bias away 

from the formation of a halogen bond (PX-Bond
In,Out < 100%) or toward the formation of a halogen 

bond (PX-Bond
In,Out > 100%). Percentages near 100% represent a random bias. 

X PX-Bond
In (%) PX-Bond

Out (%) 
F 99.9 60.6 
Cl 423 96.1 
Br 490 98.0 
I 498 64.7 

 

The carbonyl oxygen is biased away from a halogen bonding configuration with fluorine 

(60.6%) and iodine (64.7%) at distances greater than the sum of the van der Waals radii. The Lewis 

base interacts with chlorine (96.1%) and bromine (98.0%) randomly beyond the sum of the van 
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der Waals radii. The results of these calculations provide quantifiable evidence of the distinct 

angular dependence of model halogen bonds at short and long non-bonding distances. In summary, 

the bias against a R–F—O non-bonding angle of 180° corresponds to long-range interactions, 

suggesting an electrostatic effect. The anisotropy of such short-range interactions appears to be 

random. In comparison, the anisotropy of long-range chlorinated and brominated halogen bonding 

structures appears to be random. It is the short-range interactions that show bias toward R–Cl—O 

and R–Br—O non-bonding angles of 180°, suggesting non-electrostatic effects. A bias can be seen 

against R–I—O halogen bonding for long-range interactions, but a strong bias toward halogen 

bonding for short-range interactions, suggesting a combination of electrostatics and non-

electrostatic effects.  

The CSD was used to observe the geometry of hydrogen and halogen bonding interactions 

in experimental crystal structures. Scatterplots and 3-D histogram plots were generated that 

illustrated a clear distance-angle correlation of the non-bonding geometry and the shapes of the 

Lewis acids and bases studied. The surface maxima were found to correlate with bond distances 

and angles that fit the geometric definition of hydrogen and halogen bonds, as seen in Table 

1.1.15,18,24,42–46 The atomic shapes were then studied using various quantum mechanical methods 

to better understand the components of the interaction energy and their dependence on the 

electronic structure of X,6,7,10,16,17,30 which will be discussed in the following Chapters.  
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CHAPTER 3:  DIMER SYSTEMS 

 

The first image of a halogen bonding structure was reported by Hassel et al. in 1954 when 

an X-ray diffraction structure of a Br2—1,4-dioxane adduct was obtained.1,2 The interaction 

distance (d) between bromine and oxygen was reported to be 2.71 Å (Fig. 3.1). The bond angle (θ) 

was reported to be near 180° (Ref. 1; Fig. 1). Hassel et al. did not provide an explanation for the 

unexpected short distance between halogen and oxygen, saying instead that “work [had] been 

started” on analogous halogenated compounds, and “the consequences of these findings [would] 

be discussed in a forthcoming, more detailed publication.”1–3 Subsequent publications provided 

the structures for I2—1,4-dioxane4 and Cl2—1,4-dioxane.5 For each system the X—O interaction 

distance was reported to be roughly 80% of the van der Waals distance. The shorter-than-expected 

interaction distance near 180° is attributed to the positive polar cap on the halogen, and its ability 

to attract electron rich elements, such as oxygen, according to the modern s-hole model.6–10 

 

 
Figure 3.1. A halogen bond is said to exist between a halogen acting as a Lewis acid (X) and 
Lewis base (Y) if the interaction distance, d, is shorter than the sum of the two atom’s van der 

Waals radii, rvdW,X and rrdW,Y. 
 

The s-hole on a halogen is said to result from its singly-occupied pz-orbital participating 

in a covalent bond, of which electron density shifts toward the covalent bond.8,11–13 This shift in 

density exposes the positive charge of the nucleus. The magnitude of the shift is correlated to the 

polarizability of the atom and the electron-withdrawing strength of the substituent group on the 

X Yd

rvdW, X rvdW, Y
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halogen atom.11,14,15 For example, fluorine withdraws electron density from bromine in the 

molecule BrF (Fig. 3.2), increasing the partially positive σ-hole on bromine when compared to the 

σ-hole on diatomic Br2. Whether a covalent bond is necessary to form a s-hole has been a point 

of contention, but the existence of positive polar caps on neutral fluorine and chlorine atoms have 

been reported, where the lack of a covalent bond leads to two, smaller s-holes on the surface of a 

halogen, corresponding to the –z and +z directions.8,9 

 

 
BrF 

 
Br2 

 
Br 

Figure 3.2. The σ-hole is seen to decrease in size from BrF > Br2 > Br when looking down the 
covalent bond or free, singly-occupied pz-orbital. Red represents a negative electrostatic potential 
(-15.7 kcal/mol) and blue represents a positive electrostatic potential (15.7 kcal/mol) between a 

negative point charge probe and the molecule evaluated at grid point points on the 0.0004 
electron density isosurface. 

 

In a study completed by K. E. Riley and P. Hobza in 2008,16 the results of four different 

quantum methods determined that iodomethane consistently had a larger binding energy (DE) to 

formaldehyde than bromomethane, which was larger than chloromethane. The strength of the 

attraction was correlated with the polarizability of the atom, associated with an electrostatic 

component.17–21 However, the strength of the attraction was also correlated to the percent 

contraction of the non-bonding X—O distance (Table 3.1), and if alternate energetic components 

are considered to exist within halogen bonding structures,16,22–26 this finding implies a strong 

dispersive contribution as the halogen increased in size. Dispersion strengthens non-bonding 

interactions at short distances, so the percent contraction of non-bonding distance (d) from the sum 

of the van der Waals radii (ΣrvdW) was used as a proportional approximation of the dispersive 
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component. A similar measure of bond distances normalized by the sum of the van der Waals radii 

was used in Chapter 2 of this thesis to compare distance-dependence between halogenated species. 

Such scaled distances (d/ΣrvdW) are also presented in Table 3.1, and will continue to be used 

throughout this chapter.  

 
Table 3.1. The MP2 binding energies, DE, and non-bonding distances, d, presented by Riley and 
Hobza16 at the optimized geometries of the halomethanes and formaldehyde. Van der Waals radii 

determined by Bondi.27 Riley and Hobza calculated a percent contraction of the bond from the 
sum of the van der Waals radii; our normalizations are presented for comparison. 

 DE (kcal/mol) d (Å) ΣrvdW (Å) Contraction (%) d/ΣrvdW 
CH3Cl—OCH2 -1.11 3.26 3.27 0.31 0.997 
CH3Br—OCH2 -1.68 3.29 3.37  2.37 0.976 
CH3I—OCH2 -2.34 3.30 3.50 5.71 0.943 

 

Energetic components of non-bonding interactions also have an angular dependence along 

with a distance dependence.16,18,19,28,29 In Chapter 2, the maximum on the 3-D surface generated 

using experimental crystal structures shown in Fig. 2.6 demonstrated a clear angular dependence 

at short distances. The reported angular dependence of halogen bonding must therefore be 

dependent on its anisotropic components, such as electrostatics and exchange repulsion. However, 

the angular dependence drastically decreases at long-range, signifying that the energetic 

components that are responsible for initial attraction must also be approximately isotropic at long-

range, such as dispersion. The focus of this chapter will be the distance and angle dependence of 

the total interaction energy between small halogen bonding dimers, and the relative contributions 

of the energetic components: electrostatic potential, exchange repulsion, and dispersion. 
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Electronic Structure Studies as a Function of Distance 

Acetone was selected to as a model carbonyl functional group; methyl and phenyl halides 

were used as representative electron donating and withdrawing organic frameworks, respectively, 

to model the geometric dependence of biological halogen bonds.15,30,31 The underlying attractive 

components of the interaction energy were expected to increase in magnitude relative to the 

polarizability of the atom and electron-withdrawing strength of the organic substituent group, 

whereas the repulsive forces would decrease. Both factors are known to increase the size of the 

partially positive electrostatic potential of the s-hole,15,18,20 leading to a greater DE between 

acetone and the organic halides. The distance-dependence of the interaction energy of the phenyl 

halide was calculated, where the organic moiety is a slightly electron-withdrawing functional 

group. Then, the interaction energy of the methyl halides was calculated, where methyl is an 

electron-donating functional group. Finally, DE of diatomic halogens was calculated as a control.  

The halogen-containing monomers were optimized at the HF/6-31G level and placed in a 

halogen bonding orientation, where the C-X—O bond angle was held constant at 180°. The X—

O=C angle was set to 130˚. In this way, the Lewis base aligned with the s-hole on the Lewis acid. 

For reference, the X—O=C angle in the crystal structure of Br2—acetone is 124˚.32 The 

electrostatic potential was mapped onto the electron density of the present models in order to 

compare the sizes of the σ-holes (Fig. 3.3). As expected, the relative size and strength of the phenyl 

halide s-holes were larger than those of the methyl halides due to the electron-withdrawing nature 

of the substituent.  
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C6H5Br 

 
CH3Br 

 
Br2 

Figure 3.3. The σ-hole on bromobenzene, bromomethane, and bromine can be visualized using 
electrostatic potential maps. Red represents a negative electrostatic potential (-15.7 kcal/mol) and 
blue represents a positive electrostatic potential (15.7 kcal/mol) between a negative point charge 
probe and the molecule evaluated at grid point points on the 0.0004 electron density isosurface. 

 

The interaction energy, DE (Eqn. 3.1), of the model dimers was calculated as a function of 

the non-bonding distance at a constant θ of 180°.  

 Δ𝐸 = 𝐸(—� − (𝐸( + 𝐸�) (3.1) 
 

The sum of the halogen (EX) and Lewis base (EY) monomer energies was subtracted from the single 

point energy of the dimer (EX—Y). The ΔE was calculated as a function of d in 0.1 Å steps. Once 

ΔE was calculated as a function of distance, the halogen bonding strength was computed as a 

function of angle at the non-bonding minimum (Fig. 3.4), which will be the focus of the following 

section. The small molecular dimer calculations were performed at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ and 

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels for X = F, Cl, and Br, and at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP and MP2/aug-cc-

pVTZ-PP levels for X = I.  
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Figure 3.4. The model halogen bond between a halobenzene and acetone, where halogen, X, and 
O were placed in close-proximity. Non-bonding distance, d, was increased in 0.1 Å steps while 
angle, θ, was initially held constant. Then, d was held constant at the energetic minimum and θ 

increased from 90° to 180° in 10° steps. The X—O-C bond angle was held constant at 130°. The 
substituent group was first exchanged for a methyl group and then an additional X, and the 

distance dependent and angle dependent calculations repeated. 
 

These methods, Hartree-Fock (HF) and Møller-Plesset 2nd Order Perturbation (MP2), were 

used to qualitatively probe the energetic components of ΔE. HF provides an estimate of the 

electrostatic interaction and exchange repulsion, and the difference in ΔE between the HF and MP2 

dominantly estimates the dispersive component.33 Computational methodology is limited by the 

size and complexity of molecular structures,34,35 but Dunning’s augmented correlation consistent 

triple zeta basis set was able to be used due to our focus on small molecular dimers limited to no 

more than 12 atoms per molecule.36 Dunning’s suite of cc-pVXZ basis sets are advantageous 

because they include polarization, diffuse exponents, and optional pseudo-potential extensions to 

account for relativistic core effects in heavy atoms like iodine.36–38 A counterpoise correction was 

also included to address basis set superposition error (BSSE).39 

Locations of energetic minima were identified for X = Cl, Br, and I at the HF and MP2 

levels as a function of d between acetone and the phenyl halides (Fig. 3.5). For X = F, there is not 

a minimum on either potential curve. 

 

X O

θ

d
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Figure 3.5. The interaction energy of the halobenzenes as a function of distance with acetone 
using HF (top) and MP2 (bottom). The well depths are seen to increase from fluorobenzene to 

iodobenzene, signifying a more stable interaction with acetone as a periodic trend. 
 

Consider the results for acetone with bromobenzene, for example. The potential curves 

were visually inspected to find energetic minima at well depths of -0.2 kcal/mol at 3.6 Å and -2.1 

kcal/mol at 3.1 Å using the HF and MP2 methods, respectively. The HF results suggest that the 

electrostatic attraction is not strong enough to overcome exchange repulsion because the minimum 

in ΔE occurs at a d larger than ΣrvdW, which is equal to 3.37 Å for Br—O. The MP2 results suggest 

that the decreased exchange repulsion near 180°, which is due to the aspherical shape of bromine 

(Fig. 3.6), enables acetone to approach the halogen more closely than the sum of the van der Waals 
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radii and interact attractively through dispersion. The dispersion, found to be -2.6 kcal/mol at the 

energy minimum, was calculated by subtracting the HF interaction energy from the MP2 

interaction energy. Similar conclusions could be drawn for the remaining halobenzenes; dispersion 

was stronger at the well minimum than electrostatic attraction. 

 

 
Figure 3.6. The electron density contour plot of bromobenzene. The solid axes are the same size, 

illustrating the aspherical shape of the halogen that results from the singly-occupied pz-orbital. 
The decrease in electron density extending from the covalent bond in bromobenzene leads to a 

decrease in the exchange repulsion experienced by acetone at an angle of 180°. 
 

The well depths were also observed to increase from fluorobenzene to iodobenzene in both 

the HF and MP2 curves. The σ-hole of a halogen increases in size from F to I, leading to the greater 

electrostatic attraction illustrated by the HF results. The interaction distances, on the other hand, 

remained approximately the same between each X—O while the normalized van der Waals 

distances shortened (Table 3.2). This can be explained by the polarizability of each halogen, where 

iodine is most susceptible to the electron-withdrawing substituent, enabling a stronger attraction 

at a shorter relative distance. The HF results, along with the MP2 results, for acetone with the 

halobenzenes, suggest that the contraction of d is due to a combination of electrostatics and 

dispersion, not solely the electrostatics. 
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Table 3.2. The non-bonding distances as estimated from the MP2 interaction curves, which were 
then normalized by the sum of the van der Waals radii to approximate the relative contraction of 

non-bonding distances for acetone in close proximity to the halobenzenes. 
Lewis Acid d (Å) ΣrvdW (Å) d/ΣrvdW 

Fluorobenzene - 2.99 - 
Chlorobenzene 3.1 3.27 0.95 
Bromobenzene 3.1 3.37 0.92 
Iodobenzene 3.1 3.50 0.88 

 

 Our hypothesis stated at the beginning of this section was that the underlying attractive 

components would increase in magnitude with the electron-withdrawing strength of the 

substituent. Similarly, the repulsive component, exchange repulsion, would decrease. The 

opposite, therefore, was expected to be true when observing halogen bonding strength in the 

presence of an electron-donating moiety. This hypothesis was tested by considering the interaction 

energy between acetone and the methyl halides as a function of d at the HF and MP2 levels (Fig. 

3.7). The locations of energetic minima were visually identified for X = Cl, Br, and I. As with the 

phenyl halides no minimum was found for X = F. 
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Figure 3.7. The interaction energy of the halomethanes as a function of distance with acetone 
using HF (top) and MP2 (bottom). The well depths are seen to increase from fluoromethane to 

iodomethane, signifying a more stable interaction with acetone as a periodic trend. 
 

Consider the results for acetone with bromomethane, where no energetic minimum was 

found using HF in contrast to an approximate well depth of -1.6 kcal/mol at 3.1 Å using MP2. The 

interaction energy is smaller than that of bromobenzene with acetone because the underlying 

electrostatic attraction has decreased. This is further evidenced by the lack of energetic minima for 

X = F, Cl, and Br and a very shallow minimum for X = I at the HF level, which is consistent with 

the decrease in size of bromomethane’s s-hole in Figure 3.3 relative to bromobenzene. Exchange 

repulsion was calculated as a function of distance for both bromobenzene and -methane using a 
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helium probe at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ level to compare the energetic components. Exchange 

repulsion was 0.48 kcal/mol between acetone and bromobenzene, and 0.51 kcal/mol between 

acetone and bromomethane at 3.0 Å, which is not a significant difference. 

Dispersion at the energetic minimum, calculated by subtracting the interaction energy at 

the HF level from the MP2 level, was equal to -2.7 kcal/mol. The dispersion between acetone and 

bromomethane unexpectedly increased by 0.1 kcal/mol in comparison to that of bromobenzene, 

although this could be attributed to slight differences in geometry. Just as with the halobenzenes, 

ΔE was found to increase as a function of distance from fluoromethane to iodomethane, although 

d from the MP2 interaction energy curve slightly decreased. The finding is consistent with the 

phenyl halide results in that iodine is the most polarizable halogen and can accommodate 

interacting with a Lewis base, such as acetone, enabling a stronger attraction at a shorter relative 

distance than chlorine or bromine (Table 3.3). The magnitude of the interaction was not as large 

due to the shift in electron density toward the Lewis base, however.  

 
Table 3.3. The non-bonding distances as estimated from the MP2 interaction curves, which were 
then normalized by the sum of the van der Waals radii to approximate the relative contraction of 

non-bonding distances for acetone in close proximity to the halomethanes. 
Lewis Acid d (Å) ΣrvdW (Å) d/ΣrvdW 

Fluoromethane - 2.99 - 
Chloromethane 3.2 3.27 0.98 
Bromomethane 3.1 3.37 0.92 
Iodomethane 3.1 3.50 0.89 

 

As discussed above, crystal structures of molecular halogen-dioxane adducts have been 

reported and the X—O interaction distances are shorter than the van der Waals distances, roughly 

80% of the van der Waals distances. The interaction energy of acetone was calculated with the 

diatomic halogens as a control against the electron-withdrawing and –donating results. For the 

diatomic halogens, a substituent with equal electronegativity led to an aspherical atom shape and 
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partially positive σ-hole due to the involvement of the halogen singly-occupied pz-orbital in a 

nonpolar covalent bond (Fig. 3.8).  

 

 
Figure 3.8. The electron density contour of bromine, which illustrates the aspherical shape of the 

halogens. The solid axes are the same size, relative to the perpendicular axes of bromine. The 
decrease in electron density opposite the covalent bond in bromine leads to a decrease in the 

exchange repulsion experienced by acetone at an angle of 180°. 
 

ΔE was calculated as a function of d at the HF and MP2 levels (Fig. 3.9), and the locations 

of energetic minima were identified for X = F, Cl, Br, and I. In contrast to the above results for 

methyl and phenyl halides, there is a minimum for fluorine here. Consider the results for acetone 

with bromine, where energetic minima were found at well depths of -2.2 kcal/mol at 3.1 Å and -

5.4 kcal/mol at 2.8 Å using the HF and MP2 methods, respectively. The HF results suggest that 

electrostatic attraction increases when compared to the organic bromine models, and/or exchange 

repulsion decreases. Even though aryls are thought of as being electron-withdrawing and alkyls as 

being electron-donating relative to an organic “standard”, the electronegativity of halogen relative 

to carbon promotes electron transfer toward the halogen for organic halides in general. There is no 

such charge transfer in diatomic bromine, leading to an increase in s-hole size, decrease in 

interaction distance, and increase in halogen bonding strength. 
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Figure 3.9. The interaction energy of the molecular halogens as a function of distance with 

acetone using HF (top) and MP2 (bottom). The well depths are seen to increase from fluorine to 
iodine, signifying a more stable interaction with acetone as a periodic trend. 

 

The interaction energy is stronger than that of bromobenzene or bromomethane with 

acetone by 3.3 kcal/mol and 3.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Dispersion, calculated by subtracting the 

interaction energy at the HF level from the MP2 level, was found to equal -3.9 kcal/mol at 2.8 Å. 

This component was larger than when compared to that of bromobenzene or bromomethane with 

acetone by 1.2 kcal/mol and 1.1 kcal/mol, respectively, which is consistent with our hypothesis of 

charge transfer due to electronegativity differences with the substituent group not existing in the 

diatomic halogens. Exchange repulsion decreased when compared to the organic bromine models 
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and the attractive dispersion, therefore, increased. Similar conclusions could be drawn for the 

remaining diatomic halogens. In addition, ΔE and d from the MP2 curves increased from F2 to I2. 

The polarizability of iodine made it more susceptible to the impact of the nonpolar covalent bond, 

as evident by d/ΣrvdW (Table 3.4).  

 
Table 3.4. The non-bonding distances as estimated from the MP2 interaction curves, which were 
then normalized by the sum of the van der Waals radii to approximate the relative contraction of 

non-bonding distances for acetone in close proximity to the diatomic halogens. 
Lewis Acid d (Å) ΣrvdW (Å) d/ΣrvdW 

Fluorine 2.6 2.99 0.87 
Chlorine 2.7 3.27 0.83 
Bromine 2.7 3.37 0.80 
Iodine 2.8 3.50 0.80 

 

The scaled van der Waals distances for organic halides were found to be roughly 90% of 

the standard distances whereas for molecular halides the distances were as low as 80% of the 

standard distances. Difference curves, calculated by subtracting the binding energy of X2—acetone 

from that of RX—acetone at the MP2 level, were used order to explicitly determine the source of 

the differentiation between molecular halogens and organic halides (Fig. 3.10). In general, the 

phenyl and methyl binding energies are more repulsive than X2, as expected given the observed 

stronger and shorter binding curves for X2. The electron donating methyl group is consistently 

more repulsive than electron withdrawing phenyl group. The difference between the halogen atom, 

X, and corresponding X2 is quite small for F and Cl. In fact, acetone is more attracted to 

monoatomic fluorine than diatomic fluorine at all distances, and acetone is as attracted to 

monoatomic chlorine as it is to diatomic chlorine. This is in contrast to acetone being more 

attracted to diatomic bromine and iodine than it is to monoatomic bromine and iodine.  
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Figure 3.10. Difference curves of the interaction energies between phenyl- and methylhalogens 
and acetone as a function of distance. The organic moieties were found to consistently result in 

more repulsive model halogen bonds than the diatomic halogens with acetone.  
 

Thus far, we have analyzed the distance-dependence of the energetic components of DE in 

three halogen bonding model dimers, and have reported both substituent and periodic trends.  

 

Electronic Structure Studies as a Function of Angle 

The focus of the previous section was the interaction energy and relative contributions of 

the electrostatics, exchange repulsion, and dispersion to the binding energy as a function of 

distance. The interaction energies in this section will be calculated as a function of angle at a 

constant distance. Our hypothesis was that the electrostatics and exchange repulsion would 
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demonstrate an angular dependence. The electrostatic component was expected to be attractive 

and the exchange repulsion component expected to be weaker at q = 180° due to the alignment of 

the carbonyl oxygen with the halogen’s s-hole. The dimers would interact more repulsively as the 

angle rotated away from 180°, as the exchange repulsion is stronger near the doubly-occupied p-

orbital, assuming constant distance.19,22,30,40,41 The attraction was also expected to increase with 

the polarizability of the halogen and electron-withdrawing capability of the substituent group, as 

it did as a function of distance.11,13,22,42–46 

ΔE was calculated at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels for X = F, Cl, and 

Br, and at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP levels for X = I as a function of 

angle using Eqn. 3.1 in 1° steps near 90° and in 10° steps near 180°, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The 

interaction distance was held constant at 3.1 Å, the energetic minima for the aryl halogens that was 

determined in the previous section. The angle was varied such that the acetone rotated in the plane 

of the phenyl ring. Similar results were found when the acetone was rotated perpendicular to the 

aromatic ring, which suggest that the halogen atom is angularly symmetric about the σ-hole. 

Energetic minima as a function of angle were found at a θ of 180° for X = Cl, Br, and I 

using both the HF and MP2 methods (Fig. 3.11); the dependence on the non-bonding angle was 

inverted for X = F. A suggestion on the differentiation for fluorine will be given in Chapter 4. The 

HF results showed that for X = Cl and Br, the interaction was repulsive overall with energetic 

minima at 180°. The minima can be attributed to an electrostatic attraction caused by the s-holes 

on chlorine and bromine, but the exchange repulsion remains dominant due to the relatively short 

interaction distance. An energetic well was present for X = I, although the exchange repulsion 

increases to a magnitude larger than that of Br as θ approaches 90° or 270°. 
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Figure 3.11. The interaction energies versus bond angle of the halobenzenes with acetone using 

the HF (top) and MP2 methods (bottom). The well depths at 180° are seen to increase from 
fluorobenzene to iodobenzene, consistent with the distance-dependent findings. 

 

The energetic well of approximately -0.5 kcal/mol for X = I can be attributed to a dominant 

electrostatic attraction at 180° caused by the large s-hole on iodine.8,9 The repulsion maxima occur 

near 110° and 250°, where the periodic trend inverts and iodine is the most repulsive, fluorine the 

least repulsive. The larger s-hole on iodobenzene increases the attraction for acetone, but its larger 

aspherical shape also increases the exchange repulsion experienced as acetone rotates away from 

a 180° alignment at a constant distance. 
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The MP2 curves display a similar angular anisotropy. The energetic minima for X = Cl, Br, 

and I aligned with those of the wells in Figure 3.5, and the repulsion near 110° and 250° decreased 

relative to the HF results. A similar periodic trend is illustrated in the MP2 curves, where X = I is 

the most attractive at 180° but the most repulsive at 110° and 250°. Both the HF and MP2 results 

illustrated inflection points that intersect at the same angles: 155° and 215° in the HF curves and 

140° and 220° in the MP2 curves. This observation was attributed to the orbital overlap as a 

function of angle, explained in Chapter 4.  

The difference between the HF and MP2 curves provides an illustration for how dispersion 

varies with interaction angle (Figure 3.12). Dispersion is an isotropic attraction,11,47–50 and the 

calculated dispersion curves between the halobenzenes and acetone are consistent with this 

description. There is an apparent increasing angular dependence from X = F to I, which can be 

attributed to a dispersive attraction between acetone and the phenyl substituent approaching 90° in 

each model dimer. There are not any inflection points that intersect, however, and the angular 

dependence is relatively constant between dispersion curves. This leads to a consistent lowering 

of the interaction energy in the MP2 curves, retaining the periodic trend presented at the HF level. 

This was true in all of the model halogen bonding dimers tested throughout Chapter 3. 
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Figure 3.12. The dispersion (MP2–HF) versus bond angle of the halobenzenes with acetone. The 

attraction increases from fluorobenzene to iodobenzene, demonstrating that dispersion as 
measured by the electron correlation is relatively isotropic and increases as a periodic trend. 

 

The angular dependence presented by the phenyl halides was dependent on the electrostatic 

attraction and exchange repulsion, as evident by the anisotropy of the HF interaction energy 

curves. The methyl halides had smaller s-holes relative to those of the phenyl halides, so a decrease 

in the angular dependence of both the electrostatic attraction and exchange repulsion should be 

expected. Energetic minima were again found at a q of 180° for X = Cl, Br, and I using both the 

HF and MP2 methods and a maximum found for X = F (Fig. 3.13). The HF results showed that 

electrostatic attraction is still present when X = Cl, Br, and I, but that exchange repulsion has 

increased due to greater electron-donation from the methyl substituent group. There are energetic 

minima but no attractive wells. The previous interaction between acetone and iodobenzene resulted 

in an approximate -0.5 kcal/mol attraction, but that between acetone and iodomethane result in an 

approximate 0.4 kcal/mol repulsion at 180° and 3.1 Å.  
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Figure 3.13. The interaction energy of the halomethanes as a function of non-bonding angle with 

acetone using HF (top) and MP2 (bottom). The well depths at 180° are seen to increase from 
fluoromethane to iodomethane, consistent with the distance-dependent findings. 

 

 The energetic minima at the MP2 level are aligned with the wells in Figure 3.7. A similar 

periodic trend is illustrated in the MP2 curves as in the HF curves, resulting from the dispersive 

attraction increasing between acetone and each methyl halide independent of angle. Both HF and 

MP2 results illustrated inflection points that intersect at the same angles: 165° and 205° in the HF 

curves and 135° and 225° in the MP2 curves, a 20° decrease and 10° increase from their phenyl 

counterparts, respectively. The repulsion maxima occur near 100° and 260° in both the HF and 
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MP2 curves, a 20° increase in width relative to the maxima presented in the phenyl halides. These 

differences suggest that the magnitude of electron-donation from the methyl substituent to the 

halogen alters the physical shape of the halogen, thereby altering the exchange repulsion 

experienced as a function of angle. 

DE between acetone and the diatomic halogens was calculated as a function of angle as a 

control for the organic substituent groups (Fig. 3.14), to observe the angular dependence of the 

model dimers in the absence of charge transfer. Energetic minima were present for X = F, Cl, Br, 

and I, where energetic wells were present for the latter three halogens. The magnitude of the 

interaction energy was correlated to the polarizability of the halogen, evident by acetone being the 

most strongly attracted to molecular iodine. DE was approximately equal to -2.0 kcal/mol between 

acetone and molecular iodine, which is 1.5 kcal/mol stronger than that between acetone and 

iodobenzene. The electrostatic minimum present between acetone and molecular fluorine was 

attributed to the removal of the bond polarization observed in the organic moieties, as discussed 

above.  
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Figure 3.14. The interaction energy of the diatomic halogens as a function of non-bonding angle 

with acetone using HF (top) and MP2 (bottom). The well depths at 180° are seen to increase 
from fluorine to iodine, consistent with the distance-dependent findings. 

 

The energetic wells of the MP2 curves align with those in Figure 3.9. The angular 

dependence was caused by the anisotropic electrostatic attraction and exchange repulsion, as the 

dispersion lowered the interaction energy independent of angle. The magnitude of dispersion 

experienced between acetone and the halogens was inversely proportional to the normalized bond 

distances in Table 3.4. The repulsion experienced as acetone rotates away from a 180° alignment 

is the greatest in the molecular halogen dimers when compared to the previous model dimers, 

however. This can be explained in that the diminished exchange repulsion at 180° is caused by the 
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greater aspherical shape of the halogen. Acetone is then stabilized in the energetic well at close 

distance by dispersion. As the Lewis base then rotates away at a constant distance, it encounters 

the doubly-occupied p-orbitals near 90°/270° and experiences an even greater exchange repulsion. 

This increases the angular dependence of the interaction, consistent with our hypothesis. 

 

Electronic Structure Studies as a Function of Distance and Angle 

 A major objective of these model studies was to provide an explanation for the 

experimental data presented in Figure 2.6 and 2.7. That is, to provide an explanation for the 

pronounced distance and angle dependence for halogen bonding interactions. The plots of the two 

previous sections provided slices through the distance/angle/energy 3-D space. The MP2 3-D 

potential curve for I2—acetone (Fig. 3.15) demonstrates that there is a minimum in the 3-D 

potential surface near 180˚ and a scaled d around 0.85, consistent with there being a maximum in 

the experimental probability histogram from Chapter 2. The MP2 potential curve for F2—acetone 

in Figure 3.15 suggests analogous behavior for all the halogens. It could be concluded that the 

reason crystalized halogen bonding structures exhibit such similar geometries is because they all 

experience attractive electrostatics and dispersion at an angle of 180˚ and non-bonding distances 

within the sum of the species’ van der Waals radii. Rotating away from 180˚ causes a sharp 

increase in exchange repulsion at short distances, but the exchange repulsion approaches 0 

kcal/mol at long distances, allowing for less of an angular dependence. These interactions lead to 

the signature shape seen in the aggregate data presented in Figure 2.7. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.15. The interaction energy at the MP2 level between acetone and (a) diatomic iodine 
and (b) diatomic fluorine as a function of distance and angle.  

 

3-dimensional difference curves were calculated by subtracting the binding energy of X2—

acetone from that of MeX—acetone (Fig. 3.16) as a function of distance and angle, for X = I and 

F, to illustrate the shape associated with alkyl substitution in distance/angle/energy space. It had 

been shown in Figure 3.10 that the methyl binding energies were more repulsive than X2 as a 

function of distance held constant at 180˚. The repulsion in the difference surfaces can be seen to 

decrease as the bond angle varied to 90° or 270° as well as with increasing distance. The decrease 

in magnitude near 90° or 270° implies that acetone interacts with the co-axial region of MeX 

similarly to how it does X2. This finding signifies that altering the substituent group of the halogen 

primarily affects the shape of the s-hole, where an electron-donating moiety results in an increased 

repulsion near an interaction angle of 180˚. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.16. 3-dimensional difference plots of the interaction energy at the MP2 level between 
X2—acetone and MeX—acetone as a function of distance and angle for (a) X = I and (b) X = F. 

 

In addition, the long-distance shape correlates with the fluorine data in Figures 3.11 and 3.13. A 

more detailed suggestion for the source of this differentiation will be developed in Chapter 4.   

 

Illustrating the Dispersive Component of Halogen Bonding 

The aspherical shape of the halogen atom was found to positively correlate with the 

strength of the halogen bonding interaction via electrostatics, exchange repulsion, dispersion, and 

intra-bond charge transfer. The dependence of the atomic shape on the valence electronic 

configuration of the halogen will be the focus of Chapter 4, wherein mathematical models will be 

used to predict the atomic electrostatic interaction and exchange repulsion as a function of distance 

and angle. Before demonstrating the dependence that halogen bonding has on the electron 

configuration, it is worthwhile to illustrate the dispersive capabilities of the atomic halogens, much 

like how it is for the electrostatic potential.   

The cubegen utility with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs was modified in order to 

graphically illustrate the density-dependence of the dispersive component. Dispersion, DEdisp, 
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between two atoms X and Y (Eqn. 3.2) was approximated using the attractive term of a Lennard-

Jones van der Waals potential as a function of distance, d. 

 

Δ𝐸CT#$ = −(𝜀( + 𝜀�) U0.5(𝜌( + 𝜌�)𝑑 ^[ (3.2) 

 

UFF50 well depths for the interacting atoms (εX and eY) and respective van der Waals radii (ρX and 

ρY) were used in Eqn. 3.2. The aspherical electron density calculated by Gaussian 09 provided a 

measure of the relative repulsion. The monoatomic halogens were selected to represent X, and a 

helium atom was chosen as the van der Waals probe, Y, due to its small size and high energetic 

resolution, despite a weaker interaction with the atoms (Fig. 3.17). The lack of repulsion near the 

region of polar flattening corresponding to the location of the singly-occupied p-orbital allowed 

helium to approach the halogen more closely and interact attractively through dispersion. The 

strength and angular dependence of the angular attraction can be seen to increase from atomic 

fluorine to iodine. This signifies that, although dispersion is an isotropic attraction, the exchange 

repulsion modeled here by the electron density is anisotropic.  

 

 
F 

 
Cl 

 
Br 

 
I 

Figure 3.17. An illustration of the dispersive ability of the atomic halogens, where red represents 
an area of stronger attraction to a helium probe (-2.51 kcal/mol), and blue an area of weaker 

attraction to a helium probe (-1.41 kcal/mol). 
 

The strength of the dispersive component is inversely proportional to that of the exchange 

repulsion, where the repulsive component was modeled by the electron density. The physical shape 
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of the halogen is, therefore, a component that should be considered when studying halogen bonds. 

Force fields most commonly incorporate the angularly symmetric van der Waals radii of Pauling 

or Bondi,1,2,21 despite the fact that elements are not perfectly spherical. In Chapter 4, we will 

consider how the electronic structure of the halogen atom leads to both the s-hole and physical 

polar flattening, which in turn causes the defining electrostatic and exchange repulsion components 

of a halogen bond. 

In this chapter, acetone was used to model electron-withdrawing and –donating groups to 

study the geometric dependence of model halogen bonds. The distance dependence was observed 

of the X—O halogen bonding interaction as a function of halogen and the organic moiety bound 

to the halogen. Small molecular models were prepared to better understand the distance 

dependence of halogen bonding strength on the electron-withdrawing and electron-donating 

groups. A correlation was found between the aspherical shape of the halogen and strength of the 

interaction energy in each of the molecular models. This correlation accrues from the underlying 

energetic components, which are dependent on the electronic structure of the halogen atom.49,51 
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CHAPTER 4: MODEL HALOGEN BONDING VIA ORBITAL OVERLAP 

 

Two underlying components of halogen bonding, the electrostatic potential and exchange 

repulsion, will be modeled in this chapter using a linear combination of atomic orbitals. The 

purpose of this study is to understand the source of the observed distance-angle dependence of 

halogen bonding introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 at the most fundamental level. Understanding the 

electrostatic and exchange repulsion components of the interaction will help to improve current 

molecular models of halogen bonding.1,2 

 

Model Potential Studies 

Two underlying components of halogen bonding, electrostatic potential (EES) and 

exchange repulsion (EXR), were constructed to further understand their contribution to the distance 

dependence and angular dependence of a model halogen bonds. Atomic halogens were selected as 

the model in order to remove the effects of substituents and study the electronic structure directly. 

Our hypothesis was that both theoretical models would display an angular dependence because the 

s2px
2py

2pz
1 valence electron configuration leads to both the s-hole and polar flattening. In addition, 

the models would assist in demonstrating the differences in the electrostatic potential and exchange 

repulsion components as a function of halogen,3–10 as well as provide a basis for the anomalous 

nature of molecular halogen bonds and the paucity of halogen bonds for fluorine. Lastly, the 

models suggest a means of accounting for substituent effects in force field halogen bond models. 
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I.  The Heitler-London Model 

Our theoretical model of the EXR was inspired by the Heitler-London (H-L) derivations that 

outlined the impact of the Pauli Principle on chemical bonding.11–14 The H-L derivations are 

summarized below for the small molecules of H2
+ (Fig. 4.1), H2, He2

+, and He2 to demonstrate 

how exchange repulsion depends on orbital overlap.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. An illustration of the possible attractive and repulsive interactions between protons 

(a and b) and electron (1), separated by distances (R, ra, and rb) (adapted from Nature of the 
Chemical Bond by W. A. Goddard III).  

 

W. Heitler and F. London began with the energy, E (Eqn. 4.1), resulting from the 

expectation value with respect to the Hamiltonian (𝐻�). A wavefunction (Ψ) was constructed from 

a linear combination of atomic orbitals.14–16 

 

𝐸 = 〈𝛹|H�|𝛹〉〈𝛹|𝛹〉  (4.1) 

 

The Hamiltonian, 𝐻� (Eqn. 4.2), written in atomic units and comprised of the kinetic operator (𝛻Y?) 

and potential terms (
Y}� and 

Y}�), distances of which are illustrated in Figure 4.1, can be written such 

that the electronic terms (h(1)) are separated from the nuclear repulsion (
Y�) (Eqn. 4.3).  

 H� = �−12∇Y? − 1𝑟G − 1𝑟@  + 1𝑅 (4.2) 

 H� = ℎ(Y) + 1𝑅 (4.3) 

 

a b

1

rbra

R
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The bonding wavefunction, |𝛹H¢ (Eqn. 4.4), written in Dirac notation, was defined as a positive 

linear combination of the atomic orbitals (ϕa and ϕb) centered on the nuclei of H2
+. 

 |𝛹H¢ = |𝜙G⟩ + |𝜙@⟩ (4.4) 
 

The antibonding wavefunction, |𝛹¤⟩ (Eqn. 4.5), was defined as a negative linear combination of 

the same atomic orbitals. 

 |𝛹¤⟩ = |𝜙G⟩ − |𝜙@⟩ (4.5) 
 

The bonding wavefunction of Eqn. 4.4 was inserted into the energy expression of Eqn. 4.1 to derive 

the bonding energy, 𝐸H (Eqn. 4.6), of H2
+. The electronic term was distributed to the linear 

combination of atomic orbitals (Eqn. 4.7) and rearranged such that the electronic terms were 

separated from the nuclear repulsion (Eqn. 4.8), as in the Hamiltonian of Eqn. 4.3. S is the overlap 

of orbitals 𝜙G and 𝜙@. 

 

𝐸H = 〈𝛹H|ℎ(Y)|𝛹H〉〈𝛹H|𝛹H〉 + 1𝑅 (4.6) 

 

𝐸H = 〈𝜙G|ℎ(Y)|𝜙G〉 + 〈𝜙@|ℎ(Y)|𝜙@〉 + 2〈𝜙G|h(Y)|𝜙@〉2 + 2〈𝜙G|𝜙@〉 + 1𝑅 (4.7) 

 

𝐸H = ℎGG(Y) + ℎG@(Y)1 + 𝑺 + 1𝑅 (4.8) 

 

The bonding energy expression in Eqn. 4.8 was rearranged (Eqn. 4.9) such that the terms combined 

into classical (ECl) and bonding exchange (𝐸§�) energy terms (Eqn. 4.10). 
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𝐸H = �ℎGG(Y) + 1𝑅  + ¨ℎG@
(Y) − 𝑺ℎGG(Y)1 + 𝑺 © (4.9) 

 𝐸H = 𝐸ªI + 𝐸H( (4.10) 

 

The antibonding wavefunction of Eqn. 4.5 was inserted into the energy expression of Eqn. 4.1 to 

derive the antibonding energy, 𝐸¤, of H2
+, which was rearranged (Eqn. 4.11) such that the terms 

combined into classical and antibonding exchange (𝐸«�) energy terms (Eqn. 4.12). 

 

𝐸¤ = �ℎGG(Y) + 1𝑅  + ¬−ℎG@
(Y) − 𝑺ℎGG(Y)®1 − 𝑺 ¯ (4.11) 

 𝐸¤ = 𝐸ªI + 𝐸¤( (4.12) 
 

The classical energy, which describes the energy of the system as if ϕa and ϕb do not superimpose 

(Ref. 14; Fig. 2.7), was found to be identical in the bonding and antibonding cases, seen in Eqns. 

4.9 and 4.11. The exchange terms 𝐸§� and 𝐸«� were concluded to contain the characteristic energies 

that define the chemical bond in H2
+ because they differed in the energy expressions. 

Heitler and London also derived the exchange energy for a slightly larger model, H2, and 

drew similar results. The ground state wavefunction (Eqn. 4.13) consisted of the symmetric 

exchange of the spatial coordinates of the two electrons combined with an antisymmetric spin 

function. 

 |𝛹H¢ = |𝜙G𝜙@⟩ + |𝜙@𝜙G⟩ (4.13) 
 

Orthogonality of the spin functions permits the spatial wavefunctions to overlap. Similarly, the 

antisymmetric wavefunction (Eqn. 4.14) was combined with a symmetric spin function. 
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|𝛹¤⟩ = |𝜙G𝜙@⟩ − |𝜙@𝜙G⟩ (4.14) 
 

The antisymmetric spatial combination is mathematically identical to the wave function that places 

one electron in 𝜙§ and one electron in the orthogonal 𝜙«. Eqn. 4.13 and Eqn. 4.14 were each 

inserted into the energy expression of Eqn. 4.1. The bonding (Eqn. 4.15) and antibonding (Eqn. 

4.16) energy expressions were derived and rearranged into classical and exchange terms (Eqn. 

4.17 and 4.18), respectively. 

 𝐸H = �ℎGG(Y) + ℎ@@(?) + 〈𝜙G𝜙@ ° 1𝑟Y?° 𝜙G𝜙@〉 + 1𝑅 
+ U〈𝜙G𝜙@|H� (Y,?)|𝜙@𝜙G〉 − 𝑺?〈𝜙G𝜙@|H� (Y,?)|𝜙G𝜙@〉1 + 𝑺? ^ 

(4.15) 

 𝐸¤ = �ℎGG(Y) + ℎ@@(?) + 〈𝜙G𝜙@ ° 1𝑟Y?° 𝜙G𝜙@〉 + 1𝑅 
+ U−�〈𝜙G𝜙@|H� (Y,?)|𝜙@𝜙G〉 − 𝑺?〈𝜙G𝜙@|H� (Y,?)|𝜙G𝜙@〉�1 − 𝑺? ^ 

(4.16) 

 𝐸H = 𝐸ªI + 𝐸H( (4.17) 
 𝐸¤ = 𝐸ªI + 𝐸¤( (4.18) 
 

The derivations again resulted in an identical classical energy and different exchange energies 

between the bonding and antibonding expressions. ECl is only slightly attractive at long distance 

for H2, so the chemical bond of H2 is attributed to the symmetric exchange of electrons 1 and 2.  

This analysis can be extended to three-electron and four-electron systems, modeled by He+ 

and He. The three (Eqn. 4.19) and four electron (Eqn. 4.20) wavefunctions are provided and the 

corresponding one-electron energy terms (Eqn. 4.21), derived similarly to those above. 
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𝛹± = 𝜙G𝜙G𝜙@ − 𝜙@𝜙@𝜙G (4.19) 
 𝛹² = 𝜙G𝜙G𝜙@𝜙@ (4.20) 
 𝐸Y ∝ 𝑺𝜏1 − 𝑺 

 

𝐸? ∝ 2𝑺?𝜏1 − 𝐒𝟐 

 

𝐸± ∝ 3𝑺?𝜏1 − 𝑺𝟐 

 

𝐸² ∝ 4𝑺?𝜏1 − 𝑺𝟐 

(4.21) 

 

t in Eqn. 4.21 is an energy term (Eqn. 4.22), which can be further simplified using the Mulliken 

approximation for hab (Eqn. 4.23), where k is taken to be 1.75. 

 𝜏 = ℎG@ − 12𝑆G@(ℎGG + ℎ@@) (4.22) 

 ℎG@ = 12𝜅𝑆º»(ℎGG + ℎ@@) (4.23) 

 

Inserting Eqn. 4.23 into 4.22 yields a simplified version of t (Eqn. 4.24). 

 𝜏 ≈ 12 (𝜅 − 1)𝑆G@(ℎGG + ℎ@@) (4.24) 

 

Eqn. 4.24 can be defined as eab, and when inserted back into Eqn 4.24 yields four simplified energy 

terms (Eqn. 4.25). 
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𝐸Y ≈ 𝑺𝜀G@1 − 𝑺 

 

𝐸? ≈ 2𝑺?𝜀G@1 − 𝑺𝟐  

 

𝐸± ≈ 3𝑺?𝜀G@1 − 𝑺𝟐  

 

𝐸² ≈ 4𝑺?𝜀G@1 − 𝑺𝟐  

(4.25) 

 

The impact of orthogonality on the total energy is contained in Eqn. 4.25, which we used 

for our exchange repulsion model (Eqn. 4.26). EXR is proportional to the orbital overlap (S) 

between two atoms, squared,13,14 and one-electron energies, eab of Eqn 4.24, were incorporated to 

improve the accuracy of the model. 

 

𝐸(8 ∝ 𝑺?1 − 𝑺? (4.26) 

 

When a probe comes into close contact with a molecular system containing a bond between orbitals 

a and b, squaring the overlap of the wavefunctions (Eqn. 4.27 and Eqn. 4.28) results in an 

approximation that contains both the atomic (𝑺b",G? , 𝑺b",@? ) and exchange (𝑺b",G𝑺b",@) terms of the 

interaction.  

 

𝑺? = 〈𝛹b"|𝛹G〉? − 2〈𝛹b"|𝛹G〉〈𝛹b"|𝛹@〉 − 〈𝛹b"|𝛹@〉?2 − 2〈𝛹G|𝛹@〉  (4.27) 

 

𝑺? = 𝑺b",G? − 2𝑺b",G𝑺b",@ − 𝑺b",@?2 − 2𝑺G,@  (4.28) 

 

 EES and EXR are admittedly not a part of any valid electronic structure energy expression 

but they do provide a measure of the impact of orthogonality and electrostatic potential on structure 
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and binding. Discussions of Density Functional Theory and the Hellman-Feynman theorem focus 

on the dependence of energy and physical properties on electron density,17–19 but discount the 

preamble to a proper electronic structure analysis wherein the Pauli Principle states that electrons 

are fermions. As such, the wavefunction of the electrons must change sign when the coordinates 

of said electrons are interchanged. This antisymmetric property of electronic wavefunctions is the 

source of exchange repulsion. Exchange repulsion may generally correlate with electron density, 

but it is not caused by electron density. Consider the interaction of a pπ-orbital with an s-orbital 

(Fig. 4.2a). The overlap between the two orbitals is zero due to equal positive and negative 

contributions to the overlap, and hence there is not exchange repulsion between the pπ-orbital and 

s-orbital. When the interaction between the pπ-orbital density, equal to the wavefunction squared, 

and the s-orbital is considered, the interaction is not zero (Fig. 4.2b). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.2. An illustration of the difference between (a) wavefunction/orbital overlap and (b) 
electron density interaction. The former is orthogonal, and therefore results in no repulsion. The 

latter is not orthogonal, and the model results in a measure of repulsion. 
 

II. Modeling the Exchange Repulsion of a Halogen Atom 

Our exchange model was developed in order to understand the underlying anisotropic EXR 

near a halogen atom as dependent on the occupation of the valence atomic orbitals. The derivations 

and results of the anisotropic EXR will be discussed first, and then EES in the following section. The 

halogen atoms were defined as a linear combination of two wavefunctions, which represented the 

core-corrected valence s- and p-orbitals (Eqn. 4.29 and 4.30, respectively). 
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|𝛹#⟩ = |𝜙?#⟩ − 𝑺|𝜙?#ww⟩ (4.29) 
 |𝛹$¢ = |𝜙?$¢ − 𝑺|𝜙?$ww ¢ (4.30) 

 

The wavefunctions were written such that the atomic orbitals, 𝜙?# and 𝜙?$ (Eqn. 4.31 and 4.32, 

respectively), could be adjusted via Slater exponents (ζ2s and ζ2p), where r is in Bohrs.16,20–22 

 

𝜙?# = ½(2𝜁?#)¿96π 𝑟ecÁÂÃ} (4.31) 

 

𝜙?$ = ½3�2𝜁?$�¿96π 𝑟ecÁÂÄ} (4.32) 

 

The core-correction orbitals (𝜙?ÅÆÆ and 𝜙?�ÆÆ ) were adjusted independently using the Slater exponents 

(𝜁?ÅÆÆ , 𝜁?�ÆÆ), and subtracted from the valence orbitals (ϕ2s and ϕ2p) by a factor of their overlap (S) in 

Eqn. 4.29 and Eqn. 4.30. The purpose of the core correction was to approximate the effect of the 

core electrons, improve the shape of valence orbitals, and achieve more accurate energy 

approximations.  

Reference atomic orbital wavefunction amplitudes were calculated at the HF/6-31G level 

for F, Cl, and Br, and at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level for I, including additional 5D and 7F 

functions with a radial step size that varies  from 0.05 Å to 0.20 Å. The Slater exponents of the 

models were adjusted until the shape of the model wavefunctions reproduced the radial distribution 

of the HF wavefunctions, which can be seen in Appendix 3, Figures A3.1a–d. The Simplex 

algorithm, developed by J. A. Nelder and R. Mead,23 was used to obtain the Slater exponents by 

minimizing the sum of least squares between our model and the HF orbital amplitudes. Data for 

the distance dependence of exchange repulsion and electrostatic potential where also included in 

optimization. 
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Optimization of the model wavefunctions yielded reasonable Slater exponents (Table 4.1). 

Larger exponents correspond to smaller orbitals, and smaller exponents to larger more diffuse 

orbitals. For example, 𝜁?ÅÆÆ equals 14.04 for fluorine, suggesting a tightly contracted core correction 

s-orbital relative to the valence s-orbital, where ζ2s equals 2.11. ζ2s is also smaller than ζ2p, 

suggesting that the valence p-orbital is more contracted than the valence s-orbital. A 𝜁?�ÆÆ  was not 

included for fluorine because there is not a 1p electron configuration.  

 
Table 4.1. The optimized Slater exponents corresponding to the valence and core-corrected 

orbitals found for Equations 4.29 – 4.32. 
 ζ2s ζ2p 𝜁?ÅÆÆ 𝜁?�ÆÆ  

Fluorine 2.11 2.18 14.04 - 
Chlorine 2.08 1.37 5.41 6.09 
Bromine 1.90 1.27 4.36 4.36 
Iodine 1.74 1.17 3.77 3.20 

 

The prominence of the p-orbital increased down the periodic table, attributed here to the 

electronic structure of the halogen. The amplitude maximum of fluorine’s s-orbital for F was at r 

= 0.40 Å, and that of the p-orbital was at r = 0.35 Å. The isotropic s-orbital dominated the p-orbital, 

creating a more spherical valence electron density in the smaller halogen, decreasing the size of 

the s-hole despite the singly-occupied pz-orbital. In contrast, the amplitude maximum of iodine’s 

s-orbital was at r = 0.90 Å, and that of the p-orbital was at r = 1.00 Å. The anisotropic p-orbitals 

dominated the s-orbital, creating a more aspherical valence electron distribution in the larger 

halogen, increasing the size of the s-hole. The Slater exponents of our model therefore suggest 

that the aspherical shape of a halogen is inherent to the atom (Table 4.2), in agreement with the s-

hole model by Politzer et al.24,25 
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Table 4.2. The locations of the amplitude maxima of the radial distributions of the valence 
wavefunctions as a function of atomic radius at the HF level. 

 r*Ψs (Å) r*Ψp (Å) 
Fluorine 0.40 0.35 
Chlorine 0.70 0.75 
Bromine 0.80 0.90 
Iodine 0.90 1.00 

 

The model EXR was calculated for the optimized core-corrected valence orbitals using a 

model He probe (ΨHe) as a function of atomic radius and angle, relative to the singly occupied pz-

orbital (𝜙?�Ç) of the halogen (Fig. 4.3).  Helium is an ideal probe for modeling EXR, as it is a closed-

shell atom that contains an electron of both +1/2 and -1/2 spins. The low polarizability of helium 

causes it to behave as a model electron pair, while contributing little to the attractive van der Waals.  

 

 
Figure 4.3. The EXR was calculated using a helium atom in close proximity to the model 𝜙?Å, 𝜙?�Ç, and 𝜙?�È orbitals versus atomic radius and angle, relative to 𝜙?�Ç. 

 

The orbital overlaps between ΨHe and Ψ2s (Eqn. 4.33) and ΨHe and Ψ2p (Eqn. 4.34) were defined 

using overlap expressions derived by C. C. J. Roothaan, where 〈𝛹É�|𝛹?�〉 = 〈𝛹É�|𝛹?�Ç〉 and 

〈𝛹É�|𝛹?�È〉 = 0.20–22 The terms τ and ρ were considered to be independent variables by Roothaan, 

written in terms of z and defined in Eqn. 15 of Ref. 20. The term k was written in terms of t and 

z, defined in Eqn. 16 of Ref. 20. 

 

θ

r

φ2p,π

φ2p,σ

φ2s

ΨHe

ΨHe
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〈𝛹b"|𝛹?#〉 = U√1 − 𝜏?√3𝜏𝜌 ^ �(1 + 𝜅)(2(1 − 𝜅)(2 − 3𝜅) + 4(1 − 𝜅)𝜌?# + 𝜌?#? )ecÊÂÃ− (1 − 𝜅)(2(1 + 𝜅)(2 − 3𝜅) + (1 − 2𝜅)𝜌b")ecÊËÌ� (4.33) 

 

〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$〉 = U √1 + 𝜏τρ?√1 − τ^ (1 + 𝜅)�6(1 − 𝜅)?�1 + 𝜌?$� + 4(1 − 𝜅)𝜌?$?+ 𝜌?$± �ecÊÂÄ − (1 − 𝜅)?(6(1 + 𝜅)(1 + 𝜌b") + 2𝜌b"? )ecÊËÌ® 

(4.34) 

 

The model EXR (Eqn. 4.35) was written as a sum of the exchange repulsion calculated between the 

probe and each orbital present in our model, where the leading coefficients are proportional to the 

number of electrons occupying the orbital. A coefficient of 8 was not present on the third term 

because one of the 𝜙?�È orbitals was orthogonal to the rotation of the He probe and contributes 

zero exchange repulsion to the sum as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 

 𝐸(8 = 4𝐸(8,?# + 3𝐸(8,?$Ï + 4𝐸(8,?$Ð (4.35) 
 

When calculating EXR with the original model, expanded in Equations 4.36 and 4.37, it was 

found that the model underestimated the energy relative to that as a function of atomic radius at 

the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ level for F, Cl, and Br, and at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level for I with step 

sizes of 0.20 Å. Additional energetic factors, eab, were added to the model in order to improve 

accuracy, based on Eqn. 4.15 and Eqn. 4.16 in the H-L derivations.12–14  

 

𝐸(8 = ¨4U−𝜀?#〈𝛹b"|𝛹?#〉?1 − 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?#〉?^ + 3−𝜀?$Ï〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉
?1 − 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉? + 4U−𝜀?$Ð〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉?1 − 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉? ^© (4.36) 

 

𝐸(8 = ¬4U−𝜀?#𝑺b",?#?
1 − 𝑺b",?#? ^ + 3−𝜀?$Ï𝑺b",?$Ï?

1 − 𝑺b",?$Ï? + 4U−𝜀?$Ð𝑺b",?$Ð?
1 − 𝑺b",?$Ð? ^¯ (4.37) 
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The HF probe approach results as a function of distance along 𝜙?�Ç and 𝜙?�È in Fig. 4.3 were used 

to fit eab using the Simplex minimization algorithm according to the sum of least squares.23 The 

previously described optimized Slater exponents of the model wavefunctions were held fixed. The 

eab results are related to the underlying energy of the valence alpha electrons found at the HF level 

(Table 4.3). 

 
Table 4.3. The energetic scaling factors (e) of the optimized model exchange repulsions. 

 e?Å  e?�Ç e?�È 

Fluorine -0.2837 -0.0946 -0.3369 
Chlorine -0.5449 -0.0903 -0.2336 
Bromine -0.613 -0.0669 -0.2233 
Iodine -0.6194 -0.0884 -0.2135 

 

The updated model EXR was then able to reproduce the HF results as a function of r along 

𝜙?�Ç and 𝜙?�È (Fig. 4.4). Fluorine had the smallest orbitals of the halogens according to the 

optimized Slater exponents and wavefunction maxima locations. The small valence orbitals of 

fluorine led to a smaller overlap with ΨHe, which was illustrated by the repulsive wall at a short 

atomic radius. Iodine, in contrast, had the largest orbitals of the halogens studied, evidenced again 

by the optimized Slater exponents. The large valence orbitals of iodine led to a greater overlap 

with ΨHe, which was illustrated by the repulsive wall being located at long atomic radius.3,24,26–30 

The model can be used to approximate the orbital contributions to the overall exchange repulsion, 

which can be seen in Appendix 3, Figures A3.2a–d. The contribution of EXR,2pσ is smaller than that 

of EXR,2pπ due to 𝜙?�Ç containing only one electron instead of two. The orbital contributions 

illustrate the angular dependence of the EXR on the valence wavefunctions. 
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Figure 4.4. The Hartree-Fock (dots) and model (curves) EXR versus radii of the halogen atoms 

for s and π approach of helium. The model can be seen to fit the HF results very well as a 
function of distance approaching both the singly- and doubly-filled p-orbitals. 

 

 A rotation matrix was applied to the model exchange repulsion (Eqn. 4.38 and Eqn. 4.39) 

to calculate EXR as a function of angle. 

 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 = cos(𝜃) 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 + sin(𝜃)〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉 (4.38) 
 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉 = sin(𝜃) 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 + cos(𝜃)〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉 (4.39) 
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Eqn. 4.38 and Eqn. 4.39 were simplified such that only the trigonometric contributions of 𝛹?�Ç 

were considered (Eqn. 4.40 and Eqn. 4.41, respectively) because 〈𝛹É�|𝛹?�È〉 = 0.20 The exchange 

repulsion was found to have an angular dependence of exactly cos2(θ) when Eqn. 4.40 and Eqn. 

4.41 were inserted into Eqn. 4.37, and the overlaps squared. This finding is consistent with the 

repulsive van der Waals potential in the Empirical Force Field for Biological Halogen Bonds 

(ffBXB).31,32 The ffBXB contains a cos(νθ) term to model the angular dependent exchange 

repulsion component of halogen bonding, where ν represents the period of the cosine function. 

Once parameterized, ν ≈ 2 for X = Cl, Br, and I, signifying that the angular dependence can be said 

to approximately be equal to cos2(θ).31,32 

 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 = cos(𝜃) 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 (4.40) 
 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ð〉 = sin(𝜃) 〈𝛹b"|𝛹?$Ï〉 (4.41) 

 

Three-dimensional potential surfaces for EXR were generated (Fig. 4.5) for each of the 

atomic models as a function of angle (x-axis) and atomic radius normalized by its respective van 

der Waals radius (y-axis). The distance dependence was adjusted to match at an angle of 90° and 

a normalized distance of 0.8. The model EXR exhibited a clear angular dependence as expected, 

providing a measure of the orbital overlap per halogen. The EXR surfaces for Cl, Br, and I are quite 

similar, while the well for fluorine is shallower due the relative extension of the 2s orbital.  A 

distinct angular dependence can be seen in each of the 3-D EXR plots within the van der Waals at 

a normalized distance of 0.8. The magnitude of the dependence can be seen to increase from 

fluorine to iodine, consistent with Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1. The size of the repulsive well illustrates 

the relative increase in size of the s-hole due to the singly-occupied valence pz-orbital.  
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Figure 4.5. The EXR versus normalized radii and angle for the model halogen atoms F (top left), 
Cl (top right), Br (bottom left), and I (bottom right). The shapes of the surfaces partially account 

for the repulsion near non-bonding angles near 90° and 270° in Figure 3.15. 
 

The angular dependence rapidly goes to zero at a normalized distance of one and greater, 

implying that the exchange repulsion vanishes beyond the atomic radius of the halogen. The 

experimental 3-D CSD surfaces presented in Chapter 2 also lacked angular dependence beyond 

the sum of the van der Waals radii of the interacting halogen and carbonyl. This suggests that the 

electronic structure of our exchange repulsion model is consistent with experimental reports. The 

shape of the angular dependence of halogen bonding is correlated to the shape of EXR both within 

and beyond the van der Waals distance. Attraction caused by dispersion, an isotropic component 

of halogen bonding, occurs where there is a lack of exchange repulsion and its strength is inversely 

proportional to non-bonding distance to the sixth power. 
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The model exchange repulsion as a function of r and θ described thus far has been 

incorporated into a series of Fortran 77 programs pertaining to F, Cl, Br, and I, which can be found 

in Appendix 4, Program A4.1. 

 

III. Modeling the Electrostatics of a Halogen Atom 

According to the σ-hole model, it is the region of partially positive charge on a halogen 

(Fig. 4.6) that attracts a partially negative Lewis base.4,24,33 The σ-hole model approximates the 

electrostatic potential by a Coulombic derivation of the Hellman-Feynman Theorem.17,18 The 

electrostatic potential is a model of the interaction between the electron density and nuclear charge 

of one molecule and a net negative point charge for another. The electrostatic potential excludes 

electron-electron interactions, and hence should not be expected to provide a precise description 

of the interaction energy of halogen bonding. 

 

 
F 

 
Cl 

 
Br 

 
I 

Figure 4.6. The σ-hole on the atomic halogens illustrated by the electrostatic potential. Red 
represents a negative electrostatic potential (-15.7 kcal/mol) and blue represents a positive 

electrostatic potential (15.7 kcal/mol) between a negative point charge probe and the molecule 
evaluated at grid point points on the 0.0004 electron density isosurface. 

 

Our theoretical EES was modeled using a linear combination of atomic orbitals, much like the EXR, 

to better understand the anisotropy of the halogen bonding components. The same atomic model 

was used to calculate the electrostatic potential as presented in Fig. 4.3, except that a negative point 

charge (qn) was inserted in place of the helium probe. 
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The electrostatic attractions between qn and 𝛹?Å?  (Eqn. 4.42), qn and 𝛹?�Ç?  (Eqn. 4.43), and 

qn and 𝛹?�È?  (Eqn. 4.44) were modeled using expressions derived by Roothaan,20 where ρ’ is 

dependent on averages of z and defined in Eqn. 29 of Ref. 20. Notice that the first terms in Eqn. 

4.42, Eqn. 4.43, and Eqn. 4.44, corresponding to the radial component, are identical. The second 

terms in Eqn. 4.43 and Eqn. 4.44, corresponding to the angular component, are also identical, save 

the leading coefficients (+3 or -3/2). The implication of these similarities will be discussed in the 

following section. 

 

[𝑞B|𝛹?#? ] = (1 + 𝜏)?.¿(1 − 𝜏)?.¿ U𝜌′𝜌^ �1 − �1 + 32𝜌 + 𝜌? + 13𝜌±  ec?Ê  (4.42) 

 

Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × = (1 + 𝜏)?.¿(1 − 𝜏)?.¿ ¨U𝜌1𝜌^ �1 − �1 + 32𝜌 + 𝜌? + 13𝜌±  ec?Ê 
+ 3U𝜌′𝜌^ �1 − �1 + 2𝜌 + 2𝜌? + 43𝜌± + 23𝜌² + 29𝜌¿  ec?Ê © 

(4.43) 

 

Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × = (1 + 𝜏)?.¿(1 − 𝜏)?.¿ ¨U𝜌1𝜌^ �1 − �1 + 32𝜌 + 𝜌? + 13𝜌±  ec?Ê 
− 32U𝜌′𝜌^ �1 − �1 + 2𝜌 + 2𝜌? + 43𝜌± + 23𝜌² + 29𝜌¿  ec?Ê © 

(4.44) 

 

The model EES was then written as a sum of the electrostatic potential calculated between 

the probe and each orbital present in our model (Eqn. 4.45), expanded in Equations 4.46 and 4.47, 

where the leading coefficients correspond to the number of electrons that occupy the orbital. 

 𝐸7Ø = 2𝐸7Ø,?# + 𝐸7Ø,?$Ï + 2𝐸7Ø,?$Ð + 2𝐸7Ø,?$ÐÙ  (4.45) 
 𝐸7Ø = 2 〈𝛹?#| 1𝑟 |𝛹?#〉 + 〈𝛹?$Ï| 1𝑟 |𝛹?$Ï〉 + 2 〈𝛹?$Ð| 1𝑟 |𝛹?$Ð〉 + 2 〈𝛹?$ÐÙ | 1𝑟 |𝛹?$ÐÙ 〉 (4.46) 

 𝐸7Ø = 2[𝑞B|𝛹?Å? ] + Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × + 2Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × + 2 Ú𝑞BÛ𝛹?$ÐÙ? Ü + −7𝑟  (4.47) 
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The model EES incorporated the third p-orbital (𝜙?�ÈÙ ) due to its contribution toward the partially 

negative perpendicular axes of the atom, whereas 𝜙?�ÈÙ  was not included in the model EXR due to 

its orthogonality to ΨHe. The third p-orbital was notated differently to signify its symmetry about 

the rotation of the negative point charge, and the effective nuclear charge of 7 was selected to 

balance the seven valence electrons in the electronically neutral model atoms.  

The electrostatic potential was then calculated as a function of the atomic radius at the 

HF/6-31G* level for F, Cl, and Br, and at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level for I along 𝜙?�Ç (Fig. 

4.7). The model EES visually matched the electrostatics using the same Slater exponents that had 

been fit using the Simplex minimization, discussed previously. The results illustrate the weak 

attraction of qn to fluorine as a function of r along 𝜙?�Ç. The aspherical shape of the atom is caused 

by an uneven electron distribution, which directly results in the partially positive charge of the σ-

hole; the more spherical the atom, the smaller the σ-hole. The weak partially positive charge on 

fluorine results from the shielding of its protons along 𝜙?�Ç, and the similar size of its valence s- 

and p-orbitals. The opposite is also true, as we found that iodine had the strongest attraction to qn, 

explained by the prominence of its protons along 𝜙?�Ç, and contraction of its valence s-orbitals 

relative to its p-orbitals. 
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Figure 4.7. The Hartree-Fock (line) and model (dots) EES versus atomic radii of the halogens. 

The model can be seen to fit the HF results very well as a function of distance. 
 

A rotation matrix was applied to the model electrostatic potential (Eqn. 4.48 and Eqn. 4.49) to 

calculate the model EES as a function of angle. 

 Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × = cos?(𝜃) Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × + sin?(𝜃)Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × (4.48) 
 Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × = sin?(𝜃) Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × + cos?(𝜃)Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × (4.49) 
 

The rotation was applied twice due to the wavefunctions in the expression being squared and 𝛹?�ÈÙ?  

was not included because it is symmetric to the rotation of the negative point charge. The model 

EES exhibited clear angular dependence (Fig. 4.8), providing a relative measure of the σ-hole per 

halogen as a function of distance and angle. The model electrostatic potential as a function of r 

and θ has been incorporated into a series of Fortran 77 programs, which can be found in Appendix 

4, Program A4.2. 
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Figure 4.8. The EES versus scaled radii and angle for the model halogen atoms F (top left), Cl 

(top right), Br (bottom left), and I (bottom right). The shapes of the surfaces partially account for 
the repulsion near non-bonding angles of 90° and 270° in Figure 3.15, as well as the energetic 

wells at distances less than the sum of the van der Waals radii of the interacting species. 
 

The 3-D EES plots illustrate a distinct angular dependence within the van der Waals radius 

at a normalized distance of 0.8. Unlike the EXR plots, an attraction between the halogen and 

negative point probe can be seen, increasing the strength from fluorine to iodine. The angular 

dependence of the electrostatic potential does not go to zero at a normalized distance of one or 

greater, which is consistent with the electrostatic contour map presented in Figure 2.8, but  

inconsistent with the 3-D CSD plot in Figure 2.7. where the angular dependence had vanished by 
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the sum of the van der Waals radii. This discrepancy can be accounted for by observing how the 

electrostatics are affected by dipole interactions. 

 The CSD crystal structures were primarily comprised of halogen bonds that had charge 

transferred to the halogen from carbon, forming a polar bond. In Chapter 3, it was found that the 

inclusion of organic substituent groups increased the exchange repulsion component of the 

interaction energy by changing the shape of the halogen atom. The phenyl halide dimers were 

slightly lower in energy due to the electron-withdrawing nature of the substituent relative to the 

methyl halide dimers. Considering this information, 3-D EES plots were generated for three 

additional scenarios: 1) addition of a partial charge to the model, 2) addition of a dipole-charge 

interaction to the model, and 3) replacement of the electrostatic potential model with a dipole-

dipole model, (Fig. 4.9). The first two scenarios both display a distinct angular dependence at short 

normalized distances, with decreasing angular dependence at long normalized distances, and 

remaining repulsive outside the van der Waals distance. The third scenario, a dipole-dipole model 

precisely reproduces the shape of the MeX-X2 difference plots from Figure 3.16.  

The model electrostatic potential as a function of r and θ pertaining to these three additional 

scenarios has also been incorporated into a series of Fortran 77 programs, which can be found in 

Appendix 4, Program A4.3. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.9. Model electrostatic potential of fluorine as a function of angle and normalized bond 
distance after the addition of (a) a partial charge, (b) a charge-dipole, and (c) a dipole-dipole 

interaction. 
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The surfaces above show that our model is consistent with experimental and theoretical 

results, which has profound implications for halogen bonding. The C-X bond dipole is aligned 

opposite the O=C bond dipole, providing a repulsive interaction between the halogen bond 

acceptor and donor. Therefore, dipole-dipole interactions with a distance dependence of 1/r3 

should be largest for the smallest halogen, fluorine, selected to demonstrate the suggested 

implication. A model energy (E) was calculated as a function of distance (Eqn. 4.50). 

 

𝐸 = 𝑒7Ø𝑟B + 𝑒��𝑆G@?1 − 𝑆G@?  (4.50) 

 

The Slater exponents (z) decrease with increasing halogen size, as expected (Table 4.4). The 

exponents (n) and energy values (ex) were fit to the MeX-X2 acetone data of Figure 3.16 using the 

Simplex minimization algorithm according to the sum of least squares.23 

 
Table 4.4. The energetic scaling factors of the model dipole-dipole interaction presented in 

Equation 4.50, as well as the quadrupole-dipole interaction discussed below. 
 z 1/rn (Å-1) eES (kcal/mol) eXR (kcal/mol) 

Fluorine 2.162 3.007 86.7 134.4 
Chlorine 1.817 3.014 94.4 124.6 
Bromine 1.712 3.062 93.4 125.7 
Iodine 1.701 3.074 86.2 136.5 
CF4 2.087 4.105 78.4 171.0 

 

 E was calculated as a function of distance and laid overtop MeX-X2 difference curves at 

the HF level (Fig. 4.10). It was found that the difference curves for X = F, Cl, Br, and I could be 

accurately modeled using the combination of 1/r3 dipole-dipole repulsion (EES) and exchange 

repulsion (EXR), combined in Eqn. 4.50. In other words, halogen bonds bound to an organic moiety 

are more repulsive than their nonpolar counterparts due to the introduction of a repulsive dipole-

dipole interaction as well as exchange repulsion. 
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Figure 4.10. Model energy as a function of distance in comparison to the MeX-X2—acetone 

difference curves for the model halogen atoms F (top left), Cl (top right), Br (bottom left), and I 
(bottom right).  

 

This model further suggests that if fluoromethane were substituted by CF4—acetone, the 

interaction would be a quadrupole-dipole and have a distance dependence of 1/r4. The fit of the 

CF4-F2 acetone data (Fig. 4.11) is consistent with quadrupole-dipole interaction. The fit variables 

are also presented in Table 4.4.  
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Figure 4.11. Model energy as a function of distance in comparison to the CF4-F2—acetone 

difference curve for the model halogen atoms F. 
 

Further Analysis of the Exchange Repulsion and Electrostatic Potential Models 

The electrostatic potential expressions from Eqn. 4.42, 4.43, and 4.44 can be simplified 

(Eqn. 4.51, Eqn. 4.52, and Eqn. 4.53, respectively) in order to more closely observe the angular 

dependence of the electrostatic potential on the first and second terms of these equations. The first 

terms within Eqn. 4.42, Eqn. 4.43, and Eqn. 4.44 were identical, call them A. Eqn. 4.42, 

representing the electrostatic attraction between a point charge and Ψ2s, lacks a second term due to 

the isotropic angular momentum of s-orbitals. The second terms of Eqn. 4.43 and 4.44, which 

represent the electrostatic attraction between a point charge and 𝛹?�Ç, and 𝛹?�È, respectively, were 

also identical, save the leading coefficients (3 or -3/2), call them B. The variation in electrostatics 

due to the angular component vanishes at an atomic radius where the electrostatics are comparable 

at 180°.  
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[𝑞B|𝛹?#? ] = 𝐴 (4.51) 
 Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ï? × = 𝐴 + 3𝐵 (4.52) 

 Õ𝑞BÖ𝛹?$Ð? × = 𝐴 − 32𝐵 (4.53) 

 

The sum of the terms as a probe moves along the directions of  𝛹?�Ç (Eqn. 4.54) and 𝛹?�È (Eqn. 

4.55) yields a general potential expression, V (Eqn. 4.56), when Eqn. 4.54 and 4.55 are inserted 

into Eqn. 4.45 and a rotation matrix is applied.  

 𝑉ß = 7𝐴 − 3𝐵 (4.54) 

 𝑉à = 7𝐴 + 32𝐵 (4.55) 

 𝑉 = 7𝐴 − 3𝐵cos?(𝜃) + 32𝐵sin?(𝜃)	 (4.56) 

 

If unity is subtracted (Eqn. 4.57) from Eqn. 4.56, the resulting expression (Eqn. 4.58) suggests that 

the electrostatic potential has an angular dependence of cos2(θ).  

 1 = 32𝐵cos?(𝜃) + 32𝐵sin?(𝜃)	 (4.57) 

 𝑉 − 1 = 7𝐴 − 92 cos?(𝜃) (4.58) 

 

In other words, as derived using these simpler expressions, the electrostatic potential was found to 

have an angular dependence of exactly cos2(θ) when Eqn. 4.48 and Eqn. 4.49 were inserted into 

Eqn. 4.47. This is true for all the halogens and is consistent with the electrostatic interaction in the 

ffBXB.31,32 Like the exchange repulsion, the ffBXB contains a cos(νθ) term to model the angular 

dependent electrostatic component of halogen bonding, where ν represents the period of the cosine 
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function. Once parameterized, ν ≈ 2 for X = Cl, Br, and I, signifying that the angular dependence 

can be said to approximately be equal to cos2(θ).31,32 

The simpler expressions can also be used to describe the affect an electron-donating 

substituent has on the shape of the atom based on the valence p-orbitals. Our models have provided 

further evidence suggesting that the aspherical shape of a halogen is inherent to the atom and 

dependent on the relative sizes of the valence s- and p-orbitals. If a net charge representing electron 

transfer from a substituent to the halogen atom is added, an expression, Vs (Eqn. 4.59), is found 

representing the relative shape of pσ-orbital from Eqn. 4.54 and another expression, Vp (Eqn. 4.60), 

representing the shape of the pπ-orbital from Eqn. 4.47.  

 𝑉ß = (7 − 𝑞B)𝐴 − (1 + 𝑞B)3𝐵 (4.59) 

 𝑉à = (7 − 𝑞B)𝐴 + (1 + 𝑞B) 32𝐵 (4.60) 

 

The angularly dependent B terms from Eqn. 4.59 and Eqn. 4.60 go to zero in the event that a full 

electron charge (qn = -1) is transferred to the halogen from the electron-donating substituent. This 

results in V being dependent on a spherical potential term A, resulting in an isotropic electrostatic 

potential on the outer electron density contour, diminishing any EES attraction to a Lewis base. In 

summary, we have derived simple expressions showing that an additional charge on a halogen 

atom via electron-donating substituent removes the angular dependency from the underlying 

energetic components of halogen bonding. 

 Just as the electrostatic potential was affected by the charge transfer from the covalent bond 

of the substituent group, so too was the exchange repulsion. Charge dependence for our EXR model 

follows from the linear dependence on number of electrons in the energy expression. Consider 

intra-bond charge transfer, i.e. bond polarization, in a bond between carbon, C, and fluorine, F. 

The valence bond wavefunction, Y, for such an interaction is provided (Eqn. 4.61).  
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 𝛹 = 𝑐wAoGI"BS(𝜙ª𝜙â + 𝜙â𝜙ª) + 𝑐TABTw𝜙â𝜙â (4.61) 

 

The covalent contribution, ccov, would interact with a Lewis base through a 3-electron interaction, 

see Eqn. 4.21 while the ionic contribution, cionic, would utilize the 4-electron interaction term. In 

going from a halogen atom toward a halide ion the exchange repulsion increases from 3 to 3–qn, 

where qn is c2
ionic.  

The electrostatic potential and exchange repulsion were modeled using a linear 

combination of atomic orbitals to understand the source of the observed distance-angle dependence 

at the most fundamental level. Based on the findings presented in Chapters 2–4, it is proposed that 

the attraction in halogen bonding occurs through a balance of electrostatics, exchange repulsion, 

and dispersion. The initial, long-range interaction of a halogen bonding dimers is caused by net 

attractive electrostatics, weakened and made more angularly independent by bond polarization to 

the halogen by its organic substituent group and repulsive dipole-dipole interaction. As the Lewis 

base draws closer to the halogen it is funneled to an interaction angle of 180° by the increasing 

angular dependence of the electrostatics and exchange repulsion. Due to the diminished exchange 

repulsion at 180°, the Lewis base stabilizes at a distance shorter than the sum of the two species 

van der Waals radii through electrostatics and dispersion. The impact of charge transfer, an 

additional energetic component, on dimer binding energy will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5:  TRIMER SYSTEMS 

 

Non-additivity is a measure of the increased stability in a multimolecular, non-bonding 

structure due to a synergistic interaction of the components.1,2 The purpose of the research 

presented herein was to determine the underlying energetic contributions to the non-additivity of 

multimolecular halogen bonding systems. The presence of non-additivity has been shown to 

increase the difficulty of theoretically predicting the interaction energy of multimolecular systems, 

such as halogenated molecules in polar solvents.3,4 For example, the results of a SAMPL2 Blind 

Prediction Challenge were published in 2010,5 wherein transfer energies between gas phase and 

aqueous solutions were calculated to benchmark the accuracy and applicability of novel theoretical 

methods. The transfer energies were calculated “blind,” meaning that the participants were not 

given reported experimental results, creating an environment free of bias for a controlled 

comparison between the methods. The transfer energies were underestimated between gas phase 

and aqueous solution of the 5-halouracils with an absolute mean raw error of 6 kcal/mol across the 

series of solvents with a standard deviation of only 0.4 kcal/mol. Due to the inaccurate yet precise 

predictions, a systematic error was concluded to have been present in the theoretical methods. One 

contributing factor to the systematic error could be the non-additivity, which the methods did not 

account for. 

Model trimers can be used to study simplified versions of multimolecular halogen bonding 

systems. For instance, Voth et al.6 placed bromobenzene near a carbonyl oxygen that had already 

formed a hydrogen bond (Fig. 5.1) to model a halogen bond interacting with a peptide chain. Voth 

et al. found that the halogen bonding bromobenzene and hydrogen bonding N-ethylpropanimide 

on a peptide chain were separated by an average bond angle of 88.2°, making them approximately 

geometrically orthogonal.  
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Figure 5.1. The trimer system used to test the effect a halogen bond would have on an already 

existed hydrogen bond, where the distances (dX and dH) were varied and the angle (θ) was found 
to be 88.2° on average (adapted from Nat. Chem. 2009, 1, 74).  

 

Voth et al. calculated the interaction energies as a function of non-bonding distances (dX and dH) 

(Ref. 6; Fig. 5). It was discovered that the presence of bromobenzene did not greatly affect the 

already-present hydrogen bond as dX was varied, nor did the presence of N-ethylpropanimide affect 

the halogen bond as dH was varied, so the two interactions were concluded to be energetically 

orthogonal. Non-additivity was not reported for the trimer. 

However, in a more recent study presented by Carlsson et al.,7 it was hypothesized that an 

intramolecular hydrogen bond would polarize the electron density of a halogen, enhancing its s-

hole (Ref. 7; Fig. 7) and increase corresponding halogen bonding strength. A pseudo-wild-type 

(WT*) T4 lysozyme was crystallized as well as structures in which Y18 is halogenated at the meta 

position by chlorine, bromine, or iodine to test this hypothesis. Differential scanning calorimetry 

was used to determine the thermal stability of the WT* and halogenated constructs. Melting 

temperatures and enthalpies of the structures showed that the chlorinated lysozyme was more 

stable than WT*, the brominated lysozyme is approximately as stable as WT*, and the iodized 

lysozyme was less stable than WT* (Ref. 7; Table 2). The increased stability of the chlorinated 

structure was said to be dependent on its ability to form a halogen bond with the G28 oxygen, 

further enhanced by an intramolecular hydrogen bond. Molecular models of N-methylacetamide 
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with chlorobenzene or 2-chlorophenol were created (Fig. 5.2), and energetic calculations at the 

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ in a cyclohexane solvent showed that the presence of an intramolecular 

hydrogen bond resulted in a more stable halogen bond (Ref. 7; Fig. 8).  

 

  
Figure 5.2. The model of N-methylacetamide in a halogen bonding configuration with 2-

chlorophenol. The Cl—O halogen bonding strength is enhanced by the hydroxyl group, which 
forms an intramolecular hydrogen bond with chlorine. The Cl—O interaction energy was 

reported to be -1.43 kcal/mol, OH—Cl was reported to be -1.84 kcal/mol, and the complex 
interaction energy was reported to be -3.24 kcal/mol. The interaction could be considered as a 

trimer-like interaction due to the presence of three interacting species (adapted from 
Biochemistry. 2018, 57, 4135).  

 

The energetic orthogonality reported by Voth et al.6 in contrast to the halogen bonding 

strength being enhanced by an intramolecular hydrogen bond reported by Carlsson et al.7 is not 

necessarily surprising. Researchers Riel et al.8 have also published an article on hydrogen-bond 

enhanced halogen bonds, the purpose of which was to discern whether halogen bonding could be 

used to practically pre-organize biomolecular structures. The researchers confirmed after modeling 

the halogen bonding capabilities of 1,3-bis(4-ethynylpyridinium) that simultaneous pre-

organization and enhancement of the halogen bond is possible; however, Riel et al. also state that 

“computational reports of intermolecular hydrogen bonding to halogen bonding donors suggest 

that hydrogen bonds can have both a cooperative and non-cooperative effect on halogen bonding 

strength.”8 This provides motivation to study the non-additivity as dependent on the underlying 

energetic components of the interaction energy. 
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Cooperativity of Model Hydrogen-Bond Enhanced Halogen Bonds 

One way to quantify the non-additivity of a trimer system is to calculate the cooperativity, 

DECOOP (Eqn. 5.1), by adding the optimized dimer energies (∆𝐸ã|��ä and ∆𝐸|å��ä) and single point 

energy of the indirectly interacting molecules (∆𝐸ãåÅ�), and subtracting the sum from the optimized 

trimer energy (∆𝐸ã|å��ä ).1,2,9–11 

 

∆𝐸ªææç = ∆𝐸46ªA$S − �∆𝐸46A$S + ∆𝐸6ªA$S + ∆𝐸4ª#$� (5.1) 
 

For instance, Solimannejad et al.2 demonstrated the effectiveness of using the ΔECOOP as a measure 

of the non-additivity of trimer systems for halogen bonding pyridine-acetonitrile derivatives (Ref. 

2; Table 2), including 4-nitropyridine-cyanogen bromide-cyanogen bromide (Fig. 5.3).  

 

 
Figure 5.3. An example of one trimer studied by Solimannejad et al.2 where the pyridine and 
acetonitrile derivatives were arranged in series such that angles θAB and θBC equaled 180°. The 

pyradine was labeled as molecule A, the central cyanogen bromide as molecule B, and the 
outermost cyanogen bromide as molecule C. The non-bonding distances, dAB and dBC, were 

minimized during optimization (adapted from J. Phys. Chem. A. 2013, 117, 5551). 
 

 The non-additivity of halogen bonding trimers has been found to be dependent not only on 

the dimer interactions, but also on the molecular arrangement and composition.12,13 A collection 

of reports in the literature focus on what can be referred to as “linear trimers,” an arrangement of 

three molecules linked in series, like that of the structures studied by Solimannejad et al.2,10,13–15 

Linear trimers have been of interest because ΔECOOP generally varies consistently as a function of 

non-bonding distance, as A and C are far enough apart to interact negligibly. Alternate reports 

focus on what can be referred to as “cluster trimers,” an arrangement in which the three molecules 
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are bound in a geometrically orthogonal configuration, like that of the structure studied by Voth et 

al.9,16,17 ΔECOOP in cluster trimers appears to vary less as a function of distance; molecules A and 

C are close enough to attract one another through van der Waals interactions, which appears to 

decrease the calculated cooperativity according to Eqn. 5.1. Cluster trimers are still of interest 

because they provide a reasonable representation of how solvents, such as water, would behave in 

close contact with halogen bonds in solution.13,14,16  

 

Electronic Structure Studies of Model Hydrogen-Bond Enhanced Halogen Bonds 

Our aspiration throughout this project was to identify the energetic components of halogen 

bonding trimers as a function of distance to gain preliminary understanding of the behavior of 

halogen bonding in multimolecular systems. Electrostatic, exchange repulsion, and dispersive 

components were each expected to play a role based on the results presented in Chapters 2–4. The 

non-additivity of halogen bonding structures was also expected to be partially caused by charge 

transfer interactions, a non-bonding component originally suggested by Mulliken.18 Molecular 

bromine was chosen as the model halogen in order to test the dependence of the non-additivity, as 

is the most abundant halogen bonding case reported in the literature.19,20 Two small molecules 

were used as solvents in the model trimers: water and ammonia. Water is a ubiquitous solvent in 

biomolecular systems,4,5,21,22 and nitrogen is an important element in biomolecules that can be 

modeled via ammonia.3,23,24 

The trimers were arranged in a cluster configuration (Fig. 5.4), where the non-bonding 

distances (dAB and dBC) were allowed to minimize during optimization, and the angles (θAB and 

θBC) were constrained to 180° and 90° (respectively) to maintain a cluster-configuration. The 

interaction energies of the trimer systems were calculated using separate hybrid methods like those 

presented by Mohan et al.12,24–26 A hybrid method splits the geometric optimization and 
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counterpoise correction calculations into two steps. The optimizations of the water-containing 

cluster trimer (Br2–2H2O) and ammonia-containing cluster trimer (Br2–2NH3) were performed at 

the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, and the counterpoise corrected single point energy calculations at the 

MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z and APFD/aug-cc-pVTZ levels, notated MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-

pV5Z and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ//APFD/aug-cc-pVTZ, respectively. A counterpoise correction 

addressed the basis set superposition error,27 which is caused by incomplete basis sets, leading to 

an overestimation of a dimer’s interaction energy by up to 20%,17,25–28 and Dunning’s expansive 

aug-cc-pV5Z basis set was used to calculate the electron correlation accurately.  

 

 
Figure 5.4. An illustration of the water-containing trimer system (Br2–2H2O), where A is a 

halogen bonding water molecule, B is molecular bromine, and C is a hydrogen bonding water 
molecule. The ammonia-containing trimer system (Br2–2NH3) was similarly constructed. 

 

The APFD method was initially of interest because it is a relatively new DFT functional 

that explicitly includes a correction for dispersion.28 However, the interaction energies and 

cooperativity were consistently greater using the APFD functional than when using the MP2 

method. Upon closer inspection of the APFD functional, the dispersion between atoms directly 

involved in a halogen bond was absent from the interaction energy due to a short-distance cut-off, 

which is discussed in Appendix 5. The APFD functional was therefore concluded to be an 

inadequate method to use when studying the underlying energetic components of halogen bonding. 

When optimized the non-bonding distances in the trimers contracted to less than the sum 

of the van der Waals radii (Table 5.2). The non-bonding distances within Br2–2H2O and Br2–2NH3 
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were shorter than those of the independent hydrogen and halogen bonding dimers, which suggests 

the presence of a non-additive interaction. The bond distances in Br2–2NH3 contracted by a slightly 

larger magnitude than those of Br2–2H2O when compared to their respective dimers, suggesting a 

greater cooperativity in Br2–2NH3. The hydrogen bond was more stabilized by the presence of the 

halogen bond than the halogen bond was by the hydrogen bond, in agreement with published 

reports,6,13,16 as evidenced by dBC contracting more than dAB in the trimer structure. Lastly, dAB is 

shorter between bromine and ammonia in both of the trimer and dimer configurations, whereas 

dBC is shorter between bromine and water in both of the trimer and dimer configurations. This 

implies that the halogen bond is larger between bromine and ammonia, but the hydrogen bond is 

larger between bromine and water. 

 

Table 5.2. The sum of the van der Waals radii in comparison to the interaction distances, dAB and 
dBC, of the halogen and hydrogen bonding configurations of Br2–2H2O and Br2–2NH3 along with 

the optimized halogen (AB) and hydrogen (BC) bonding dimers. 
 ΣrvdW,AB ΣrvdW,BC 𝑑ã|ä}èé�} 𝑑|åä}èé�} 𝑑ã|ièé�} 𝑑|åièé�} 

H2O 3.37 
3.05 

2.80  2.68 2.83 2.79 
NH3 3.40 2.57  2.79  2.61 2.96 

 

The counterpoise corrected single point energies (ΔEMP2) of the optimized trimers (∆𝐸ã|å��ä ) 

and dimers (∆𝐸ã|��ä and ∆𝐸|å��ä) were calculated to calculate ΔECOOP (Table 5.3) using Eqn. 5.1. The 

interaction energies of the halogen bonding and hydrogen bonding dimers, AB and BC, 

respectively, were also calculated at the optimized distances within the trimer (∆𝐸ã|Å� and ∆𝐸|åÅ� , 

respectively). The halogen bonding energies in the optimized dimer configurations were found to 

be slightly less stable than their counterparts in the trimer configurations (∆𝐸ã|Å�). This should not 

be the case assuming that the dimer structures were successfully optimized. The unexpected 

instability of the optimized dimers was attributed to dissonance in the hybrid methodology, where 

the optimizations had utilized a less expansive method and basis set combination than the single 
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point calculations. The hybrid methodology was utilized in order to improve the cost efficiency of 

the calculations, and the differences of 0.02 and 0.18 kcal/mol for the water-containing and 

ammonia-containing dimers, respectively, were not considered to be so significant as to nullify the 

conclusions presented herein.  

 
Table 5.3. The cooperativity and interaction energies of optimized trimer and dimer systems of 

bromine with two orthogonal water or ammonia molecules as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Italics added 
for the single point energy calculations of the halogen and hydrogen bonding dimers set to the 

distances found in the optimized trimer structure. 

 
∆𝐸å��ê 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|å��ä

 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸|å��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ãåÅ� 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|Å� 

(kcal/mol) 

∆𝐸|åÅ�  

(kcal/mol) 
 ΔEMP2 

H2O -0.088 -6.245 -3.922 -1.313 -0.922 -3.948 -1.311 
NH3 -0.618 -10.604 -8.007 -1.026 -0.953 -8.184 -0.991 

 ΔEHF 

H2O 0.417 -1.603 -1.278 0.165 -0.907 -1.133 0.445 
NH3 0.395 -1.618 -1.562 0.355 -0.806 -1.208 0.815 

 

The binding energies for the optimized structures of the trimer (∆𝐸ã|å��ä ) were stronger for 

Br2–2NH3 at both the MP2 and HF levels (-10.604 and -1.618 kcal/mol, respectively) than for Br2–

2H2O (-6.245 and -1.603 kcal/mol, respectively) at the MP2 level. The halogen bond between 

bromine and ammonia was also found to be stronger, both in the configuration of the optimized 

dimer and of the optimized trimer (-8.007 and -8.184 kcal/mol, respectively). However, the 

hydrogen bond between bromine and water was found to be stronger in the configuration of the 

optimized dimer than the optimized trimer (-1.313 and -1.311 kcal/mol, respectively). The strength 

of the hydrogen bonding configuration could be attributed to differences in the electrostatic 

attractions within the model trimers. Oxygen is more electronegative than nitrogen, leaving a 

greater partially positive electrostatic potential on the hydrogens in water compared to those on 

ammonia (see Fig. 5.5). This leads to a greater attraction between water and the partially negative 

coaxial region of bromine when compared to that between ammonia and bromine.  
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H2O 

 
NH3 

Figure 5.5. The electrostatic potential mapped onto the electron density of water (left) and 
ammonia (right). The hydrogen atoms covalently bound to oxygen have a greater electropositive 

potential than the hydrogen atoms covalently bound to nitrogen. Red represents a negative 
electrostatic potential (-22.0 kcal/mol) and blue represents a positive electrostatic potential (22.0 
kcal/mol) between a negative point charge probe and the molecule evaluated at grid point points 

on the 0.0004 electron density isosurface. 
 

A hydrogen bond in close proximity to the coaxial region of a halogen will enhance the s-

hole on the halogen, further increasing the electrostatic attraction within a model trimer.7 Both the 

ammonia- and water-containing trimer models illustrated an overall cooperative attraction at the 

MP2 level, -0.088 kcal/mol for Br2–2H2O and -0.618 kcal/mol for Br2–2NH3; however, both 

systems illustrated an anti-cooperativity at the HF level, 0.417 kcal/mol for Br2–2H2O and 0.395 

kcal/mol for Br2–2NH3. The HF results provide a measure of the electrostatic and exchange 

repulsion components of the interaction energy, signifying that the non-additivity of our model 

trimers is not solely comprised of an electrostatic stabilization. This is not to say that a polarization 

enhancement of the s-hole is not occurring on bromine, but rather that polarization enhanced 

electrostatics does not account for the calculated cooperativity at the MP2 level. The anti-

cooperativity at the HF level can be explained by the MP2 optimized distances amplifying 

exchange repulsion, leading to relatively weak or even repulsive interactions. This can be seen in 

the weak halogen bonds between bromine and ammonia (-1.562 kcal/mol) and between bromine 
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and water (-1.278 kcal/mol), as well as repulsive hydrogen bonds (0.355 and 0.165 kcal/mol, 

respectively). 

If the enhanced electrostatics cannot overcome the increased exchange repulsion in the 

model trimers, then one must logically conclude that energetic components not present in HF lead 

to the increase in stability. The difference between the MP2 and HF DECOOP results provides a 

measure of the dispersive component of the non-additivity, equaling -0.505 kcal/mol for Br2–2H2O 

and -1.013 kcal/mol for Br2–2NH3. However, dispersion increases as a function of decreasing 

interaction distance, as discussed in previous chapters; it does not lead to decreasing interaction 

distances. Because of the increased exchange repulsion at the short interaction distances, it must 

be concluded that dAB and dBC decreased through alternate means. 

 

Charge Transfer in Hydrogen-Bond Enhanced Halogen Bonds 

We hypothesized that the non-bonding distances contracted from those found in the 

optimized dimer configuration partially due to a charge transfer component in the interaction. In 

order to determine the relative charge transfer component, the electrostatic partial charges of the 

molecules in the cluster trimers (Fig. 5.6) were calculated, where a partial charge of zero suggests 

no charge transfer, and a partial charge of unity suggests a complete charge transfer. The partial 

charges of the atoms in the molecules were determined by including pop=mk in the command line 

of the input files. 
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Figure 5.6. The partial charges transferred in the geometrically orthogonal cluster trimers. 

Atomic units relative to the charge of an electron equal to -1. Arrows represent the directionality 
of the partial charge transfer. 

 

The water molecule set in a halogen bonding configuration was computed to have a partial 

charge of 0.086. Electron density transferred to bromine, and then to the adjacent water set in a 

hydrogen bonding configuration. Bromine was found to have a partial charge of -0.046 and the 

hydrogen bonding water a partial charge of -0.040. The charge distribution across bromine and the 

latter water molecule is the result of oxygen being fairly electronegative and therefore capable of 

stabilizing a negative charge. The ammonia set in a halogen bonding had a partial charge of 0.256, 

which is more positive than that of the water-containing trimer, signifying a greater electron 

density transfer and is consistent with the greater halogen bonding interaction energy presented in 

Table 5.3. The electron density transferred from ammonia to bromine, and then from bromine to 

the adjacent ammonia set in a hydrogen bonding configuration. Bromine was found to have a 

partial charge of -0.245 and the hydrogen bonding ammonia a partial charge of -0.011. This result 

is consistent with the literature, in which the charge transfer component is reported to be larger 

when nitrogen is acting as the Lewis base as opposed to oxygen.29–31 Br2–2H2O was found to have 

a smaller magnitude of electron density transfer, which correlates to a smaller calculated 

cooperativity at the MP2 level. Br2–2NH3 was found to have a larger magnitude of charge transfer, 

which correlates to a larger calculated cooperativity at the MP2 level.  

These results provide preliminary evidence that charge transfer interactions contribute to 

the non-additivity of model trimers. As the charge transfer component increases in a trimer, the 
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interaction distances are seen to decrease. This decrease in the bond distance is what proportionally 

leads to the increase in dispersion, and apparent dispersive cooperativity. An additional set of 

cluster trimers was designed to further test this correlation, where the halogen and hydrogen 

bonding molecules were placed on adjacent bromines in Br2 (Fig. 5.7). The second set of trimer 

configurations will be referred to herein as β-trimers. 

 

 
Figure 5.7. An illustration of the water-containing β-trimer system (b-Br2–2H2O), where A is the 

halogen bonding water molecule, B is bromine, and C is the hydrogen bonding water molecule 
adjacent to the halogen bond. The ammonia-containing trimer system ((b-Br2–2NH3) was 

similarly constructed. 
  

The energy of the β-trimers was calculated using a hybrid method, notated MP2/aug-cc-

pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z. The interaction distances were allowed to minimize during 

optimization, and θAB and θBC were constrained to 180° and 90°, respectively. The interaction dAB 

minimized to 2.79 Å and dBC to 2.73 Å in the water-containing β-trimer structure, a decrease when 

compared to the previous trimer. This suggests an increase in the stability of the b-trimer. The non-

bonding dAB minimized to 2.56 Å and dBC to 2.90 Å in the ammonia-containing β-trimer structure, 

an increase of the latter compared to the previous trimer. This suggests that the halogen bond 

remained as stable but the hydrogen bond in the trimer decreased in stability.  

The counterpoise corrected single point energies of the optimized β-trimers and dimers 

were calculated (Table 5.4). Each of the b-trimer optimized energies (∆𝐸ã|å��ä ) were found to be less 

than that of their previous counterparts. This was hypothesized to be due to the increased distance 
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between model solvent molecules in b-Br2–2H2O and b-Br2–2NH3, leading to a slight decrease in 

the stabilizing van der Waals interactions within the b-trimers. Additional implications of the 

increased distance between solvent molecules will be discussed below. The binding energy of β-

Br2–2NH3 was found to be larger than that of β-Br2–2H2O (-9.937 and -5.592 kcal/mol, 

respectively) at the MP2 level, though not at the HF level (-1.391 and -1.464 kcal/mol, 

respectively). This suggests a slightly greater electrostatic component in β-Br2–2H2O when 

compared to the previous Br2–2H2O trimer, which can be attributed to an increase in the hydrogen-

bond enhanced polarization of bromine, as suggested by Carlsson et al. in a recent publication 

(Ref. 7; Fig. 7). The increased polarization of bromine would lead to an increase in the s-hole, 

strengthening the electrostatic interactions within β-Br2–2H2O measured at the HF level. 

 
Table 5.4. The cooperativity and interaction energies of optimized β-trimer and dimer systems of 

bromine with two orthogonal water and ammonia molecules. Italics added to the single point 
energy calculations of the halogen and hydrogen bonding dimers set to the distances found in the 

optimized trimer structure. 

 ∆𝐸å��ê 
(kcal/mol) 

∆𝐸ã|å��ä
 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸|å��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ãåÅ� 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|Å� 

(kcal/mol) 

∆𝐸|åÅ�  

(kcal/mol) 

 ΔEMP2 

H2O -0.105 -5.592 -3.922 -1.312 -0.253 -3.956 -1.322 

NH3 -0.967 -9.937 -8.008 -0.856 -0.106 -8.202 -0.855 

 ΔEHF 

H2O -0.075 -1.464 -1.280 0.163 -0.272 -1.067 0.300 

NH3 -0.136 -1.391 -1.561 0.388 -0.082 -1.172 0.609 

  

The binding energy of the halogen bond between bromine and ammonia was found to be 

larger at the MP2 level (-8.008 kcal/mol) and at the HF level (-1.561 kcal/mol), consistent with 

previous trimer configurations and the literature.29–31 The binding energy of the hydrogen bond 

between bromine and water was larger at the MP2 (-1.312 kcal/mol) and HF level (0.163 kcal/mol), 

consistent with the electrostatic potential argument above. Because the optimized MP2 trimer and 
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dimer binding energies were consistently larger than the HF results, dispersion was concluded to 

be present and a stabilizing energetic component as well.  

Both systems were found to have a cooperative attraction, -0.105 kcal/mol for β-Br2–2H2O 

and -0.967 kcal/mol for β-Br2–2NH3, a slight increase from the original trimer configurations. A 

cooperative attraction was also calculated at the HF level for the water- and ammonia-containing 

β-trimers (-0.075 and -0.136 kcal/mol, respectively). The optimized halogen and hydrogen 

bonding dimer energies were found to be approximately equal to those previously calculated at the 

HF level, suggesting little change in the electrostatic and exchange repulsion components of the 

interaction. The cooperativity at the HF level was therefore concluded to be due to the increased 

distance between model solvent molecules in b-Br2–2H2O and b-Br2–2NH3, which led to a 

decrease in the magnitude of ∆𝐸ãåÅ�. The difference between the MP2 and HF DECOOP results 

provides a measure of the dispersive component of the non-additivity, equaling -0.030 kcal/mol 

for b-Br2–2H2O and -0.831 kcal/mol for b-Br2–2NH3, a decrease when compared to the previous 

trimers.  

To determine the relative charge transfer component, the electrostatic partial charges of the 

molecules in the optimized β-trimers (Fig. 5.8) were calculated. The halogen bonding water 

molecule in β-Br2–2H2O had a partial charge of 0.099, bromine had a partial charge of -0.053, and 

the hydrogen bonding water molecule had a partial charge of -0.046. Compared to the previous 

trimer system, the magnitude of the electron transfer increased slightly between all molecules in 

the b-trimer, which resulted from a resonant partial charge transfer from water to bromine, and 

from bromine to water. The halogen bonding ammonia molecule in β-Br2–2NH3 had a partial 

charge equal to 0.234, bromine had a partial charge equal to -0.217, and the hydrogen bonding 

ammonia molecule had a partial charge equal to -0.016. Compared to the previous trimer system, 

the magnitude of the electron density transfer between the halogen bonding molecules decreased 
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slightly, but that between the hydrogen bonding molecules increased slightly. Overall, the electron 

density transferred between the halogen bonding molecules in β-Br2–2NH3 is still larger than that 

of β-Br2–2H2O, and the increased charge transfer to the hydrogen bonding ammonia molecule can 

be hypothesized to lead to an increase in overall stability of the b-trimer. 

 

  
Figure 5.8. The partial charges transferred in the geometrically orthogonal β-trimers. Atomic 

units relative to the charge of an electron equal to -1. Arrows represent where the atom where the 
charge is coming from, and where it is transferring to. 

 

Both b-trimers demonstrated an increase of charge transfer throughout the system 

compared to the previous trimers, ending with a negative partial charge on the hydrogen bonding 

model solvent molecule. The hydrogen bonding water molecule was able to stabilize a greater 

negative charge due to the increased electronegativity of oxygen, though ammonia was capable of 

a greater charge transfer when halogen bonding with bromine. The overall increase in charge 

transfer correlated to the increase in the cooperativity of the b-trimers. To be clear, these 

underlying interactions are not explicitly observables of the system, but are instead being used to 

understand and explain the cooperativity found in multi-molecular halogen bonding structures.  

 

Distinguishing the Electron Correlation 

 In the interest of understanding more exactly how the dispersion contributed to non-

additivity, the components of the electron correlation were explicitly calculated. Electron 

correlation can be estimated by subtracting HF from MP2 binding energies because the MP2 
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method32 incorporates a second order perturbation that accounts for electron correlation 

(𝛥𝐸ìê?Æ�}}),32,33 a combination singlet (𝛥𝐸ìê?í ) and triplet components (𝛥𝐸ìê?� ) (Eqn. 5.2).  

 Δ𝐸5ç?wA:: = Δ𝐸5ç? − ∆𝐸bâ = Δ𝐸5ç?Ø + Δ𝐸5ç?î  (5.2) 
 

The singlet component (Eqn. 5.3) is dominantly short-range attraction caused by a stabilizing 

interaction between electrons of opposite spin. 

 Δ𝐸5ç?Ø = Δ𝐸5ç?ïð − 12 Δ𝐸5ç?ïï + Δ𝐸5ç?ðð ® (5.3) 

 

The triplet component (Eqn. 5.4) is a long-range attraction caused by a stabilizing interaction 

between two electrons of the same spin. 

 Δ𝐸5ç?î = 32 (Δ𝐸5ç?ïï + Δ𝐸5ç?ðð ) (5.4) 

 

The attraction found in 𝛥𝐸ìê?�  may be somewhat counterintuitive as electrons of the same spin are 

often considered to behave repulsively, but the triplet component represents the dispersive 

correlation between atoms.  

The singlet and triplet components of electron correlation for the model trimer structures 

were calculated using 𝛥𝐸ìê?ññ , 𝛥𝐸ìê?òò , and 𝛥𝐸ìê?ñò  found in the MP2 output file (Table 5.5). 

Electron correlation was found to be primarily comprised of the triplet component for the 

optimized trimers and dimers, as well as the single point calculation between water and ammonia 

molecules. Therefore, the electron correlation component, analogous to dispersion discussed 

above, is primarily dependent on 𝛥𝐸ìê?� . For example, ΔECOOP and ∆𝐸ã|å��ä  of the ammonia-

containing model trimer were -0.618 and -10.604 kcal/mol at the MP2 level, respectively. The 

electron correlation energy of the model trimer (-8.985 kcal/mol) was predominantly comprised 
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of dispersive correlation (-6.922 kcal/mol). These results can be compared to the water-containing 

model trimer, where ΔECOOP and ∆𝐸ã|å��ä  were -0.088 and -6.245 kcal/mol, respectively, and had a 

weaker electron correlation (-4.642 kcal/mol) due to a weaker dispersive correlation (-3.650 

kcal/mol). The magnitudes of the electron correlation components presented herein were 

correlated to the relative strengths of the binding energies presented in Table 5.3.  

 
Table 5.5. The electron correlation (𝛥𝐸ìê?Æ�}}) of the original cluster trimer systems, comprised of 

singlet (𝛥𝐸ìê?í ) and triplet (𝛥𝐸ìê?� ) energetic components. 
 ∆𝐸ã|å��ä

 (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸ã|��ä (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸|å��ä (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸ãåÅ� (kcal/mol) 
 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓  

H2O -4.642 -2.644 -1.478 -0.015 
NH3 -8.985 -6.445 -1.382 -0.148 

 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝑺  

H2O -0.992 -0.521 -0.369 0.032 
NH3 -2.063 -1.438 -0.358 -0.018 

 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝑻  
H2O -3.650 -2.123 -1.109 -0.047 
NH3 -6.922 -5.008 -1.024 -0.130 

 

The electron correlation calculations of the β-trimers approximately equaled those of the original 

trimers, which can be found in Appendix 6. This suggests that the changes in the interaction 

energies discussed above were caused by the alteration of either the electrostatics or charge 

transfer, in agreement with the conclusions drawn above. 

The energetic non-additivity was estimated by using the cooperativity of model trimer 

systems, bromine with two water or ammonia molecules. Evidence supports the notion that trimers 

are stabilized by a combination of electrostatics, exchange repulsion, dispersion, and charge 

transfer, where dispersion was discussed in terms of electron correlation and charge transfer in 

terms of partial charges. The charge transfer component was reasoned to result in a trimer system 

containing shorter bond distances than in the respective dimers, increasing the non-bonding 

dispersive interactions and the non-additivity as calculated using cooperativity (DECOOP). The 
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research presented here are our preliminary results on the charge transfer component of halogen 

bonding models, which will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6: MODEL HALOGEN BONDING VIA CHARGE TRANSFER 

 

Halogen bonding can be used in place of hydrogen bonding found in biomolecular 

structures when designing novel medications with specific interaction distances, angles, and 

strengths.1–8 Understanding the dependence of the underlying energetic components as a function 

of distance and angle is necessary to accurately predict the energy of biomolecular systems. The 

electrostatic component of halogen bonding has been at the forefront of most theoretical models 

since early 21st century. Novel electrostatic terms implemented into published force fields have 

incorrectly reproduced experimental energies found in halogen bonding structures.9,10 For 

example, M. A. A. Ibrahim calculated the non-bonding energies of halobenzene-formaldehyde 

dimers using both AMBER-PEP and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ.5 The magnitude of root mean square 

difference between Ibrahim’s calculations suggest that AMBER-PEP is capable of roughly 

predicting the dimer energy, but halogen bonding is dependent on more than one underlying 

energetic component. The purpose of using a model is to predict the real behavior of a system; if 

a model leads to incorrect energetics, then the real behavior can neither be predicted nor applied 

to the selective synthesis of novel medications.  

 Halogen bonding was called a “charge transfer bond” by Hassel et al.11,12 in reference to 

work done by R. S. Mulliken.13 Mulliken used spectroscopic methods in 1950 to study the 

electronic structure of a halogen molecule interacting with a Lewis base, and predict the geometry 

of the interaction. Specifically, he demonstrated that dissolving iodine in an aromatic solvent, such 

as benzene, toluene, and xylene, in a 1:1 molar ratio caused a color change from an initially purple 

solution to a brown solution.14,15 Mulliken concluded that the color change signified the presence 

of a charge transfer complex (Ar+I2
-), and proposed the electronic structure of the complex (Fig. 

6.1) using molecular orbital theory. 
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Figure 6.1. The mixing of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and highest occupied 

molecular orbital of a Lewis acid-base pair of iodine and an aromatic molecule, respectively, 
resulting in a charge transfer of the lone pair.  

 

The general electronic structure proposed by Mulliken (Fig. 6.2) was supported by the presence of 

a strong absorption peak in the UV range near 3000 nm that had not been previously seen in 

spectrum for iodine, nor the aromatic solvents. The absorption peak was attributed to the broken 

symmetry of the molecular structures caused by orbital combination.11–13 

 

 
Figure 6.2. The predicted resonance geometries of an aromatic derivative in close contact with 

iodine, stabilized by charge transfer (adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1950, 72, 600). 
 

 Interest in describing halogen bonding is shifting away from a solely electrostatic s-hole 

model and returning to one that incorporates charge transfer.17 We developed a novel potential 

term that calculates the interaction energy of a halogen bonding structure as a function of charge 

transfer. To our knowledge, a similar charge transfer potential term has not been published in the 

literature.16,18,19 
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Model Charge Transfer Between Borane and Ammonia 

The goal of this research was to provide a fundamental explanation for the distance 

dependent process of charge transfer in halogen bonding. Previously developed models, such as 

the APT force field,20 were referenced to develop a model that approximated halogen bonding 

strength as a function of charge transfer, dependent on the electronic structure of the reactant 

molecules in contrast to the charge transfer complex.21–23 A simple “2-centre, 2-electron” charge 

transfer model of borane and ammonia was developed for ease of derivation. NH3 interacts with 

BH3 at close distances (Fig. 6.3), forming NH3
+BH3

-. Terms such as the ionization potential of 

ammonia, the electron affinity of borane, the electrostatics of the transferred electron, and a 

covalent bond between boron and nitrogen were incorporated into the model.11,21 A second charge 

transfer model for a, “3-centre, 4-electron” halogen bonding complex formed by bromine and 

ammonia was then developed, which will be discussed in the following section.  

The MP2 method with an aug-cc-pvTZ basis set was used to calculate halogen bonding 

interaction energies, and establish the relative magnitude of the charge transfer component for two 

Lewis acid-base pairs. The potential term was visually matched to the interaction energy of borane 

and ammonia calculated at the MP2 level as a function of distance (rAB).  

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 6.3. An illustration of the borane and ammonia reactant model (top) and the product 

model (bottom). The Lewis acid (A) was modeled using BH3 and the Lewis base (B) was 
modeled using NH3. 

 

A B

A B
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 The charge transfer potential model presented herein was based on the original charge 

transfer proposal by Mulliken,13 except that our model was developed using a valence bond theory 

model24 instead of molecular orbital theory.13,23 The charge transfer complex was defined by two 

wavefunctions, a reactant wavefunction (Ψ1) and a product wavefunction (Ψ2). Ψ1 consisted of the 

electron pair on NH3 before the charge had transferred, and Ψ2 consisted of a model after the charge 

had transferred, resulting in a weak bond between BH3 and NH3. The total wavefunction (Ψ) was 

then defined by a linear combination of Ψ1 and Ψ2 (Eqn. 6.1). 

 𝛹 = 𝑐Y𝛹Y + 𝑐?𝛹? (6.1) 
 

The resulting energy (ΔECT) of the model (Eqn. 6.2) was given by the expectation value of the 

Hamiltonian (𝐻�), rearranged such that ΔECT was solved for. 

 Δ𝐸ªî〈𝛹|𝛹〉 = 〈𝛹|H�|𝛹〉 (6.2) 
 

The energy expression of the charge transfer was derived by inserting the total wavefunction from 

Eqn. 6.1 into Eqn. 6.2. The left side of Eqn 6.2 was expanded (Eqn. 6.3), where P was equal to 

twice the overlap of the reactant and product cases, 2S12. 

 Δ𝐸ªî〈𝛹|𝛹〉 = Δ𝐸ªî(𝑐Y? + 2𝑐Y𝑐?𝑷 + 𝑐??) (6.3) 
 

The right side of Eqn. 6.2 was also expanded (Eqn. 6.4). ΔECT was solved for by taking the partial 

derivative of the expression dependent on constants, c1 and c2 and arranged the results in a matrix 

to find the determinant of the derivatives. 

 〈𝛹|H�|𝛹〉 = 𝑐Y?𝐻YY + 2𝑐Y𝑐?𝐻Y? + 𝑐??𝐻?? (6.4) 
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The energy of the charge transfer was found to be dependent on the Hamiltonian terms, 

H11, H22, and H12, equal to the energies associated with the reactant, product, and cross term models 

of NH3
+BH3

- respectively. Potential expressions were assigned to the Hamiltonian terms based on 

the interactions present in the model to approximate ΔECT. For example, H11 corresponded to an 

electronic structure where no charge had transferred yet from ammonia to borane, and was 

therefore approximated using a van der Waals potential (Eqn. 6.5) as a function of rAB, where ε 

was equal to the energy at the bottom of the well and ρ the corresponding bond distance.25  

 

𝐻YY = 𝜀 U� 𝜌𝑟46 
Y? − 2� 𝜌𝑟46 

[^ (6.5) 

 

H22 corresponded to a system where the charge had been completely transferred from 

ammonia to borane (Eqn. 6.6).  

 𝐻?? = −𝐸𝐴6bû + 𝐼𝑃ýbû + 𝑉66 + 𝑉46 (6.6) 
 

The energy of the product model was approximated using the electron affinity of borane 

(𝐸𝐴|Éû)26,27 and the ionization potential of ammonia (𝐼𝑃þÉû).28 A one-electron potential energy 

term, VBB (Eqn. 6.7),29 was used to calculate the attraction of the transferred electron to the nitrogen 

nucleus as a function of rAB.  

 

𝑉66 = 𝜉 Uec?!}"# + ec?!}"# − 1𝑟46 ^ (6.7) 

 

A Morse potential, VAB (Eqn. 6.8), was used to approximate the covalent bond contribution to the 

energy of the bond between B and N in NH3
+BH3

-.30–32 

 

𝑉46 = 𝐷"(ec?$ %Ì?&Ì(}"#c}Ì) − 2ec$ %Ì?&Ì(}"#c}Ì)) (6.8) 
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De corresponded to the energy at equilibrium, re to the equilibrium bond distance, and ke to the 

force constant at equilibrium in Eqn. 6.8.32  

Values for the terms in Equations 6.5–6.8 (Table 6.1) were found in the literature.21,25–28,32 

While adjusting the Slater exponent (ξ) of the model to visually match the calculated interaction 

energy between BH3 and NH3 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, re was increased from 1.54 Å and 

ke was decreased from 633 kcal/mol Å2.32 The alteration of these variables signifies that the 

covalent bond between boron and nitrogen in a charge transfer complex is longer than that of a 

conventional covalent bond, and the spring constant weaker. 

 
Table 6.1. The H11, H22, and H12 parameters for the model NH3

+BH3
- charge transfer potential 

described using Equations 6.5–6.8. 
BH3—NH3 

ε 
(kcal/mol) 

ρ 
(Å) 

𝐸𝐴|Éû 
(kcal/mol) 

𝐼𝑃þÉû 
(kcal/mol) 

ξ (Bohr-1) 
De 

(kcal/mol) 
re 

(Å) 

ke 
(kcal/mol 

Å2) 
0.125 3.00 -1.38 233 0.920 85 1.73 450 

 

H12 (Eqn. 6.9) corresponded to the resonance cross term of H11 and H22 and was 

approximated using an expression that had been previously derived in the APT force field for a 

“3-centre, 2-electron” system.20 

 𝐻Y? = 𝑉46𝑺46 + 1 (6.9) 

 

The orbital overlap, S (Eqn. 6.10),25,33 between two wavefunctions was defined as a function of ξ 

and rAB. The Slater exponent (ξ) in Eqn. 6.10, equal to that of Eqn. 6.7, was varied to visually 

match the slopes of the repulsive wall and energetic well, respectively.  

 𝑺𝐀𝐁 = ec!}"# �1 + 𝜉𝑟46 + 13 (𝜉𝑟46)?  (6.10) 
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The charge transfer model was visually matched to calculations at the MP2 level (Fig. 6.4), 

and provided an explanation for how the Lewis acid-base pair attracted and settled to its optimized 

bond distance. The energy of H11 resulted in a mostly repulsive curve shaped according to the van 

der Waals parameters of Eqn. 6.5. H22 resulted in a curve shaped according to the parameters of 

Eqn. 6.6, where ξ shifted the location of the repulsive wall and energetic well. An energetic 

minimum was found at 1.50 Å that transitioned quickly into an unfavorable interaction with 

increasing rAB due to the ionization potential of NH3. H12 resulted in a curve shaped according to 

the overlap and bonding parameters of Eqn. 6.9, where ξ adjusted the slope of the repulsive wall 

and energetic well. An energetic minimum was found at 1.80 Å that countered the ionization 

potential at long distance and led to a smooth ΔECT, tending toward zero kcal/mol at infinite 

distance. The difference in the location of the energetic wells of H22 and H12 signified that the 

overlap within the cross term initially attracted the ammonia to borane at long distance, and then 

the exchange present in the form of a covalent bond stabilized the Lewis acid-base pair at short 

distance.  
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Figure 6.4. The NH3

+BH3
- charge transfer H11, H22, and H12 components (top) and the MP2 and 

model charge transfer energies (bottom) as a function of rAB. The charge transfer model results 
are seen to visually match those calculated at the MP2 level as a function of distance. 

 

Model Charge Transfer Between Bromine and Ammonia 

 The non-additivity of model halogen bonding trimers was demonstrated in Chapter 5 to be 

in part due to the charge transfer present in the system, particularly from the lone pair of ammonia 

to bromine. This Lewis acid-base pair was therefore chosen to initially model the charge transfer 

within a halogen bonding dimer; nitrogen-containing electron donors have been found to increase 

the strength of the charge transfer component.34,35 The charge transfer potential term was modified 

to calculate the ΔECT of the “3-centre, 4-electron” model, where the charge from ammonia 
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transferred to bromine (Fig. 6.5), forming NH3
+Br2

-. The charge transfer within the complex 

occurred according to a valence bond resonance model as a function of distance (rBC).  

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6.5. An illustration of the bromine and ammonia reactant model (top) and the product 

model (bottom). The Lewis acid (A and B) was modeled using Br2 and the Lewis base (C) 
modeled using NH3. 

 

The charge transfer model was defined using a reactant wavefunction (Ψ1) and product 

wavefunction (Ψ2) (Eqn. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively) modified to represent diatomic bromine in 

close contact with ammonia. Ψ1 represented the covalent bond within Br2 and the electron pair on 

NH3. Ψ2 represented the transfer of charge to bromine, resulting in an electron pair on bromine (A) 

and a bond between bromine (B) and ammonia (C). 

 𝛹Y = (𝜙4𝜙6 + 𝜙6𝜙4)𝜙ª𝜙ª (6.11) 
 𝛹? = 𝜙4𝜙4(𝜙6𝜙ª + 𝜙ª𝜙6) (6.12) 
 

The total wavefunction was then defined by a linear combination of Ψ1 and Ψ2, like that presented 

in Eqn. 6.1. The derivation of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian (𝐻�) resulted in the same 

final energy expression written in Eqn. 6.3 and Eqn. 6.4, except that P was found to equal a more 

complex product of overlaps (Eqn. 6.13). 

 𝑷 = 4𝑺46𝑺6ª (6.13) 
 

B CA

B CA
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The Hamiltonian terms, H11, H22, and H12, corresponding to the energy of the reactant, 

product, and resonance cross term models of NH3
+Br2

- respectively, were assigned energetic 

approximations similar to those in the “2-centre, 2-electron” model. H11 corresponded to the 

energy of Ψ1, where the electron had not yet transferred. The interaction was approximated using 

a van der Waals potential,25 where ε was equal to the energy at the bottom of the well and ρ the 

corresponding bond distance. The H22 term corresponded to the energy of Ψ2, where the electron 

had been completely transferred (Eqn. 6.14) to form NH3
+Br2

-. The energy of the product model 

was approximated using the electron affinity of bromine (𝐸𝐴|}Â)36 and the ionization potential of 

ammonia (𝐼𝑃þÉû).28 VCC was an approximation of the attraction of the transferred electron to the 

positive nucleus in ammonia, written using Eqn. 6.7. Two potentials30 were included to 

approximate the energy of the covalent bonds, written using the Morse potentials in Eqn. 6.8. The 

negative sign of VAB represented the breaking of the Br—Br covalent bond, and the positive sign 

of VBC represented the forming of the Br—NH3 covalent bond. 

 

𝐻?? = −𝐸𝐴6:Â + 𝐼𝑃ýbû + 𝑉ªª − 𝑉46 + 𝑉6ª + 𝑺46?2 − 2𝑺46?  (6.14) 

 

A final exchange repulsion term estimated by the overlap of the bromine atoms was also 

included due to their close contact distance in the model.29 The derivation of our exchange 

repulsion term was discussed in Chapter 4, where SAB represents the overlap of orbitals fA and fB. 

H12 corresponded to the cross term of the reactant and product cases (Eqn. 6.15) equal to the 

complete “3-centre, 2-electron” cross term from the APT force field.20 S corresponds to the orbital 

overlap, as described above. VAB and VBC are the same Morse potentials described above. 

 𝐻Y? = 𝑺6ª(𝑉46 + 𝑉6ª)2(𝑺46𝑺6ª + 𝑺4ª) (6.15) 
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The construction of the charge transfer potential model was otherwise the same as the “2-centre, 

2-electron” model. De corresponded to the energy at equilibrium, re to the equilibrium bond 

distance, and ke to the force constant at equilibrium in Eqn. 6.8 for both VAB and VBC.  

Values for the terms in Equations 6.7, 6.13–6.15 (Table 6.2) were found in the 

literature.25,34,36 While adjusting ξ of the model to visually match the calculated interaction energy 

between Br2 and NH3 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, re of Br—NH3 was increased from 1.89 Å 

and ke was decreased from 162 kcal/mol Å2.34,36 The necessity for altering these variables signifies 

that the covalent bond between bromine and nitrogen in a charge transfer complex is longer than 

expected when compared to a conventional covalent bond, and the spring constant weaker. The 

alterations are consistent with those necessary in the NH3
+BH3

- model. 

 
Table 6.2. The H11, H22, and H12 parameters for the model NH3

+Br2
- charge transfer potential. 

Br—NH3  

ε 
(kcal/mol) 

ρ 
(Å) 

𝐸𝐴|}Â 
(kcal/mol) 

𝐼𝑃þÉû 
(kcal/mol) 

ξ (Bohr-1) 
De 

(kcal/mol) 
re 

(Å) 

ke 
(kcal/mol 

Å2) 
0.165 3.60 77.6 233 0.982 57.0 2.46 145 

Br—Br 

- - - - ξ (Bohr-1) 
De 

(kcal/mol) 
re 

(Å) 

ke 
(kcal/mol 

Å2) 
- - - - 1.30 48.5 2.28 339 

 

The ξ-exponents in the model were varied to visually match the location and slope of the 

repulsive wall and energetic well of the “3-centre, 4-electron” charge transfer model to the 

calculated interaction energy between Br2 and NH3 at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The charge 

transfer model visually matched calculations at the MP2 level as a function of distance (Fig. 6.6). 

The energy of H11 resulted in a mostly repulsive curve and H22 resulted in a generally repulsive 

curve shaped according to the parameters of Eqn. 6.14. The energetic minimum of the product 

model was found at 2.16 Å, which transitioned quickly into an unfavorable interaction due to the 
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ionization potential of NH3 with increasing rAB. H12 resulted in a curve shaped according to the 

overlap and bonding parameters of Eqn. 6.15. An energetic minimum was found at 2.31 Å that 

countered the ionization potential at long distance and led to a smooth ΔECT, tending toward zero 

kcal/mol at infinite distance. Unlike the borane-ammonia pair, the overall attraction in the halogen 

bonding dimer resulted from the cross term of the reactant and product wavefunctions, which is 

shown by H22 not dropping below zero kcal/mol. The stability of the charge transfer interaction 

was caused by the attractive cross-term, H12, of Ψ1 and Ψ2. 
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Figure 6.6. The NH3

+Br2
- charge transfer H11, H22, and H12 components (top) and the MP2 and 

model energies (bottom) as a function of rAB. The charge transfer model results are seen to 
visually match those calculated at the MP2 level as a function of distance. 

 

In this final chapter, two novel charge transfer models were presented that use mathematic 

potential terms to predict the interaction energy of dimers. The goal was to provide a fundamental 

explanation for the process of charge transfer in halogen bonding as a function of distance. In both 

molecular models, H11, which represented the electronic structure of the molecules before charge 

transfer had occurred, primarily resulted in repulsion as the interaction distance decreased. H12 and 

H22 of the borane-ammonia model resulted in attractive energetic minima at short interaction 

distances, representing the exchange of charge transfer and the interaction of the molecules after 
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charge transfer had occurred, respectively. This is in contrast to the bromine-ammonia model, of 

which the H22 minimum was not found to be attractive. Instead, the energetic minimum of the 

halogen bond resulted from the exchange of the charge transfer, measured by H12 as a function of 

distance. The sum of the H11, H22, and H12 terms well predicted a halogen bonding curve calculated 

as a function of distance, providing insight into the nature of the charge transfer interaction of a 

pairwise, halogen bonding interaction.  
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 

 

 Since its resurgence in the early 21st century, halogen bonding has found application in 

supramolecular and biomolecular chemistry, specifically photovoltaics, organic magnets, anion 

transport, protein and ligand modification, and drug design.1,2 The interaction distance is shorter 

than the sum of the species’ van der Waals radii, and the bond angle is approximately 180°.3–10 

The geometry of a biomolecule defines its reactivity, which has been found to be dependent on the 

halogen atom present, the Lewis base that it is interacting with, and the geometry of the interacting 

pair in the overall structure.1,2,10–25 It is necessary to understand the underlying energetic 

components of the interaction in order to predict reactivity of a halogen bonding pair in a 

biomolecular structure. Throughout this thesis, the research that our group has completed has been 

demonstrated to work toward understanding the electrostatic component, as well as the exchange 

repulsion, dispersion, and charge transfer of halogen bonding.  

The Cambridge Structural Database was used to visualize the distance and angle 

dependence of halogen bonding supramolecular crystal structures. The distance versus angle 

scatterplot illustrated a high density of crystals within the region characteristic of halogen bonding. 

In translating the scatterplot into a 3-D surface of crystal frequency versus distance and angle, a 

peak maximum was found with a d < ΣrvdW and θ = 180°. An increasing bias toward a halogen 

bonding configuration was found at a distance within the sum of the van der Waals radii as a 

periodic trend from fluorine to iodine. A bias away from a halogen bonding configuration was 

found at distances longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii for fluorine and iodine, and a 

random bias was found for chlorine and bromine. Together, these results suggest a combination of 

electrostatic and non-electrostatic effects in crystal structures that contain halogen bonds. 
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Molecular models of acetone interacting with the halobenzenes, halomethanes, and 

diatomic halogens were prepared to better understand the distance and angle dependence of 

halogen bonding dimers. The underlying attractive components of the interaction energy, namely 

electrostatics, exchange repulsion, and dispersion, were observed. The magnitude of the overall 

attraction increased down the periodic table from fluorine to iodine, corresponding to the 

increasing polarizability of the atom. The underlying electrostatic attraction was found to increase 

with the polarizability of the atom and electron-withdrawing strength of the organic substituent 

group. Similarly, the exchange repulsion decreased, which corresponded to an increase in the 

measured dispersion. Difference curves were then calculated by subtracting the binding energy of 

X2—acetone from that of RX—acetone at the MP2 level. The phenyl and methyl binding energies 

were more repulsive than the diatomic halogens as a function of distance, as expected given the 

observed stronger and shorter binding curves for the diatomic halogens. The interaction energy as 

a function of angle displayed a similar shape as a function of angle, with a minimum present 

generally at 180° and repulsion increased toward an angle of 90° or 270°. The depth was found to 

be dependent on the shape of the halogen. This correlation is dependent on the electronic structure 

of the halogen atom. 

The purpose of constructing our electrostatic potential and exchange repulsion models was 

to understand the source of the observed distance-angle dependence of halogen bonding at the 

most fundamental (atomic) level. The electrostatics and exchange repulsion were modeled using a 

linear combination of atomic orbitals to explain the source of the anisotropy and evident periodic 

trend in halogen bonding. The magnitude of the EXR could be seen to increase from fluorine to 

iodine, consistent with the aforementioned periodic trends. The size of the repulsive well illustrated 

the relative increase in size of the s-hole due to the singly-occupied valence pz-orbital. Lastly, the 

angular dependence of the EXR approached zero beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii, 
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suggesting that our model is consistent with experimental conclusions. The attractive EES resulted 

in a stable model halogen bonding interaction at an angle of 180°, though it did not approach zero 

beyond the sum of the van der Waals radii. Additional calculations were performed where either 

an additional charge or dipole moment was present in the model, which resulted in an energy that 

approached zero at long distance. Finally, a dipole-dipole interaction was found to be essential for 

reproduction of the substituent effect in going from X2—acetone to MeX—acetone. Our model 

was concluded to have profound implications for halogen bonding, where the difference curves 

for X = F, Cl, Br could be accurately modeled using the combination of 1/r3 dipole-dipole repulsion 

and exchange repulsion.  

 Preliminary steps were taken to model the non-additivity of multimolecular structures with 

the intention of understanding the underlying energetic contributions. Model trimers were useful 

for studying multimolecular halogen bonding systems interacting with small solvent molecules. 

The non-additivity of a trimer can be calculated using a measure of the cooperativity. Interaction 

distances within the trimer were found to be less than that of their respective dimer counterparts, 

reflecting an increase in stability due to cooperative effects. The non-additivity of the trimers was 

found to be dependent on a balance of electrostatics, exchange repulsion, dispersion, and charge 

transfer. Evidence was also provided that the magnitude of charge transfer found in a trimer 

correlated to that of the cooperativity found at the MP2 level. The triplet component of the electron 

correlation, was also found to comprise a majority of the dispersive component that resulted in an 

increased non-additivity as non-bonding distances decreased.  

 There is currently an increasing interest “charge transfer bond” descriptions of halogen 

bonding.26–29 A novel charge transfer model has begun development that was used to examine the 

process of charge transfer as a function of distance in charge transfer complexes. Initially, the 

charge transfer model was constructed for a borane-ammonia “2-centre, 2-electron” complex, and 
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then expanded to a bromine-ammonia “3-centre, 4-electron” complex. The models were visually 

fitted to calculated interaction energies at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The results of the models 

showed that the cross-term of the charge transfer interaction between reactant and product 

components primarily contributed to the attraction as a function of distance. To our knowledge, a 

similar charge transfer potential term has not been published in the literature.1,30–34 

 In summary, a halogenated molecule and a Lewis base at long distance begin to attract as 

partially positive and negative electrostatics align. Electron exchange adds to the stability of the 

interaction at a shorter distance and both attractive terms reach equilibrium with the exchange 

repulsion. The electrostatics and exchange repulsion terms are anisotropic with a minimum 

repulsion found at a bond angle of 180°. As the Lewis acid-base pair is forming, the electrostatics 

and exchange repulsion act as a funnel, optimally aligning the molecules at an R–X—O bond angle 

of 180°. The charge transfer contribution leads to a contraction of the bond to a distance to within 

the sum of the van der Waals radii of the interacting atoms. Dispersion then increases due to the 

shortened bond distance, further stabilizing the interaction.  

 

Future Works 

 Additional steps can be taken to continue work on the theoretical studies presented 

throughout this thesis. First, the exchange model should be expanded to model the electrostatics 

and exchange repulsion of the molecular halogens as well as the atomic structures. The importance 

of the substituent group was emphasized in Chapter 3, but our theoretical model in Chapter 4 has 

thus far been developed to study the electronic structure of atomic halogens. Second, the cluster 

trimers that were observed in Chapter 5 should also be expanded because only bromine has thus 

far been studied in detail. More halogen-containing Lewis acids will need to be observed, 

particularly those considered to form model halogen bonds. Lastly, the charge transfer potential 
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term that was derived in Chapter 6 should be statistically fitted to computational calculations. Not 

only that, but the model itself should be expanded to predict the dependence of halogen bonding 

on charge transfer as a function of interaction angle and halogen type. Meeting these goals will 

provide further insight into the nature of halogen bonding as caused by the underlying 

electrostatics, dispersion, exchange repulsion, and charge transfer components. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

The primary method for calculating the energy of biomolecular systems, like ligands in the 

active sites of proteins, is by using a force field to approximate the interaction energy using simple 

potential expressions within molecular mechanics/dynamics suites.1–11 A force field that 

incorporates a van der Waals potential term has been shown to improve halogen bonding 

calculations,2,12 as introduced in Chapter 1. An updated force field was published by Scholfield et 

al.1 in 2015 titled the “Force Field Model of Periodic Trends in Biomolecular Halogen Bonds,”1 

which I contributed to by obtaining the well depth (εX) and anisotropic shape (ΔrX) parameters for 

the van der Waals potential term (VLJ) in the force field for biological halogen bonds ffBXB. I also 

provided an initial approximation for the average van der Waals radii of the halogens (〈𝑟hij(�)〉). 
It was my goal to understand the radial and angular dependence of the underlying van der Waals 

components. In doing so, I would help to expand ffBXB to include chlorine and iodine.13–16  

We used CCSD(T) to calculate the energy of the interaction between X and He, where X 

was Cl, Br, or I. The coupled clusters with singles and doubles including perturbative triples 

(CCSD(T)) method17 is considered to be one of the most accurate quantum mechanical (QM) 

methods for calculating total interaction energy, and correlation in non-bonding structures.15,18–20 

The method is not more widely used because it becomes computationally expensive with atom 

count; the limit has been found to be approximately a dozen atoms per monomer.20 Dunning’s 

augmented correlation consistent triple zeta (aug-cc-pVTZ) basis set was supplemented with 

additional functions to enhance the dispersion between the halogens and helium probe. The basis 

set was supplemented by single p, d, and f functions for He, and d, f, and g functions for Cl, Br, 

and I (Table A1.1). A helium probe was used to calculate the attractive and repulsive van der 
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Waals interactions. Helium is a closed-shell atom with low polarizability, making it a suitable atom 

to measure both the exchange repulsion and dispersion of an atom or molecule.21–26 

 
Table A1.1. The exponents of the supplemental p, d, f, and g functions for Dunning’s basis set.1 

Atom p d f g 

He 0.2400 0.2900 0.3300 - 
Cl - 0.0300 0.1200 0.1700 
Br - 0.1200 0.2000 0.1400 
I - 0.1600 0.3700 0.2800 

 

The helium probe was moved first as a function of distance along the direction of the 

singly-occupied p-orbital (pσ) and then along the direction of a doubly-occupied p-orbital (pπ) for 

each halogen. Carter et al. had found that there was little to no variation in dispersion as a function 

of angle,2 so we decided to isolate the electron correlations in both directions (𝛥𝐸Æ�}}�Ç  and 𝛥𝐸Æ�}}�È , 

respectively) by subtracting the Hartree-Fock (HF) results from the CCSD(T) results. A weighted 

average was calculated (Eqn. 1) of the electron correlations.  𝛥𝐸′Æ�}} was then added to HF, 

resulting in what Scholfield et al. referred to as QM(s) and QM(p).1 

 ΔE′wA:: = �13 ΔEwA::$Ï + �23 ΔEwA::$Ð  (1) 

 

We found that anisotropic exchange repulsion and isotropic dispersion accurately model 

the van der Waals component of halogen bonding as a function of distance and angle in a force 

field. The energetic well and atomic shape parameters (εX and ΔrX, respectively) were obtained by 

adjusting them until VLJ visually matched the averaged CCSD(T) results as a function of distance 

(d) in the pσ and pπ directions (Fig. A1.1). 
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Figure A1.1. The CCSD(T) interaction energies of the halogens (Cl-top, Br-middle, and I-

bottom) and helium along the pσ and pπ orbitals (dots), and the VLJ approximation (line). 
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The well depth parameters (eX) were similar to those presented in the Universal Force Field by 

Rappé et al.,25 and the anisotropic shape parameters (DrX) were equal to the differences of the van 

der Waals radii of the halogens in the pσ and pπ directions (Table A1.2).  

 
Table A1.2. The well depth (eX) and anisotropic shape (ΔrX) parameters of the ffBXB.1 

Halogen εX (kcal/mol) ΔrX (Å) 
Cl 0.107 ± 0.002 0.149 ± 0.001 
Br 0.109 ± 0.038 0.160 ± 0.018 
I 0.087 ± 0.008 0.185 ± 0.006 

 

Scholfield et al. applied a nonlinear least-squares program to fit the remaining parameters in the 

ffBXB (Table A1.3).1 The fitting process was weighted toward the potential well, as that is where 

a halogen bond would form. 

 
Table A1.3. The parameters of the ffBXB parameterized by our collaborators, as presented in 
Scholfield et al.1 〈𝑟hij(�)〉 is the average radius of the halogen, A the amplitude of the cosine 

function, ν the period of the cosine function, and B the baseline of the cosine function. 
Halogen 〈𝑟hij(�)〉 A (e-) ν  B (e-) 

Cl 1.719 ± 0.010 0.14 ± 0.03 2.46 ± 0.05 -0.016 ± 0.005 
Br 1.817 ± 0.014 0.23 ± 0.05 2.42 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 
I 1.922 ± 0.015 0.46 ± 0.06 2.23 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.06 

 

 The researchers then examined how well the model simulated experimental measurements. 

The interaction energy of five different DNA junctions were determined either from a 

crystallographic assay or differential scanning calorimetry: Cl1J, Cl2J, Br1J, Br2J, and I2J (Table 

A1.4). Halouracil and hypophosphate were used to model the junctions in the QM calculations and 

ffBXB model. A linear correlation was calculated between the experimental and ffBXB results, 

showing an agreement in the interaction energies with an R2 value of 0.97 (Ref. 1, Fig. 7). 
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Table A1.4. Experimental and theoretical interaction energies of model BXBs, as presented in 
Scholfield et al.1 

 Experimental (kcal/mol) Theoretical (kcal/mol) 
Geometry Crystal Assay/Calorimetric QM ffBXB 

Cl1J -0.79 ± 0.12 -0.79 -0.76 
Cl2J -0.79 ± 0.12 0.02 -0.01 
Br1J -2.28 ± 0.11 -2.07 -2.41 
Br2J -3.6 ± 1.3 -2.93 -2.94 
I2J -5.9 ± 1.1 -5.93 -5.96 

 

In conclusion, the potential energy terms VLJ and Velect were found to be generally applicable to 

model the geometry and energy of biological halogen bonds. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 
 

 
Figure A2.1a. The Cambridge Structural Database was scanned for structures with short R-X—

O=C contacts to observe the distance-angle correlation of halogen bonding crystal structures. 
Here is presented the aggregate number of interactions as a function of X—O=C angle at a 

normalized distance (d/SrvdW) less than 1.0. Maxima are found at 135° and at 225°. 
 
 

 
Figure A2.1b. The Cambridge Structural Database was scanned for structures with short R-X—

O=C contacts to observe the distance-angle correlation of halogen bonding crystal structures. 
Here is presented the aggregate number of interactions as a function of X—O=C angle at all 

normalized distances (d/SrvdW). Maxima are found at 145° and at 215°. 
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Figure A2.2a. Scatterplot of the fluorinated crystal structures displaying the correlation between 
normalized non-bonding distance versus redistributed angle by 1-cos(θ). It is apparent from this 
figure that a sizable portion of fluorinated crystal structures found in the Cambridge Structural 
Database exhibit non-bonding distances longer than the sum of the F—O van der Waals radii, 

and that there is a lack of angular specificity. 
 
 

  
Figure A2.2b. Scatterplot of the chlorinated crystal structures displaying the correlation between 
normalized non-bonding distance versus redistributed angle by 1-cos(θ). It is apparent from this 

figure that a sizable portion of chlorinated crystal structures possess angular specificity, as 
illustrated by the high density of points near θ = 180°. The angular specificity appears to increase 

at non-bonding distances shorter than the sum of the Cl—O van der Waals radii. 
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Figure A2.2c. Scatterplot of the brominated crystal structures displaying the correlation between 
normalized non-bonding distance versus redistributed angle by 1-cos(θ). It is apparent from this 

figure that a sizable portion of brominated crystal structures possess angular specificity, as 
illustrated by the high density of points near θ = 180°. The angular specificity appears to have 
shifted toward non-bonding distances shorter than the sum of the Br—O van der Waals radii. 

 
 

 
Figure A2.2d. Scatterplot of the iodized crystal structures displaying the correlation between 

normalized non-bonding distance versus redistributed angle by 1-cos(θ). It is apparent from this 
figure that iodized crystal structures possess high angular specificity at non-bonding distances 

shorter than the I—O sum of the van der Waals radii, and little angular specificity at non-
bonding distances greater than the sum of the van der Waals radii. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 
 

 
Figure A3.1a. The radial distribution of fluorine’s valence s-orbital (red) and p-orbital (blue) 

wavefunctions. The model s-orbitals and p-orbitals were fit to the radial distributions using the 
Simplex algorithm. 

 
 

 
Figure A3.1b. The radial distribution of chlorine’s valence s-orbital (red) and p-orbital (blue) 
wavefunctions. The model s-orbitals and p-orbitals were fit to the radial distributions using the 

Simplex algorithm. 
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Figure A3.1c. The radial distribution of bromine’s valence s-orbital (red) and p-orbital (blue) 
wavefunctions. The model s-orbitals and p-orbitals were fit to the radial distributions using the 

Simplex algorithm. 
 
 

 
Figure A3.1d. The radial distribution of iodine’s valence s-orbital (red) and p-orbital (blue) 

wavefunctions. The model s-orbitals and p-orbitals were fit to the radial distributions using the 
Simplex algorithm. 
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Figure A3.2a. The model s-orbital, pσ-orbital, and pπ-orbital contributions to the EXR of fluorine 

as a function of distance (top) and angle (bottom). 
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Figure A3.2b. The model s-orbital, pσ-orbital, and pπ-orbital contributions to the EXR of chlorine 

as a function of distance (top) and angle (bottom). 
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Figure A3.2c. The model s-orbital, pσ-orbital, and pπ-orbital contributions to the EXR of bromine 

as a function of distance (top) and angle (bottom). 
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Figure A3.2d. The model s-orbital, pσ-orbital, and pπ-orbital contributions to the EXR of iodine 

as a function of distance (top) and angle (bottom). 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
 
 

Program A4.1. The Fortran 77 programs developed to calculate the exchange repulsion of the 
atomic halogens as a function of atomic radii and angle relative to 𝜙?�Ç. 

 
      Program Overlap_F_tot 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,lam,zetHe,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,zH2s 
      real*8 zH1s,zH2p,zH1p,tH2s,tH1s,tH2p,tH1p,t12s,t12p,ovrs 
      real*8 ovrp,Ns,Np,xF,yF,zF,phia,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe 
      real*8 cosa,sina,rHe,rHe2,rho,rho2,rho3,rhoa,rhoa2,cont 
      real*8 Heter,Clter,OH2s,OH1s,S,Ts,OH2p,OH1p,Psg,Ppi 
      real*8 Tsg,Tpi,Exr,kH2s,kH1s,kH2p,kH1p 
      real*8 zero,amax,step,dist 
 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
      lam = 0.346367d0 
 
      dist=1.03d0+1.40d0 
c     dist=1.47d0+1.40d0 
 
      zetHe = 1.69d0 
      zet1s = 14.043877d0 
      zet2s = 2.111385d0 
      zet2p = 2.182682d0 
      zH2s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2s) 
      zH1s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1s) 
      zH2p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2p) 
      tH2s  = (zetHe-zet2s)/(zetHe+zet2s) 
      tH1s  = (zetHe-zet1s)/(zetHe+zet1s) 
      tH2p  = (zetHe-zet2p)/(zetHe+zet2p) 
      kH2s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2s**2.0d0) 
      kH1s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1s**2.0d0) 
      kH2p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2p**2.0d0) 
 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra  = k+0.0d0 
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         ra  = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 4.0d0*(0.2837*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg   = cosa*OH2p 
         Ppi   = sina*OH2p 
         Tsg   = 0.0946d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*627.51d0 
         Tpi   = (0.3369d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
         Exr   = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
c        write(*,200) ra,ra/dist,Exr 
c        write(*,200) ra/dist,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   10 continue 
  200 format(5f15.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' R T Num ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.d0) 
         j    = 9 
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         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         do 15 k=0,20 
c        ra   = 1.826d0 
         zero=0.8*dist 
         amax=1.1*dist 
         step=(amax-zero)/20.0d0 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
c        ra   = ra*0.05d0+2.4d0 
         ra   = ra*step+zero 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 4.0d0*(0.2837d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg   = cosa*OH2p 
         Ppi   = sina*OH2p 
         Tsg   = 3.0d0*0.0946d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*627.51d0 
         Tpi   = 4.0d0*(0.3369d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
         Exr   = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
         write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi,Exr 
c        write(*,200) ra,180.0d0*phia/pi,Exr 
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c        write(*,200) cosa,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   15 continue 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
      Program Overlap_Cl_tot 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,lam,zetHe,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,zH2s 
      real*8 zH1s,zH2p,zH1p,tH2s,tH1s,tH2p,tH1p,t12s,t12p,ovrs 
      real*8 ovrp,Ns,Np,xCl,yCl,zCl,phia,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe 
      real*8 cosa,sina,rHe,rHe2,rho,rho2,rho3,rhoa,rhoa2,cont 
      real*8 Heter,Clter,OH2s,OH1s,S,Ts,OH2p,OH1p,Psg,Ppi 
      real*8 Tsg,Tpi,Exr,kH2s,kH1s,kH2p,kH1p 
      real*8 zero,amax,step,dist 
 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
      lam = 0.662613d0 
 
      dist=1.62d0+1.40d0 
c     dist=1.75d0+1.40d0 
 
      zetHe = 1.69d0 
      zet1s = 5.413733d0 
      zet2s = 2.077413d0 
      zet1p = 6.093864d0 
      zet2p = 1.371594d0 
      zH2s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2s) 
      zH1s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1s) 
      zH2p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2p) 
      zH1p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1p) 
      tH2s  = (zetHe-zet2s)/(zetHe+zet2s) 
      tH1s  = (zetHe-zet1s)/(zetHe+zet1s) 
      tH2p  = (zetHe-zet2p)/(zetHe+zet2p) 
      tH1p  = (zetHe-zet1p)/(zetHe+zet1p) 
      kH2s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2s**2.0d0) 
      kH1s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1s**2.0d0) 
      kH2p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2p**2.0d0) 
      kH1p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1p**2.0d0) 
 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
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         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 2.0d0*(1.13326d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
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         Psg   = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi   = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg   = 0.57601*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*lam*627.51d0 
         Tpi   = 2.0d0*(0.50148*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #            627.51d0 
         Exr   = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
c        write(*,200) ra,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   10 continue 
  200 format(5f15.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' R T Num ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         do 15 k=0,20 
c        ra   = 2.082d0 
         zero=0.8*dist 
         amax=1.1*dist 
         step=(amax-zero)/20.0d0 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
c        ra   = ra*0.05d0+2.4d0 
         ra   = ra*step+zero 
 
c        ra   = 2.224d0 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 4.0d0*(0.5449d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
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         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg   = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi   = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg   = 3.0d0*0.0903d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*627.51d0 
         Tpi   = 4.0d0*(0.2336d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
         Exr   = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
c        write(*,200) cosa,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
         write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi,Exr 
 
   15 continue 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
      Program Overlap_Br_tot 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,lam,zetHe,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,zH2s 
      real*8 zH1s,zH2p,zH1p,tH2s,tH1s,tH2p,tH1p,t12s,t12p,ovrs 
      real*8 ovrp,Ns,Np,xBr,yBr,zBr,phia,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe 
      real*8 cosa,sina,rHe,rHe2,rho,rho2,rho3,rhoa,rhoa2,cont 
      real*8 Heter,Clter,OH2s,OH1s,S,Ts,OH2p,OH1p,Psg,Ppi 
      real*8 Tsg,Tpi,Exr,kH2s,kH1s,kH2p,kH1p 
      real*8 zero,amax,step,dist 
 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
      lam = 0.729313d0 
 
      dist=1.80d0+1.40d0 
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c     dist=1.85d0+1.40d0 
 
      zetHe = 1.69d0 
      zet1s = 4.357680d0 
      zet2s = 1.896394d0 
      zet1p = 4.362203d0 
      zet2p = 1.272221d0 
      zH2s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2s) 
      zH1s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1s) 
      zH2p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2p) 
      zH1p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1p) 
      tH2s  = (zetHe-zet2s)/(zetHe+zet2s) 
      tH1s  = (zetHe-zet1s)/(zetHe+zet1s) 
      tH2p  = (zetHe-zet2p)/(zetHe+zet2p) 
      tH1p  = (zetHe-zet1p)/(zetHe+zet1p) 
      kH2s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2s**2.0d0) 
      kH1s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1s**2.0d0) 
      kH2p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2p**2.0d0) 
      kH1p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1p**2.0d0) 
 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
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         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 2.0d0*(1.03426d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg   = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi   = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg   = 0.51711d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*lam*627.51d0 
         Tpi   = 2.0d0*(0.45011d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #           627.51d0 
         Exr   = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
c        write(*,200) ra,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   10 continue 
  200 format(5f15.7) 
 
      write(*,*) '  R  T  Num ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
c        ra   = 2.356d0 
         do 15 k=0,20 
c        ra   = 2.082d0 
         zero=0.8*dist 
         amax=1.1*dist 
         step=(amax-zero)/20.0d0 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
c        ra   = ra*0.05d0+2.4d0 
         ra   = ra*step+zero 
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         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 4.0d0*(0.6130d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p   = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg    = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi    = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg    = 3.0d0*0.0669d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*627.51d0 
         Tpi    = 4.0d0*(0.2233d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))* 
     #             627.51d0 
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         Exr    = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
         write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi,Exr 
c        write(*,200) cosa,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   15 continue 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
      Program Overlap_I_tot 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,lam,zetHe,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,zH2s 
      real*8 zH1s,zH2p,zH1p,tH2s,tH1s,tH2p,tH1p,t12s,t12p,ovrs 
      real*8 ovrp,Ns,Np,xI,yI,zI,phia,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe 
      real*8 cosa,sina,rHe,rHe2,rho,rho2,rho3,rhoa,rhoa2,cont 
      real*8 Heter,Clter,OH2s,OH1s,S,Ts,OH2p,OH1p,Psg,Ppi 
      real*8 Tsg,Tpi,Exr,kH2s,kH1s,kH2p,kH1p 
      real*8 zero,amax,step,dist 
 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
      lam = 0.908426d0 
 
c     dist=1.98d0+1.40d0 
      dist=1.98d0+1.40d0 
 
      zetHe = 1.69d0 
      zet1s = 3.766487d0 
      zet2s = 1.739151d0 
      zet1p = 3.201268d0 
      zet2p = 1.165130d0 
      zH2s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2s) 
      zH1s  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1s) 
      zH2p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet2p) 
      zH1p  = 0.5d0*(zetHe+zet1p) 
      tH2s  = (zetHe-zet2s)/(zetHe+zet2s) 
      tH1s  = (zetHe-zet1s)/(zetHe+zet1s) 
      tH2p  = (zetHe-zet2p)/(zetHe+zet2p) 
      tH1p  = (zetHe-zet1p)/(zetHe+zet1p) 
      kH2s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2s**2.0d0) 
      kH1s  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1s**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1s**2.0d0) 
      kH2p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet2p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet2p**2.0d0) 
      kH1p  = (zetHe**2.0d0+zet1p**2.0d0)/(zetHe**2.0d0-zet1p**2.0d0) 
 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/sqrt(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
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         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 2.0d0*(0.92284d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #            627.51d0 
c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
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     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p   = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg    = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi    = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg    = 0.46010d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*lam*627.51d0 
         Tpi    = 2.0d0*(0.39962d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))*lam* 
     #             627.51d0 
         Exr    = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
c        write(*,200) ra,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   10 continue 
  200 format(5f15.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' R T Num ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
c        ra   = 2.553d0 
         do 15 k=0,20 
c        ra   = 2.082d0 
         zero=0.8*dist 
         amax=1.1*dist 
         step=(amax-zero)/20.0d0 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
c        ra   = ra*0.05d0+2.4d0 
         ra   = ra*step+zero 
 
         cosa = cos(phia) 
         sina = sin(phia) 
         rHe  = zetHe*ra*boh 
         rHe2 = rHe**2.0d0 
c     <1s|2s> 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH2s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH2s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH2s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH2s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2s'> 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         cont  = sqrt(1.0d0-tH1s**2.0d0)/(sqrt(3.0d0)*tH1s*rhoa) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+(1.0d0-2.0d0*kH1s)*rHe)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1s)*(2.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*(2.0d0-3.0d0* 
     #            kH1s)+4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1s)*rho+rho2)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1s  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         S     = (OH2s-ovrs*OH1s)*Ns 
         Ts    = 4.0d0*(0.2135d0*S**2.0d0/(1.0d0-S**2.0d0))* 
     #            627.51d0 
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c     <1s|2p> 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH2p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH2p)/(1.0d0-tH2p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH2p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH2p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH2p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH2p  = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
c     <1s|2p'> 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rhoa  = 0.5d0*(rHe+rho) 
         rhoa2 = rhoa**2.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0/(tH1p*rhoa2))*sqrt((1.0d0+tH1p)/(1.0d0-tH1p)) 
         Heter = -(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(6.0d0*(1.0d0+kH1p)*(1.0d0+rHe) 
     #            +2.0d0*rHe2)*exp(-rHe) 
         Clter = (1.0d0+kH1p)*(6.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)**2.0d0*(1.0d0+rho)+ 
     #            4.0d0*(1.0d0-kH1p)*rho2+rho3)*exp(-rho) 
         OH1p   = cont*(Heter+Clter) 
         Psg    = cosa*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Ppi    = sina*(OH2p-ovrp*OH1p)*Np 
         Tsg    = 3.0d0*0.0884d0*Psg**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Psg**2.0d0)*627.51d0 
         Tpi    = 4.0d0*(0.2135d0*Ppi**2.0d0/(1.0d0-Ppi**2.0d0))* 
     #             627.51d0 
         Exr    = Ts+Tsg+Tpi 
         write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi,Exr 
c        write(*,200) cosa,Ts,Tsg,Tpi,Exr 
   15 continue 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 

 
 
Program A4.2. The Fortran 77 programs developed to calculate the ESP of the atomic halogens 

as a function of atomic radii and angle relative to 𝜙?�Ç. 
 

      Program Model_ESP_F 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,t22s,t12s 
      real*8 t11s,t22p,t12p,t11p,ovrs,ovrp,Ns,Np,xF,yF,zF 
      real*8 phi a,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe,cosa,cosa2,sina,sina2 
      real*8 nuc,rho,rho2,rho3,rho4,rho5,cont,con1,con2,con3 
      real*8 S3ter,D3ter,I22s,I12s,I11s,Ipsig,Ippi,Cpsig 
      real*8 Cppi,I22p,I12p,I11p,In2s,In2p,ESP 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
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      boh = 1/ang 
 
      zet1s = 14.043877d0 
      zet2s = 2.111385d0 
      zet2p = 2.182682d0 
      t22s  = 0.0d0 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t11s  = 0.0d0 
      t22p  = 0.0d0 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
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         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         Esp   = In2s+I22p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,Esp*627.51d0 
   10 continue 
  200 format(4f13.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = 2.082d0 
         xHe  = xF+ra*sin(phia)*cos(the) 
         yHe  = yF+ra*sin(phia)*sin(the) 
         zHe  = zF+ra*cos(phia) 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
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c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         Esp   = In2s+I22p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
 
      Program Model_ESP_Cl 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,t22s,t12s 
      real*8 t11s,t22p,t12p,t11p,ovrs,ovrp,Ns,Np,xCl,yCl,zCl 
      real*8 phi a,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe,cosa,cosa2,sina,sina2 
      real*8 nuc,rho,rho2,rho3,rho4,rho5,cont,con1,con2,con3 
      real*8 S3ter,D3ter,I22s,I12s,I11s,Ipsig,Ippi,Cpsig 
      real*8 Cppi,I22p,I12p,I11p,In2s,In2p,ESP 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
 
      zet1s = 5.413733d0 
      zet2s = 2.077413d0 
      zet1p = 6.093864d0 
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      zet2p = 1.371594d0 
      t22s  = 0.0d0 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t11s  = 0.0d0 
      t22p  = 0.0d0 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      t11p  = 0.0d0 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
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         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
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         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   10 continue 
  200 format(4f13.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = 2.899d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
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         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   20 continue 
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      stop 
      end 
 
 
      Program Model_ESP_Br 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,t22s,t12s 
      real*8 t11s,t22p,t12p,t11p,ovrs,ovrp,Ns,Np,xBr,yBr,zBr 
      real*8 phi a,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe,cosa,cosa2,sina,sina2 
      real*8 nuc,rho,rho2,rho3,rho4,rho5,cont,con1,con2,con3 
      real*8 S3ter,D3ter,I22s,I12s,I11s,Ipsig,Ippi,Cpsig 
      real*8 Cppi,I22p,I12p,I11p,In2s,In2p,ESP 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
 
      zet1s = 4.357680d0 
      zet2s = 1.896394d0 
      zet1p = 4.362203d0 
      zet2p = 1.272221d0 
      t22s  = 0.0d0 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t11s  = 0.0d0 
      t22p  = 0.0d0 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      t11p  = 0.0d0 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
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         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
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         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   10 continue 
  200 format(4f13.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = 3.115d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
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         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
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         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 
 
      Program Model_ESP_I 
 
      implicit none 
 
      real*8 pi,ang,boh,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,t22s,t12s 
      real*8 t11s,t22p,t12p,t11p,ovrs,ovrp,Ns,Np,xI,yI,zI 
      real*8 phi a,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe,cosa,cosa2,sina,sina2 
      real*8 nuc,rho,rho2,rho3,rho4,rho5,cont,con1,con2,con3 
      real*8 S3ter,D3ter,I22s,I12s,I11s,Ipsig,Ippi,Cpsig 
      real*8 Cppi,I22p,I12p,I11p,In2s,In2p,ESP 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
 
      zet1s = 3.766487d0 
      zet2s = 1.739151d0 
      zet1p = 3.201268d0 
      zet2p = 1.165130d0 
      t22s  = 0.0d0 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t11s  = 0.0d0 
      t22p  = 0.0d0 
      t12p  = (zet1p-zet2p)/(zet1p+zet2p) 
      t11p  = 0.0d0 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      ovrp  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
      Np    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrp**2.0d0) 
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      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
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         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   10 continue 
  200 format(4f13.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' ' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
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         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = 3.396d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p] 
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         rho   = (zet1p+zet2p)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12p)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12p)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1p+zet2p)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         con2  = 3.0d0*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*(zet1p+zet2p)/(rho3*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I12p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c     [a|2p'2p'] 
         rho   = zet1p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet1p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet1p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I11p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         In2p  = (I22p-2.0d0*ovrp*I12p+ovrp**2.0d0*I11p)*Np 
         ESP   = In2s+In2p+nuc 
         write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
 

 

Program A4.3. The Fortran 77 programs developed to calculate the ESP of fluorine with a 
partial charge and additional dipole moment as a function of atomic radii and angle relative to 𝜙?�Ç. 

 
      Program Model_ESP_F 
 
      implicit none 
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      real*8 pi,ang,boh,zet2s,zet1s,zet2p,zet1p,t22s,t12s 
      real*8 t11s,t22p,t12p,t11p,ovrs,ovrp,Ns,Np,xF,yF,zF 
      real*8 phi a,the,ra,xHe,yHe,zHe,cosa,cosa2,sina,sina2 
      real*8 nuc,rho,rho2,rho3,rho4,rho5,cont,con1,con2,con3 
      real*8 S3ter,D3ter,I22s,I12s,I11s,Ipsig,Ippi,Cpsig 
      real*8 Cppi,I22p,I12p,I11p,In2s,In2p,ESP 
      real*8 zero,amax,step,dist 
      real*8 zplus,yplus,rplus,eplus 
      integer*4 i,j,k 
 
      pi  = 2.0d0*dacos(0.0d0) 
      ang = 0.5291771d0 
      boh = 1/ang 
 
      dist=0.93d0+1.40d0 
c     dist=1.47d0+1.40d0 
 
      zet1s = 14.043877d0 
      zet2s = 2.111385d0 
      zet2p = 2.182682d0 
      t22s  = 0.0d0 
      t12s  = (zet1s-zet2s)/(zet1s+zet2s) 
      t11s  = 0.0d0 
      t22p  = 0.0d0 
      ovrs  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
      Ns    = 1.0d0/(1.0d0-ovrs**2.0d0) 
 
      do 10 k=0,20 
         i    = 18 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = phia*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
         ra   = ra*0.20d0+1.6d0 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
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     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
         Esp   = In2s+I22p+nuc 
c        write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,Esp*627.51d0 
   10 continue 
  200 format(4f13.7) 
 
      write(*,*) ' R T Num' 
 
      do 20 i=0,20 
         phia = i+0.0d0 
         phia = (phia*10.0d0+80.0d0)*(pi/180.0d0) 
         j    = 9 
         the  = j+0.0d0 
         the  = the*10.0d0*(pi/180.0d0) 
         do 15 k=0,20 
c        ra   = 2.082d0 
         zero=0.8*dist 
         amax=1.1*dist 
         step=(amax-zero)/20.0d0 
         ra   = k+0.0d0 
c        ra   = ra*0.05d0+2.4d0 
         ra   = ra*step+zero 
         xHe  = xF+ra*sin(phia)*cos(the) 
         yHe  = yF+ra*sin(phia)*sin(the) 
         zHe  = zF+ra*cos(phia) 
         cosa  = cos(phia) 
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         cosa2 = cosa**2.0d0 
         sina  = sin(phia) 
         sina2 = sina**2.0d0 
         nuc   = -7.0d0/(ra*boh) 
c     [a|2s2s] 
         rho   = zet2s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I22s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s] 
         rho   = (zet1s+zet2s)*ra*boh/2.0d0 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = (1.0d0+t12s)**2.5d0*(1.0d0-t12s)**2.5d0 
         con1  = (zet1s+zet2s)/(rho*2.0d0) 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I12s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
c     [a|2s'2s'] 
         rho   = zet1s*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet1s/rho 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         I11s  = cont*con1*S3ter 
         In2s  = 2.0d0*(I22s-2.0d0*ovrs*I12s+ovrs**2.0d0*I11s)*Ns 
c     [a|2p2p] 
         rho   = zet2p*ra*boh 
         rho2  = rho**2.0d0 
         rho3  = rho**3.0d0 
         rho4  = rho**4.0d0 
         rho5  = rho**5.0d0 
         cont  = 1.0d0 
         con1  = zet2p/rho 
         con2  = 3.0d0*zet2p/rho3 
         con3  = (3.0d0/2.0d0)*zet2p/rho3 
         S3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+3.0d0*rho/2.0d0+rho2+rho3/3.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         D3ter = 1.0d0-(1.0d0+2.0d0*rho+2.0d0*rho2+4.0d0*rho3/ 
     #           3.0d0+2.0d0*rho4/3.0d0+2.0d0*rho5/9.0d0)* 
     #           exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
         Ipsig = cont*(con1*S3ter+con2*D3ter) 
         Ippi  = cont*(con1*S3ter-con3*D3ter) 
         Cpsig = cosa2*Ipsig+sina2*Ippi 
         Cppi  = sina2*Ipsig+cosa2*Ippi 
         I22p  = 2.0d0*Ippi+Cpsig+2.0d0*Cppi 
c        add in plus of the dipole 
         yplus=sina*ra 
         zplus=(1.35d0-cosa*ra) 
         rplus=sqrt(yplus*yplus+zplus*zplus) 
c        eplus=0.194937d0/(rplus*boh) 
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         eplus=0.194937d0*(zet2p*exp(-2.0d0*rho) 
     $  +(exp(-2.0d0*rho)-1.0d0)/(ra*boh)) 
         eplus=eplus*cosa2 
         Esp   = In2s+I22p+nuc 
c        Esp   = In2s+I22p+nuc-eplus 
         write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi, 
     $  eplus*627.51d0 
c        write(*,200) ra/dist,180.0d0*phia/pi, 
c    $ ESP*627.51d0 
c        write(*,200) In2s,I22p,nuc,ESP*627.51d0 
   15 continue 
   20 continue 
 
      stop 
      end 
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APPENDIX 5 
 
 
 

The necessary counterpoise corrected single point energies were calculated for the water- 

and ammonia-containing trimers and dimers at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z and 

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ//APFD/aug-cc-PVTZ hybrid levels in order to discern ΔECOOP, the latter of 

which will be the focus herein. The interaction energies of the AB and BC dimers were also found 

in the trimer geometry (∆𝐸ã|Å� and ∆𝐸|åÅ�) for a better gauge of the process with which the system 

stabilized. The APFD method was of interest because it is a relatively new DFT functional that 

explicitly includes a correction for dispersion (𝛥𝐸ãê+&ièÅ� ), allegedly making it cost efficient while 

reducing error, although it was found that the nonbonding energies (ΔEAPFD) and cooperativity 

were consistently greater than the MP2 energies (ΔEMP2) (see Table A5.1), signifying that either 

the APFD method naturally overestimated the interaction or the MP2 method naturally 

underestimated the interaction. Because an expansive basis set was used in conjunction with the 

MP2 method when calculating the single point energies, it was assumed that the APFD method 

was overestimating the energy of the trimer system, and it was decided to inspect the method with 

which the interactions, including the dispersion, were being calculated. 

 
Table A5.1. The cooperativity and interaction energies of optimized β-trimer and dimer systems 

of bromine with two orthogonal water and ammonia molecules. 

 ∆𝐸å��ê 
(kcal/mol) 

∆𝐸ã|å��ä
 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸|å��ä 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ãåÅ� 

(kcal/mol) 
∆𝐸ã|Å� 

(kcal/mol) 

∆𝐸|åÅ�  

(kcal/mol) 

 ΔEAPFD 

H2O -0.169 -6.821 -4.288 -1.427 -0.937 -5.332 -1.437 

NH3 -0.689 -11.573 -8.985 -0.966 -0.933 -9.126 -0.910 

 𝜟𝑬𝑨𝑷𝑭𝑫𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒑
 

H2O - -2.333 -1.250 -0.904 -0.105 - - 

NH3 - -1.849 -0.836 -0.836 -0.147 - - 
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 The dispersion calculated via APFD can be simply extracted from the output file, where 

specifically, the APFD method is a linear combination of the B3PW91 and PBE1PBE functionals, 

 Δ𝐸4çâ3 = 0.411Δ𝐸6±çp4Y + 0.589Δ𝐸ç67Yç67 + Δ𝐸Ø45 
 

plus a correction for the dispersion (ΔESAM), found by the Spherical Atom Model. It is for these 

reasons that APFD has recently gained the reputation of being a computational method that 

calculates interaction energies within experimental error and in a reasonable amount of time.1 The 

B3PW91 and PBE1PBE functionals were chosen because the former is consistently repulsive at 

long distance, and the latter is consistently attractive (see Reference 1, Figure 1). The dispersion, 

 

Δ𝐸Ø45(𝑅46) = 𝐶[,46�𝑅46? − 𝑅#,46? �± f(𝑅46)g(𝑅46) 
 

𝐶[,46 = 𝑃Y �32  U 𝜀b,4𝜀b,6𝜀b,4 + 𝜀b,6^𝛼4𝛼6 

 

where the nonbonding interaction (C6,AB) is calculated using the energies of the highest occupied 

molecular orbitals (εH,A and εH,B) corresponding to atoms A and B, multiplied by the isotropic 

atomic polarizabilities (αA and αB) and a scaling factor (P1) that is equal to 1.18604. The interaction 

is then divided by the difference of the distance between the atomic nuclei (RAB) and the difference 

between the atomic surfaces (Rs,AB). As can be seen, when RAB approaches Rs,AB the dispersion 

becomes nonsensical. Therefore, a damping function (f(RAB)) was added to ΔESAM such that the 

dispersion between two atoms would go to zero if RAB had contracted to a given percentage of 

Rs,AB. Because f(RAB) was discontinuous at higher derivatives, a switching function (g(RAB)) was 

added as well such that caused the damping function to behave continuously. 
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 Upon observing the calculated dispersion according to the APFD method (see Table 1), 

general trends in the results lead to starkly opposing conclusions to the electron correlation found 

according to the MP2 method, where the dispersion is consistently weaker between bromine and 

ammonia than bromine and water. When dissecting the step-by-step process of how ΔESAM had 

been calculated, and using the equation by hand, it was surprisingly found that the damping 

function had nullified the dispersion between most interacting atoms, as RAB had been considered 

to be too close in value to Rs,AB. As a result, for example, the only dispersion terms in ∆𝐸ã|��ä 
between bromine and ammonia that did not go to zero was of the nitrogen with distant bromine, 

and the hydrogens on ammonia with bromine. The dispersion between the atoms directly involved 

in the Lewis acid-base pair had not been counted due to the significant contraction of dAB and dBC 

from ΣrvdW, and as such ΔESAM did not provide much information on the nature of halogen bonding. 
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APPENDIX 6 
 
 
 

Table A6.1. The electron correlation (𝛥𝐸ìê?Æ�}}) of the β-trimer systems, comprised of singlet 
(𝛥𝐸ìê?í ) and triplet (𝛥𝐸ìê?� ) energetic components. 

 ∆𝐸ã|å��ä
 (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸ã|��ä (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸|å��ä (kcal/mol) ∆𝐸ãåÅ� (kcal/mol) 

 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓  

H2O -4.487 -2.641 -1.475 0.019 
NH3 -8.544 -6.446 -1.243 -0.024 

 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝑺  

H2O -0.948 -0.521 -0.370 0.017 
NH3 -1.942 -1.437 -0.324 -0.006 

 𝜟𝑬𝑴𝑷𝟐𝑻  

H2O -3.539 -2.120 -1.105 0.002 
NH3 -6.602 -5.009 -0.919 -0.019 

 

 

 

 


